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Telecommunication systems provide organisations with opportunities for improved 
performance through reduced information overheads. However, the increased reliance on 
network services comes at a price. More complex networks require more sophisticated 
management and control. Like all computer systems, network management systems will need 
to incorporate greater "intelligence" in order to further automate their tasks.
Many Australian companies, rely on communication networks based on Telecom products and 
services. BHP for example, is a major user of Telecom's services. With telecommunications, 
as with other industries, the quality of a service or product can be measured in terms of the 
number of defects or faults which it exhibits. As faults occur it is necessary to provide an 
accurate diagnosis of the faulty component, and fix the true cause. If the diagnosis is incorrect, 
then there is the potential risk that the fault will regularly reappear. When two parties are 
responsible for the maintenance of the network, (ie. BHP for the value added components, and 
Telecom for the underlying network) sharing quality information about faults is an obvious 
priority.
By applying the science of Artificial Intelligence to this domain it may be possible improve the 
quality of the diagnosis process. It is argued that the success of diagnostic expert systems 
makes them a candidate for inclusion in network management architectures.
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research.
In response to my wish to study a research topic of a practical nature, Professor Fergus O'Brien 
suggested that I contact BHP Information Technology, Network Services and discuss the 
possibility of a joint project. In subsequent meetings with Manfred Rentz, Section Leader of 
Network Services a topic of mutual interest was outlined.
By developing a system to diagnose network faults, BHP benefit in the usual way (see the section 
overviewing Knowledge Based Systems). The research issues explored during the development 
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Productivity and quality are related terms, often used to describe desirable organisational 
behaviour. Improving performance through the maximisation of these characteristics appears 
an obvious priority, and provides an organisation with "the competitive edge". Computers are 
well accepted as processors of information, and their contribution to revolutionising the work 
place is evident in the last two decades being described as the information age.
However, this information must be communicated effectively in order for the organisation to 
prosper (Athey, 1987). This is easier said than done! When we consider the various myths and 
realities summarized in table 1.1, and the explosion in the volume of information being 
processed, it becomes apparent that the job of understanding and communicating information is 
complex.
Table 1.1 also illustrates that information is not restricted to what is commonly thought of as 
data. Rather, information can manifest itself in other forms including knowledge, images, natural 
language or voice. The communication of information has, until recently, been constrained by 
geographical limits and the paradigm of centralised computer power. This scenario is changing. 
Tanenbaum explains why.
"Organisations with hundreds of offices spread over a wide geographical area routinely 
expect to be able to examine the current status of even their most remote outpost at the push 
of a button." (Tanenbaum, 1988)
Looking a little deeper than the requirement above, it is easy to see how networks and 
telecommunications contribute to improved organisational behaviour.
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3 0009 02985 5389
MYTH REALITY
We communicate only when we intend 
to.
We frequently communicate messages 
we are not aware of.
Words mean the same thing to everyone. Words do not have meaning - meanings 
are in terms of peoples' past experiences.
We communicate primarily with words. The majority of the message is based on 
nonverbal communication.
Non verbal communication is the same 
as body language.
Nonverbal communication is perceived 
through all the senses.
Communicating is the same as one way 
information flow.
Communication is a two way activity in 
which feedback is crucial.
The message sent is the same as 
message received.
The message received is never identical 
to the message intended.
You can never give someone too much 
information.
Information overload can be as much of 
a problem as not having enough 
information.
Table 1.1
The Myths and Realities of Communication 
(Huseman et al, 1988)
By connecting previously remote nodes or information islands, networks remove the necessity of 
duplicating hardware and software costs. The information collected at one node, is available to 
all connected parties through the network. These parties need not replicate the original system in 
order to use the information. Transparent access to that information is provided by the network.
The side-effect of this is that users of the network, related by some interest in the remotely 
located information, communicate more efficiently. Instead of having large lead times on 
information capture, update and transport, users are able to exchange transactions on information 
in close to real time. Even more importantly, information is available to decision makers that 
was previously hidden. A consequence of quality decisions by remote managers is that the 
protectionist attitudes isolated users have in relation to "their" information will break down. 
Improved communication can not be underestimated as Tanenbaum points out,
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"Such a speed up (in communication) makes cooperation among far flung groups of people 
easy where it previously had been impossible. In the long run, the use of networks to 
enhance human-to-human communication may prove more important than technical 
goals..." (Tanenbaum,1988)
So it appears as though networks provide organisations with opportunities for improved 
performance through reduced information overheads. However, the increased reliance on 
network services comes at a price. More complex networks require more sophisticated 
management and control. Like all computer systems, network management systems will need to 
incorporate greater "intelligence" in order to further automate their tasks.
One such task is the diagnosis of network faults. With telecommunications1, as with other 
systems, the quality of a service or product can be measured in terms of the number of defects or 
faults which it exhibits. As faults occur it is necessary to provide an accurate diagnosis of the 
faulty component, and fix the true cause. If the diagnosis is incorrect, then there is the potential 
risk that the fault will regularly reappear. When two parties are responsible for the maintenance 
of the network, (eg. BHP for the value added components, and Telecom for the underlying 
network) sharing quality information about faults is an obvious priority.
This thesis is the result of a study into the application Artificial Intelligence to corporate wide 
area networks. It is argued that the success of diagnostic expert systems makes them a candidate 
for inclusion in network management architectures.
1.2 Objectives
Generally, I am interested in finding out whether network management and control can be 
further automated through the application of expert systems to fault diagnosis. How then, should 
the study be attempted?
Two different approaches to the science of expert systems research can be identified. Firstly 
there are those studies which create "...solutions in search of problems...". These can be *
l fh e  term telecommunications is often used interchangeably with that of wide area network even though it implies a 
lower level abstraction.
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considered theoretical, and seek to progress the field in terms of the underlying concepts. 
Buchanan says,
"...there is considerable work in AI in which the method is designed first and the problems 
for which the method offers a solution are identified second. This is usually justified as 
pure research and undoubtedly has a place in every science...(however) The ideal 
conditions required by most theories hold only in simplified problems, which are often so 
unrelated to their complex instantiations that the principles for solving them bear little 
resemblance to the original theory." (Buchanan, 1988)
A theoretical approach seems inappropriate. Intuitively, we are interested in achieving expert 
performance in a restricted and specific domain. A practical approach, where we try to make the 
computer behave in a way which solves the specific problem, seems more appealing. Studies 
such as this involve a large engineering component. After all, experiments are impossible 
without first implementing a system. The table 1.2 illustrates the possible progression of an 
experimental research study.
Theoretical steps:
1. Identify the problem
2. Design a method for solving it
Engineering steps
3. Implement the method
4. Demonstrate the power of the program
Analytical steps
5. Analyse data collected in demonstrations
6. Generalise the results of the analysis.
Table 1.2
Steps Involved in Experimental Research in AI. 
(Buchanan, 1988)
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The process moves from the theory, through engineering to analysis. Clearly, the experiments 
depend on a computer based system for fault diagnosis. To achieve this, the diagnostic process 
needs to be analysed and abstracted from some real world network. BHP have provided the 
necessary support for their corporate wide area network to be used as a case study. So, a useful 
practical objective is -
To implement a system to provide support for the isolation of faults on BHP's 
corporate voice and data network.
This supports my theoretical objective -
To show that telecommunications network management and control systems can be 
further automated by the application of "intelligent" tools and techniques.
1.3 Overview of Thesis
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to issues relating to wide area network management and 
control. The motivation for providing automated management and control support is explained 
against a backdrop of growing network sophistication and technology change, driven by 
network users, who are demanding improved services and facilities.
Efforts to cope with increased network complexity are underpined by an understanding of 
network architectures and structures. Chapter 2 establishes the fundamentals, and provides a 
framework for placing the different classes of networks in context - particularly wide area 
networks. The main body of the chapter is devoted to a discussion of the trends and 
developments in telecommunications management systems. To exemplify the discussion, the 
case study is presented. BHP's voice and data network is described in general.
Chapter 3 explores the aspects of fault management more closely . By decomposing fault 
management, it can be seen that fault isolation is a discrete, and identifiable task in the operation 
of management architectures. Having defined the problem, chapter 3 goes on to review some 
other attempts at providing automated diagnosis. It is clear that the skill required to perform fault 
diagnosis is of a kind that lends itself to automation through the application of expert, or 
knowledge based systems. A particular method, heuristic classification, is used as a match against 
the process of diagnosing faults at BHP to verify the expert system approach.
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It will be clear from the discussion that expert systems are indeed applicable to the problem. 
Chapter 4 details the design process . Importantly, the development of the knowledge base is 
shown to be different from traditional software design. The intensely personal nature of the 
knowledge engineering creates an atmosphere in which specific difficulties can constrain the 
development of a successful system.
Because the task of acquiring knowledge is difficult to control, a suitable methodology for 
development needs to be established. Prototyping is explained in chapter 4 as the chosen style. 
To support the executability required in the prototype, an expert system shell, NEXPERT 
OBJECT, is overviewed. The shell can be thought of as a general expert system. The 
executability of the prototype allows the early evaluation of the functional properties of the 
system. These results are included.
As things turned out, the expert system shell was not used as the implementation platform. 
Chapter 5 contains the arguments for porting the knowledge to a purpose built system. Included 
are answers to questions like, "what syntax should be adopted when structuring the rules?" and 
"what are the objects that make up an expert system, and how do they behave?". It is argued that 
the characteristics of the object-oriented programming paradigm make it ideally suited for use in 
building the expert system interpreter.
Integrated in the discussion of the system design entities, is an exposé of the functional 
requirements of our interpreter. Many of the features of the expert system shell were useful, and 
should be included in the interpreter. Similarly, those that were not present in the shell, but were 
required, should obviously be included.
Testing expert systems is not well understood. Chapter 6 looks at the types of tests that other 
developers have performed. Outlined are the things that we will be looking for from our system. 
Particularly, the differentiation is made between functional performance based on the system's 
output, and non-functional performance indicators such as ease of use and computational speed. 
The difficulties of measuring the effects of the system on the productivity of people are also 
discussed.
From a development point of view, the reason for testing the program is that we want to say 
whether the objective has been achieved. Chapter 7 presents the empirical data from the tests
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outlined in chapter 6. This data is used as the input to the generalisations and conclusions that can 
be made about three things,
1. The success of the development.
2. Using expert system technology.
3. The role of expert systems in telecommunications management now, and in the future.
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Chapter
2. Network Management and Control
2.1 Introduction
Networks are generally described as a set of nodes, connected by links or arcs. The term has 
been extensively applied in virtually all domains of computer science. However, by far the most 
well known network is that supporting telecommunications. Everyone who has used a telephone 
is aware, albeit unconsciously, of the network supporting their conversations over long distances. 
The growing use of workstations will facilitate a corresponding appreciation of networks as a 
carrier of data. It seems natural to assume that the services provided by the network will be 
increasingly transparent. For example, telephone calls that previously required the intervention 
of a number of operators to make the necessary manual connections, can now be made through 
direct dial services. Terminal devices will support the presentation of information in a consistent 
and integrated fashion, and that information will take many forms,
"In the future it will be possible for every one, not just people in the computer business, to 
send and receive electronic mail. Furthermore this mail will contain digitized voice, still 
pictures and possibly even moving television and video images." (Tanenbaum, 1988)
From a user perspective, facilities and services will be improved in terms of diversity and ease of 
use. Also the availability of these services will be more widespread. These improvements will 
be underpined by technological advances in a number of ways. For example, new transmission 
mediums and network components will continue to offer performance increases. Concurrently, 
network models and standards will push greater application interoperability and interconnectivity 
among users. Of course all of this is not without cost. The obvious tradeoff is that network 
operations become more complex.
Chapter 1 outlined the claim that complex networks can be better managed by the introduction of 
greater "intelligence". But what does it mean to manage and control a network, and what
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components, real and virtual make up the network? How can intelligence be incorporated into the 
network architecture?
This chapter partly answers the above questions and provides a framework for the discussion of 
our experimental system. An examination of network structures and architectures begins the 
chapter. These basics help to clarify the terminology of the domain and allow us to differentiate 
between different classes of networks. In particular, the characteristics of wide area networks are 
explained. Attention is then focused on management and control, what it means, where it fits, 
and what problems are apparent. Particularly interesting in the context of this thesis will be fault 
handling.
To exemplify the discussion, BHP's corporate network is introduced. The network is explained 
using the fundamentals embodied in the early parts of the chapter.
2.2 Network Structure
Networks have already been described as an interconnected set of nodes. The graphical 
representation of the links (or channels) and nodes is called the "topology" of the network. The 
topology differs from the topography in that the topography represents the way in which channels 
are provided by cable positioning (Freer, 1988).
There are several established topologies for communication networks. These are illustrated in 
figure 2.1. The design choice of a topology is largely dependent on the distance over which the 
messages are communicated. Networks that exist as an entity within a geographically confined 
space are generally called local area networks (LAN). Those that are larger than that are termed 
long haul, or wide area network (WAN).
Stars, rings and buses are primarily used in local area networks. Generally, LANs communicate 
via a broadcasting system . A node that wishes to communicate with another, broadcasts the 
message to all the others. Only the node for which the message is intended responds. LANs 
have characteristics determined by the short distances over which communication takes place. 
Generally their management is less complex.
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Figure 2.1
Alternative topologies (a) star (b) ring (c) tree (d) mesh (e)bus 
(Tanenbaum, 1988)
More interesting, and the subject of this study are WANs. The distance over which they carry 
information means that initial design requirements need to be considered. Firstly, messages 
need to be transmitted over one physical channel in series (because of the cost). Also, that the 
channel is not reliable and the reception of the message is delayed (Pujolle, 1988). The resulting 
WAN topology is usually an irregular mesh (not mess!).
In order to send and receive messages through the net, intermediate nodes must be navigated. 
These nodes provide a switch through which the message passes. A number of techniques have 
been established for network switching. The first developed was circuit switching. Circuit 
switched networks establish a communication path from source to destination (point to point) 
before any information is transmitted. Although this may mean that the line is unused1 when 
there is a lapse in conversation, it does provide the advantage of low transport delay.
The increased use of analog lines for digital communication meant that an alternative to circuit 
switching was required. Message switching implies a system whereby messages are stored at a 
switching node before being routed to the next node. A disadvantage of this is that nodes need to 
consider the amount of buffer space required to store the entire message before forwarding it.
1 The capacity of the channel is called bandwidth. The circuit switch can be considered inefficient because its use 
can lead to unused bandwidth.
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Messages must also contain control information as well as data. Obviously long messages 
introduce delays into the network and complicate recovery (since the message is the only 
recoverable element). By fragmenting the message delays, recovery can be improved. Packet 
switched networks fragment messages into packets of data. Unfortunately packet switched 
networks are more complex in their processing because messages must be reconstructed.
An absolute choice between the switching systems is not necessary as Freer explains,
"Hybrid packet-circuit switched systems may be used to combine the advantages of packet 
and circuit switching. The cost and complexity of a hybrid system is however greater than 
packet switched or circuit switched systems and the maximum link efficiency is lower than 
for a circuit switched system. Technological advances will reduce the cost of equipment 
for hybrid systems compared with the cost of equipment for packet switched systems. 
Hybrid systems are expected to develop into integrated services digital networks supporting 
data voice facsimile and possibly video transmission." (Freer, 1988)
2.3 Network Architecture
Architectures normally include a specification of whatever is being constructed. The 
specification should describe the standard way in which network services or functions should be 
provided. Networks are already complex entities, and there is little doubt that their complexity 
will grow in the future. An important design concept when dealing with complex structures is 
abstraction and modelling. By suppressing detail an environment becomes more understandable - 
this hiding of detail is called abstraction. It is possible to stack abstractions, resulting in an 
"onion ring" representation. Each layer can be defined in terms of the function that it performs.
It can be seen from figure 2.2 that for communication networks, peer processes (processes at the 
same level of abstraction) communicate in a virtual sense. The conversation protocol is a feature 
of that layer, and specifies the rules and conventions of the conversation. The "real" 
communication takes place at the physical level. Obviously, layers removed from the physical 
transmission system rely on the services of the underlying levels. The interface between two 
layers can be thought of as the service access point (SAP).
Services are those operations available to the service user. The difference between the interface 
services and the set of protocols of a particular level is that the implementation of the service is
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hidden from the user. A service request is made without concern for how it is carried out. The 
protocol used by a layer is explicit in that the layer knows the rules and formats governing the 
manipulation and communication of its information.
r Layer N 
Entity












In general terms, networks can be peer coupled or hierarchical, public or private, open or 
proprietary. If open, they can be legally open, technically open or open to the user. Because 
different users of the network are unlikely to chose the same manufacturer for their 
communication equipment, open systems are a desirable architectural goal. To coordinate 
development of open systems, the International Standards Organisation developed the Open 
Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference model (figure 2.3). It is important to recognise that the 
OSI reference model is not an architecture in itself, because it only defines what the functional 
layers are, not the protocol and interface rules. The separately documented ISO and CCITT 
standards flesh out the standard architecture of open communication systems.
A brief explanation of the the functions of each layer follows
♦ The physical layer interfaces with the interconnection medium (a communication channel). It 
is responsible for converting the information to be transmitted into an electrical signal and 
ensuring that received signals are converted back into a meaningful format. It also specifies the 
connectors that join the entity to the channel.
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• The data link layer provides recovery of frames of data from the stream provided by the 
physical layer. Because the transmission of information at the physical level introduces errors, it 
is the link layers job to ensure the correctness of the frames.
• The network layer introduces flow control information into the frames. This information 
allows the frame to be routed through the network.
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OSI 7-layer Model Applied to Two Interconnected Systems.
(Freer, 1988).
• The transport layer reassembles the frames, making the multiplexing transparent to above 
layers. This layer carries on a conversation end-to-end with its peer process at the other end of 
the line. The service to the session layer is usually that messages are received in the order that 
they were sent.
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• The session layer controls the communication relationship. That is dialogue control, whether 
the dialogue is full or half duplex, and synchronisation. Synchronisation is a service that 
concerns itself with the timing of events.
• The presentation layer takes an interest in the meaning of the information. Typically this 
implies a service whereby the data is encoded in a standard format (eg. ASCII to EBCDIC). 
This layer ensures conformity across device types.
• The application layer provides services for the user based on the function the user wants to 
perform. Examples of applications include file transfer, email, terminal displays etc.
Of course, for historical and financial reasons, not all networks conform to the standard 
architecture. As a result their ability to claim openness is limited. According to Tanenbaum 
(1988), most public networks are OSI conformant. Interestingly, even if two sites use the OSI 
model, they may be unable to connect because of a difference in the implementation of the 
model
So we can see that the provision of services for end-to-end communication in an open fashion 
requires adherence to standard network models. An important and developing component of 
network models is their management.
2.4 Management
It is obvious that with the increased commitment to communication networks comes a 
management responsibility to provide a reliable, quality service. Network downtime is an 
expensive occasion for network proprietors and their customers.
It is therefore important to manage and control the network in such a way that minimises the time 
that the network is inoperable. Key concepts in the management of the network will be quality 
and improvement. But what functions are important and common among network management 
systems?
Table 2.1 summarises the network management functions, as specified by the ISO and the 
CCITT (Telecommunications Network Management, TMN).
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OSI functions TMN functions Examples













Network Topology database 
Bandwidth allocation 
Routing changes
Accounting Management Billing Function Traffic Usage statistics 
Billing Reports
Security Management Secured access 
Intrusion detection
Table 2.1
Comparison of OSI and TMN Management Functions 
(Duncan, 1991).
2.4.1 Fault Management
Incorporates those functions that perform maintenance duties in relation to network problems. 
Fault management is the focus of this study and will be obviously is treated in detail throughout 
the thesis. In its most simplistic sense, faults are problems. The more faults you have the more 
problems you are faced with. The intuitive notion underlying this is that the quality of the 
service is degraded, with an increase in the number of faults. Providing a quality service requires 
an understanding of the parameters of the service. A cost effective fault management process 
will be one that measures these parameters and focuses attention to those areas that provide a 
known improvement in service. Fault management can be handled through preventative 
maintenance, corrective maintenance and controlled maintenance (CCITT M.30). Ideally, 
quality assurance through inspection should be minimised, as Porter points out,
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"The possibility of simplifying or eliminating the need for quality assurance activities 
through performing other activities better is at the root of the notion that quality can be 
free." (Porter, 1985)
Even in such an environment, management must include detection , isolation and rectification of 
faults. This can be further explained in terms of the following.
• Alarm surveillance - monitors network elements in close to real time.
• Fault localisation - when faults occur the failed network entity needs to be identified. 
Sometimes this will be apparent through the alarms. When it is not, the alarm information must 
be augmented with manual or automatic failure localisation routines.
• Testing - At the network element level, the management system can either request the network 
element carry out self analysis, or can request that the network element provide access to its 
components so that the management system can carry out analysis on its own. Note that these 
testing scenarios are relevant only for open network management architectures. Testing 
procedures for heterogeneous systems tend to be manual. For example bit error rate testers 
(BERT) and test phone calls.
2.4.2 Performance Management
Involves analysing and describing network, or network element behaviour. Statistical data 
representing a measure of the networks performance provides the basis for future network 
planning. Performance monitoring is the continuous surveillance of parameters influencing the 
quality of the service. Examples of such parameters include availability, reliability, 
maintainability, accessibility etc. This allows degradations in service to be detected. Traffic 
management specifically handles traffic data and provides the information necessary for 
reconfiguring the telecommunications network when traffic congestion/load becomes 
unacceptable.
2.4.3 Configuration Management
Provides functions for controlling changes in topology. This may be necessary as part of the 
maintenance task or as a result of future planning. Configuration (or provisioning) functions 
permit network element records to be changed, essentially changing the state of the element. 
These functions are different to status and control functions in that they are primarily concerned 
with bringing network elements into service. The extension or reduction of the network can be
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handled by the network management system by exchanging information with the network 
element. For example, by down loading information automatically from the management system 
database.
2.4.4 Accounting Management
Services the financial aspects of networks. That is to say, usage is measured and the related costs 
of that use determined. This includes billing the user.
2.4.5 Security Management
Generally, the network should only be accessible to those with the required permission.
2.5 Management Systems Integration
It is important to realise that network management involves both technical and humanistic 
concepts, as Joseph points out.
"Many people within an enterprise are often involved with network management, 
including users of the network who may need access to current network status information, 
managers throughout the enterprise who may be concerned about the effect the network's 
performance may have on the performance of those parts of the enterprise for which they 
are responsible, and the actual network administrator in charge of day-to-day operation of 
the network. Thus, the integrated management environment within which network 
management resides is a combination of human, social, organisational and technological 
resources." (Joseph et al, 1990)
If the model of Network management represented in figure 2.4 is accepted, we can see that 
efforts to provide integrated network management are proceeding bottom up. This is hardly 
surprising given that the rapid growth in telecommunications and networking has outstripped 
advances in management and control. That is, the implementation of communication systems 
has resulted in benefits which more than compensate the cost of cumbersome management 
systems. Such systems have however become the focus of attention as organisations look for 
improved service quality and reduced costs.
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Figure 2.4
Network Management Levels 
(Lee, 1991)
Generally, networks are implemented using a number of elements which are supplied by different 
vendors. Corporate Networks are generally established to service the telecommunication 
requirements of a corporation at a cost competitive with that available on the market. The 
corporations, whose business is generally not telecommunications, bring together a variety of 
products and services from a set of different suppliers in order to meet the requirements. In other 
words the corporate network manager is a "service provider" (Lee, 1991). The vendors provide 
management systems for their components (ie. the equipment and the network levels), and until 
recently these management systems have been unable to communicate, or interconnect with 
those of other vendors. This heterogeneity prevents the manager from effective management as 
Lee points out,
"Similarly, internal processes within the corporate networking group and the service 
relationship with the end user are a part of network management...When the user of 
network services is unable to manage those services, the network becomes a barrier to 
effective network management. Switched networks in particular can limit visibility." (Lee, 
1991)
The reason for providing a standard architecture for network management (NM) is so that NM 
systems can be interconnected in the same way that operations systems can ie. the
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communication between NM systems should be specified and consistent, providing an open 







(Tjaden et al, 1991)
The result of this would be to integrate in a seamless fashion the heterogeneous components and 
thereby provide network management at the service level. The basis on which the open 
architecture will be implemented is the conformant management entity (CME) (Embry et al, 
1990).
Managed objects or network elements, are described in terms of their structure and behaviour in 
an object oriented fashion CMEs differ from traditional management entities in that through 
their interconnection, other network elements become visible. This is achieved by CMEs’ role 
playing. The managing CME requests services of the agent CME. The agent CME responds to 
the manager. The Common Management Information Service Element(CMISE) contains the 




Legend :o Abstract Object representing ...
■  Managed Resource
Figure 2.6
CME role playing 
(Embry et al, 1991)
However, this effort to interconnect different management systems should not be considered the 
end of the road. Embry says,
"The forum (OSI/NM) is not trying to define how management systems should be built, but 
how they inter-operate. The focus is on the inter-operable interface - that point where two 
different management systems meet to exchange data." (Embry et al, 1991)
This has been noticed by others, and provides an opportunity for value added network 
management services to be provided. Such applications are not provided for by OSI, and can be 
considered at a higher level than the CMEs2. The point is that "...even with the OSI standards in 
place, a higher level network management entity would be needed for integrated network 
management." (Tjaden et al, 1991). The fact that eventually network management systems will 
be inter-operable doesn't change the fact that networks are still extremely complex systems, but it 
does allow the implementation of management information and decision support systems to help 
manage the network from end-to-end. Such systems will form an intelligent interface for 
managers of all levels. When built on top of CMEs the applications can be thought of integrated 
network management informations systems.
2 The value added applications can still be classified as part of one of the OSI NM or CCITT TMN functions.
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It is not unreasonable to assume that the capabilities of such systems will be extended beyond the 
procedural functions operating on defined managed objects. This is a natural trend in computer 
science. All applications are demonstrating greater intelligence as processing power and 
techniques of representation improve. Specific attempts to engineer systems that are 
demonstrably "intelligent" in some sense3 can be thought of as part of the science of Artificial 
Intelligence.
2.6 BHP's Network Services
So far our discussion has been a little abstract. We know that the fundamental issues apply, but 
they lack a touch of realism. It is necessary for the purpose of meeting the project objectives to 
investigate an existing telecommunications system, embodied within an organisation.
BHP is an international company, with diverse business interests. The expansion of the business 
over a number of decades has meant that subsidiaries exist all over the country. Each of the 
business units was responsible for collection and processing data relevant to its interests. In the 
recent past, it was recognised that the isolated and autonomous operation of the business units 
was an inefficient organisational infrastructure in the international marketplace. Rapidly 
developing protocol standards in support of improved transmission tools and techniques have 
made it possible to establish a wide area network allowing information to be shared. The prime 
objectives of the BHP corporate network are;
1. Become the preferred Telecommunications provider to all BHP companies and 
subsidiaries.
2. Provide these facilities with a greater level of service and at a lower cost than their 
competitors4 eg Telecom Australia.
3. Operate as a cost effective profit centre within the corporation.
4. Provide telecommunications consulting, design expertise, technical support, network 
management and operational maintenance support to the corporation.
3What this actually means is explained in the chapter on artificial intelligence and expert systems.
4Telecom etc. cannot provide the range of services BHP require.
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The BHP Corporate network is a synchronous distributed digital backbone providing the delivery 
platform for integrated voice, data and video throughout the corporation. The hubs are meshed 
with Telecom Megalink and Dedicated Digital Services (DDS) and provide;
• Network diversity for voice and data traffic.
• Distribution, to local tail sites, of the network services (see figure 2.7).
• The transit point for through traffic.
pt/pt dedicated circuit
The BHP corporate network (wide area network) is in place throughout Australia. It has two 
components VoiceLINK and DataLINK5, which share a common backbone network. This 
backbone is established by using the SCITEC networking product MAXIMA, which is an 
integrated time division multiplexing network.
VoiceLINK is the national network of PABX’s, this networking allows a faster alternative to the 
traditional method of placing calls through the STD network. VoiceLINK provides a fully 
digital signal transmission with such advantages as call forwarding, call transfer, last number re­
dial and conference calls.
5lanLINK and videoLINK in design stage.
DataLINK is the BHP digital data network. The service has been designed to provide 
synchronous, full duplex data communication circuits between BHP DataLINK locations. 
DataLINK is designed to replace Datel and DDS services between BHP DataLINK centres (not 
local city leased lines or services to remote BHP centres).
2.6.1 History
Traditionally BHP subsidiaries controlled their own voice and data traffic. While this is still the 
case in some places, moves have and are being made to integrate and rationalise the BHP voice 
and data traffic.
This integration was planned as a phased project to facilitate cut over and minimise impact to 
users. The first phase of the project was to integrate the corporate voice network. That is, to 
network the PABX’s of the subsidiary companies to allow traffic flow between nodes on a peer to 
peer basis. This was achieved by linking the PABX’s with Telecom 2Mbps trunks , installing the 
No 7 signaling system and programming the individual nodes. This then allows 30 concurrent 
phone calls between nodes and allows nodes to route calls. For example placing a call from 
Melbourne to Perth will progress from Melbourne to Whyalla, and then from their PABX onto 
Perth. All of this traffic routing is internal to the the BHP corporate network. In addition to this, 
tie lines have been installed, which are leased permanent circuits, from the main PABX’s to sites 
within the major centres. This allows smaller sites to join the network and gain the advantages 
inherent to the corporate network.
The next phase of the project was to integrate data into the network, this is achieved by placing 
MAXIMA nodes at major centres, at present there are 17 such nodes. These nodes then form 
their own integrated network, with adaptive routing, redundancy and network management.
These nodes are linked by trunks which are partitioned from the VOICELINK network but share 
the same 2Mbps Telecom circuits. This is accomplished by using a device supplied by Scitec 
called an Integrator 2000, this device splits the 2Mbps Telecom stream passing the bulk of the 
time slots to the PABX and the remainder to the MAXIMA. Now that the MAXIMA network 
has been established data paths between nodes can be configured.
The third on going phase involves routing the traffic from the PABX’s directly to the MAXIMA 
and allowing the MAXIMA network to handle all information, data and voice as digital data 
streams.
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In order to deliver services to remote sites over long distances a number of transmission mediums 
are used. The primary carrier between hubs is the Telecom Megalink. Optical fibre cables and 
digital radio links are also employed along with traditional twisted pair cables.
2.6.2 Network Services - Management.
The Network Services group is centrally located at BHP Information Technology's offices in Port 
KemblaN.S.W. As already discussed, the group is a service provider. They are responsible for 
ensuring that the objectives of the network are met, by applying management and technology.
BHP has extensive expertise in telecommunications and networking including conceptual 
design and technical specification through to commissioning and maintenance (i.e. the 
equivalent of the five management functions specified by the ISO). This expertise is realised 
from a cross section of staff with substantial experience and technical qualifications in the 
telecommunications industry coupled with the Company commitment to on going training and 
development. This is an important component of the total quality management program that the 
company is committed to.
Vendors actively seek input and feedback from BHP personnel involved in projects such as 
product testing, particularly in the arena of multi-disciplinary integration, where Network 
Services have isolated and defined interfacing problems between two vendors. This is not 
surprising given that BHP's network is arguably the most comprehensive in Australia.
We have already discussed the fact that in order for an enterprise to benefit from developing a 
corporate network, the benefits must be demonstrable at lower cost than is commonly available. 
That is, in the case of BHP, the cost of employing Telecom or its competitor to provide the same 
features. In order for BHP to do it themselves they must utilise a heterogeneous range of 
products and services.
The end result is that management becomes more complex in the absence of a seamless end-to- 
end network management information system. However, the advantage is that BHP are able to 
control their destiny in relation to the direction that they want to take with their communications, 
and in many cases are able to add value to services at lower cost.
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Figure 2.8
BHP Backbone Network Topology.
The network backbone (figure 2.8) comprises meshed hubs in; Melbourne Vic, Sydney NSW, 
Wollongong NSW,Newcastle NSW, Perth WA, Brisbane, QLD, Adelaide SA, Whyalla SA; with 
plans to install and commission a hub in Darwin NT to accommodate the NT area, including the 
Gulf of Carpentaria ( Groote Eylandt) and possible extensions to real and virtual private 
networks overseas. Voice and data services are delivered to sixty eight sites around Australia at 
such diverse places as Port Hedland WA, Groote Eylandt NT and Bell Bay Tasmania.
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Some examples of this include network diversity and alternate routing of traffic in the event of 
backbone route failure. By exercising control over the network transmissions are able to be re­
routed if necessary. Also by centralising the responsibility for network management, BHP are 
able to provide a common point for executing the management functions. Another advantage is 
the use of switched private digital voice transparent networking. For example, private network 
routing on the Public Switched Telephone Network or on the closed network by using seven 
digit number independent of the number dialed. Other services are,
• Least cost routing and alternate routing of voice traffic.
• Accounting services for voice traffic.
• Packet switched data networking.using multi-protocol routers.
• Voice network feature transparency.
2.6.3 Implementation
The point to point data network is protocol transparent to the customer applications. However, 
the backbone does consume some bandwidth on the digital trunks between nodes. This 
bandwidth loss is due to the transport of a proprietary frame ( HDLC at the link level ) for 
network management.
The Voice transit network utilises Common Channel Signalling System No. 7 (CSS#7) for 
network management and feature transparency and this protocol is extended to those satellite 
PABXs which support it.
Figure 2.9 represents a typical network hub. Voice and Data are integrated over the backbone 
network by digitizing the voice transmission, and multiplexing both voice and data over the 
megalinks. It should be noticed that the network is a point to point circuit switched network. 
The PABXs provide the switching capability.
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2.6.4 O ther Players
The relationships that network services maintain with outside organisations is an important part 
of managing the network. Telecom have, until now, monopolised the telecommunications 
market. They play roles as both supplier and competitor for BHP Network Services. As a 
supplier they are responsible for the backbone links that allow the network to exist. These 
Megalinks are a point to point 2Mbps digital bearer service, primarily used for private networks 
as a wide band bearer. Reliability (as indicated by Telecom’s performance targets) is lower than 
Dedicated Digital Network (DDN) and Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN), although it 
is interesting to note that it is the customer to network delivery platform for both Telecom's ISDN 
Macrolink and DDN Flexnet and, in some cases, the internodal DDN trunks.
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As a competitor Telecom offers Dedicated Digital Service (DDS), which is a synchronous data 
network offering point to point and multipoint services from 1200bps through to 48Kbps. Also 
DMS , Telecom's local area DDS service, is offered but is confined to the capital city Central 
Business Districts.
Another player is OTC whose services are soon to be merged with Telecom’s. They offer 
international dedicated voice and data links, packet switched (X.25) international circuits, virtual 
private voice networking, inter and intra state itinerant videoconferencing and their traditional 
role of carrying all international traffic into and out of Australia. Also AUSSAT, providing 
satellite based wideband broadcasting (TV services etc) and bearer transmission to remote areas 
to Telecom for example. Additionally AUSSAT provides point to point voice and data 
transmission facilities including wideband (2Mbps) clear channel services (eg CityLink) via 
satellite services.
Finally there is AAP, the only Value Added Network supplier currently operating in the 
deregulated market with beginnings as the private network of the Rueters News service. AAP are 
able to compete with Telecom in the areas of end to end managed service,, stated service levels 
(reliability), network management, flexibility etc. This particular service, known as Access Plus, 
provides managed voice and data private networking. AAPs network is a mixture of satellite and 
terrestrial based ( private microwave, leased Telecom bearers etc ) communications services, 
combined with GEC TDM multiplexors and Nortel PABXs.
2.6.5 Future Directions.
There is no doubt that BHP Network Services will try to consolidate their position as the 
preferred supplier of Telecommunication services to their corporate clients. It is also apparent 
that they are willing to grow. For example through extension of the network to the United States 
and possibly Britain and Japan. The first phase of this is to commission a virtual private voice 
network in the US via OTC’s Call Plan facility.
They are also aware of the need to keep incorporate technology improvements. They anticipate 
provision of corporate videoconferencing facilities using both in house video codecs and those in 
the public network accessed by way of ISDN and, in the future, Fastpac Metropolitan Area 
Networks .
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Other priorities include -
• Provision of additional network diversity and peak capacity utilising switched ISDN at the 
corporate hubs.
• Migration of applicable (dependant on cost effectiveness) satellite to hub voice and data 
tails from traditional facilities to ISDN Semi Permanent Circuits.
• Utilisation of fibre distributed data interface (FDDI) technology to both capture customer 
data on site and as a bearer service where applicable, particularly in the packet switched 
data network.
These plans imply an awesome challenge to those wanting to provide some control over the 
communications and networking of BHP. Spiralling upward demand for sophisticated network 
services is fuelling the impetus for BHP to look for corresponding improvements in 
management. To facilitate such improvements, methods of automating processes which until 
now have defied computer representation are being considered. The hope of BHP, and others 
like them in the telecommunications game, is that network management and control systems 
incorporating intelligent components will emancipate the human expertise they employ for 
application to pro-active tasks.
2.7 Summary
This chapter has provided a framework for the discussion of networks and telecommunications. 
The fundamentals of network structure and architecture have been introduced in reference to the 
area of interest - namely Wide Area Networks. An important point from the discussion is that 
we expect a number of vendors to compete for the provision of telecommunication products and 
services. In the past, the resulting heterogeneous networks were limited in the benefits that they 
could facilitate because of their lack of openness. This problem is being addressed by 
organisations specifying open architectures. The ISO OSI reference model is an example.
Standards are not only being applied to the lower levels of telecommunications. Issues of 
interconnectivity apply at the management and control levels as well! Open network 
management systems should make visible their managed objects (or resources) to other systems 
using the same communication protocol. Such systems are termed Conformant Management 
Entities (CMEs) and permit a seamless execution of the network management functions. These
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functions include Fault Management, Performance Management, Configuration Management, 
Account Management and Security.
The basics of Network Management have been introduced in a largely abstract way. BHP's 
corporate Network provides us with an example of the enterprises that are actively participating 
in the communications field. Due to a number of business and historic reasons, BHP have 
developed and currently maintain Australia's largest integrated voice and data network. It can 
be argued that their network management opportunities and concerns provide the most 
comprehensive test case for the evaluation of the project objectives.
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Chapter
3. The Problem - Isolating Network Faults
3.1 Introduction
We can see from chapter 2 that the management and control of networks is a difficult job, 
primarily for two reasons. Firstly, the geographic separation of the entities that comprise the 
network means that management is almost always a remote and distributed operation. The 
physical observation of the operation which is typical of say, mainframe computer operations, 
or building projects is not possible. Secondly, the growth in demand for existing and new 
telecommunications services means that those networks supporting the service are becoming 
even more complex than they already are. That is, they comprise more components, and have 
increased sophistication.
In order to provide an efficient, cost effective telecommunications service the costs associated 
with management and control of the network must be minimised1. Traditionally, with labour 
being an expensive factor in a high technology process, cost reductions can be achieved 
through automation.
The five ISO network management tasks provide a functional decomposition of the domain. 
Attempts to automate and hence "improve" the management of telecommunications services can 
focus on these subtasks. Primarily our concern is Fault management. In chapter 3, this 
subprocess of network management, and the more specific area of fault isolation, are explained 
in more detail.
Having identified the problem and the field of study in which we are interested, this chapter 
looks at a typical system for fault diagnosis in telecommunications management. This system, 
and others like it, are described as being "expert" or "knowledge based". The fundamentals of 
the these systems are introduced. *
lrThe rationale for the introduction of telecommunications services is that they make businesses more 
competitive in some way. Clumsy management will erode the cost effectiveness of the service.
By generalising the process that underlies expert systems, a model of the method is established. 
This model, termed "Heuristic Classification" is shown to be applicable to telecommunications 
fault management.
Finally we consider concerns and opportunities in relation to providing automated intelligent 
support for BHP - Network Services, by explaining their current practices for dealing with 
network faults.
3.2 Fault Isolation
The CCITT describe a fault as,
"... the inability of an item to perform a required function, excluding that inability due to 
preventative maintenance, lack of external resources or planned actions." (CCITT, M.30)
Fault management is generally concerned with acting in the contingency of a fault to diagnose 
and rectify the condition. Figure 3.1 illustrates a hypothetical process model of fault 
management. In this model the subprocesses detection, diagnosis, correction and 
administration are represented.
Fault detection acts as an interface between the instruments measuring the network performance 
and the management functions dealing with faults. Fault correction (or repair) functions to 
restore the service to specified performance, and administration supports the various 
information bases and housekeeping tasks central to fault management.
The diagnosis of faults is the subtask which concerns the explanation of faults in terms of the 
source of the fault and the true cause. The difference between these two concepts is subtle, but 
important, in relation to making quality changes2.
An example of the source of the fault, for a voice network, might be that a parameter has been 
set incorrectly in the routing restriction table of a PABX. Manifested as some some symptom, 
say busy tone, the fault is reported. Having isolated the fault, the technician could restore the 
software. However, the true cause might be that the administrative procedure for ensuring that 
software parameters that are changed for testing purposes, are restored to their original value. 
One can see the relationship is one of cause and effect. The cause effects the service by 
introducing a fault.






















Hypothetical Fault Management Data Flow Diagram, (Ericson, 1989)
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Throughout the rest of this document it is sufficient to consider diagnosis and isolation as 
synonymous terms, although fault isolation is a less specific process, as Goyal points out,
"Fault isolation is a more general problem than diagnosis, in that it is concerned with 
finding the most likely sources of failure without finding out what caused the failure. To 
a large extent, many diagnostic systems have a fault isolation component." (Goyal et al, 
1987)
Diagnosis is obviously a difficult task. While telecommunication service users consider a 
conversation to be the direct communication of information, the reality is that long distance 
conversations need to negotiate a plethora of devices and switching systems. The number of 
possible faults in the solution space is high. A potential assistant (computer based) would 
ideally perform diagnosis in an integrated fashion, minimising human intervention. Given that 
efforts to provide automated support in this area are not new, it is worthwhile reviewing some 
systems in this area in order to better understand the problem and to provide some insight into 
our chances of success.
3.3 Fault Isolation at BHP
The complexity of the network can be appreciated by considering the number of devices that 
comprise the network below.
• 2500 Extensions.
•18 Scitec Multiplexors.
• 8 Voice Transit Switching PABXs.
• 77 2nd and 3rd generation PABXs .
• 23 Telecom Megalink services.
• 220 Analogue Tielines.
• 4 High Speed Fibre Optic transmission systems (private).
• lx 8Mbps Digital Radio dual trunk microwave system (private).
• Approximately 40 Telecom Datel and DDS high and low speed data services.
• Numerous private data links (approximately 25).
• Approximately 90 Point to point customer data services from 2400bps. Asynchronous 
to 1Mbps Synchronous.
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The number of customers, and their remote location means that responding to faults in the 
network is a time consuming process. A degree of expertise is required to understand and 
diagnose even simple faults.
Unfortunately a high number of relatively trivial problems take too long to be attended because 
of the level of expertise required to solve even the most trivial problems. This results in a lower 
level of service to the customers, and an inefficient use of Network Services resources. The 
following diagram, figure 3.2, is a high level representation of the interaction that takes place 




Perceived faults are communicated to the Customer Help Desk. These help desk operators are 
unskilled in relation to network faults, and provide level 1 classification of the problem. The 
problem is assigned to one of the support groups for resolution. At this stage the problem is 
registered in the problem and change management system, INFOMAN.
Any problems classified as voiceLINK (telephone) or dataLINK (computer) are referred to 
the Corporate Network Centre. The engineers proceed with a series of tests based on the 
observations reported concerning the fault. By applying heuristics, the engineer can quickly 
eliminate a number of possible causes. The problem solving pattern is generally three stage -
1. Localise the fault to an area of the network.
2. Analyse the observations and results from further tests, and if possible identify the 
faulty component and record the diagnosis. Otherwise, repeat step one. Inherent in the 
explanation of the fault is the verification of the "true cause".
3. The expert then initiates the actions necessary to rectify the fault.
As mentioned in the previous section , fault isolation excludes any treatment, or repair of the 
fault. This is beneficial in our case because the repair stage is normally executed by the vendors 
of the faulty components. What becomes extremely important is that quality information is 
shared between BHP network Services and the vendors, such as Telecom and SCITEC.
BHP have limited support for network management. Typical of enterprise networks, BHP 
employ network components from a number of vendors, each vendor providing parochial 
support for their subnet. No integration is possible because of the lack of a network 
management standard, as discussed in the previous chapter. Ericson explains,
"Currently, no integrated network management facilities encompassing an entire voice­
data network are available. Skilled managers for these networks are difficult to find 
particularly because the job turnover rate is high. The increased size and sophistication of 
contemporary and emerging networks, including local area networks (LANs), 
metropolitan area networks (MANs), and wide area networks (WANs), require 
processing power that current hardware and software techniques cannot achieve." 
(Ericson et al, 1987)
In practical terms this means that the technicians responsible for the maintenance function need 
to deal with information in a non-standard format, from systems deployed on different 
platforms in different locations.
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3 .4  C u r re n t S y ste m s
Before we even start to develop a system to automate fault isolation, we already know that we 
have a problem. Integrated and open network management systems are not expected until the 
mid 1990's. Worse than this, currently in some networks entities are not even manageable^ - 
never mind managed! So the ability to exclude human intervention in any attempt at automation 
must be limited, quite simply because networks are not managed in an integrated fashion. 
Nevertheless several fault management support systems have been developed.
Most of these systems emphasis the capability to act in a distributed fashion in "real time".
"DANTES is a real-time assistant to network supervisors in carrying out their 
troubleshooting activities." (Mathonet etal, 1987)
"The TOPAS Expert System (TOPAS-ES) is a real-time, distributed, multitasking expert 
system for switched circuit network maintenance that uses the diagnostic knowledge of 
experts in network maintenance to analyse network problems and locate faults." 
(Callahan, 1988)
"Starkeeper Network troubleshooter is a real time interactive expert system that was 
developed to simplify the task of fault isolation (on data networks) by mechanising many 
of the key judgement processes." (Marques, 1988)
As a way to exemplify the discussion and illustrate the process of automating fault isolation, 
let's examine the Starkeeper system.
Given a topology like that illustrated in figure 3.3, the system constructs a plausible subset of 
possibly faulty components. Because the network is not switched, but point to point, this is 
quite easy. The set can be comprised of all elements from the terminal originator to the 
destination host equipment.
For example, a connection between terminal tl and host h i, traverses a path that includes the 
local and remote modems, the transmission line the nodes nl and n3, the connecting route and, 
of course the interface cable to the host. By issuing instructions the system traces the path from 
start to finish, analysing the return data.
3That is, they cannot be controlled remotely. A physical inspection is required.
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t l  1 2 1 3
Figure 3.3
Example Topology
This type of approach is typical of systems that treat data networks. Because the conversation 
is not switched, (that is the connection is nailed down - by picking up the cable at the terminal 
you could follow it from source to destination), tracing and testing parts of the path will isolate 
the fault. However, as Marques points out,
"Some symptoms perceived by end users are caused by broken network connections. If 
a connection is broken, there is no path to trace and this presents a problem for 
identifying the plausible subset." (Marques, 1988)
This is always going to be a problem for fault management. Many network elements will not 
have diverse access capability. If a node is out, then systems that rely on network access to 
diagnose the fault in a component dependant on that node will be in trouble. Network 
management architectures including autonomous fault managers need to operate on networks 
with a degree of fault tolerance.
Starkeeper is described as an "expert system". The complexity of finding faults in a complex 
environment implies that intelligent problem solving strategies are required.
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3.4  E x p er t S y ste m s an d  D ia g n o s is
Some controversy is apparent in the discussion of intelligent computers. It is difficult to 
ascribe "intelligence" to behaviour that is a result of computation. Jackson articulates the 
controversy in the following way,
"The whole notion of computer understanding is entirely problematic, of course. It is 
simply not clear under what conditions one would be prepared to assert that a machine 
understood anything. (Neither are the grounds for imputing human understanding 
particularly clear, for that matter.)" (Jackson, 1990)
However, the fact remains that systems have been developed that perform as well as, or better 
than human experts. A good definition of the representation of knowledge is,
"... a combination of data structures and interpretive procedures that, if used in the right 
way in a program, will lead to knowledgeable behaviour " (Feigenbaum et al, 1981).
Within the Artificial Intelligence discipline, a number of formalisms have been developed for 
representing knowledge. Difficult problems involving complex domains are able to be 
represented by using sets of rules. These rules normally embody the knowledge used by a 
skilled technician to perform within a domain. The searching inherent in the deductive process 
is controlled by heuristics. This representation and execution is typical of first generation 
Expert Systems.
Second generation systems have focused on representing "deep" knowledge. The difference 
between heuristic and deep knowledge can be described in the following way -
"In the diagnostic application of expert systems, first generation systems can also be 
referred to as symptom-based, since the rules consist of mapping symptoms to 
intermediate or final conclusions. Expert systems based on direct mapping of 
observations to conclusions are said to have only shallow knowledge... An important 
component of deep knowledge consists of design specifications of the device and hence 
the resulting systems may be said to be specification based." (Srihari, 1988)
To further highlight the difference, let's look at the example of repairing television sets. An 
engineer uses his knowledge of circuits to design and carry out tests that diagnose the fault. An
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experienced TV repair man, notices the symptoms of the fault and uses his experience to 
diagnose the fault (Lister, 1988).
The feeling is that more intelligence is required to solve complex problems. The "intelligence" 
is embodied in some representation and the corresponding interpretive procedures. Obviously, 
highly structured problems can be approached using normal algorithmic programming 
approaches. Such programs have control and data , but no knowledge. The knowledge, in the 
form of heuristics in first generation systems, allows large search spaces to be traversed more 
efficiently than for algorithmic search strategies. Because the heuristics provide a symbolic 
representation of expert knowledge then the systems symbolic reasoning process is likely to 
behave in a more expert-like way.
"In short, expert performance depends critically on expert knowledge ... In contrast to 
traditional data processing systems, AI applications generally involve several 
distinguishing features, which include symbolic representation, symbolic inference, and 
heuristic search." (Hayes-Roth etal, 1983)
Other important features of expert systems include
• Expert systems perform non trivial tasks.
• Expert systems can use redundant or inexact knowledge.
• Expert systems are capable of explaining their conclusions.
What types of problems lend themselves to expert system application? I certainly hope that 
isolating wide area network faults is one, but I shouldn't get ahead of myself. It is claimed 
(Hayes-Roth et al, 1983) that expert systems can be used for most tasks. However, 
enumerating the tasks as interpretation, prediction, diagnosis, design etc. does not provide a 
very useful classification given that several classes overlap . A different way of classifying 
systems is to consider the operations they perform rather than the problems they solve 
(Clancey,1985).
Using this classification hierarchy, two root operations are specified. Interpretation (analysis) 
and construction (synthesis). One can see from figure 3.4 that diagnosis is classified as an 








Generic Operations for Analysis and Synthesis 
(Clancey, 1985).
A problem solving method for diagnostic applications has been developed by Clancey, called 
Heuristic Classification. The process is illustrated in figure 3.5.
Simple identification schemes rely on descriptive data providing a direct classification of the 
unknown object (Torasso et al, 1989). The solutions are presented as a result of inference 
over the representation. Three concepts underpin heuristic classification.
Figure 3.5
Inference Structure of Heuristic Classification 
(Clancey, 1985)
1. Data abstraction.
By suppressing unimportant detail, the essential concepts in an area of interest become 
more apparent. This process is referred to as "abstraction". The abstraction becomes a 
model for the environment. The important concepts behave as they would in the real 
environment without being lost in irrelevant detail. The benefit of abstraction is that 
important concepts are highlighted. Different types of abstraction are identifiable. For 
instance, definitional abstraction represents the attributes of a given object. Qualitative 
abstraction is a representation from quantitative measures. For example, the incidence of 
a fault is one in every three calls. A qualitative abstraction might be that this represents a 
"low" incidence. Often we are interested in reasoning over ranges rather than continuous 
values. A third class of abstraction is that of generalisation. That is to say, for example, 
that a busy tone on an extension is a kind of switching fault.
2. Heuristic match
Direct matches of data against stereotypical objects provide a simple method of 
classification. In complex problems, humans apply heuristics, or rules of thumb to 
overcome the difficulty of direct matching. This abstract mechanism encapsulates the 
experience of the expert, and provides the diagnostic system with the capability of 
bridging different taxonomies. In figure 3.5, this is illustrated by moving from the data 
abstractions to the solution abstractions. An example used by Clancey, is from the 
medical expert system MYCIN. In this system, the relationship between patient 
symptoms, and disease is established. As Clancey says,
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"Unlike definitional and hierarchical inferences, this inference (heuristic) makes a great 
leap. A heuristic relation is uncertain, based on assumptions of typicality, and is 
sometimes just a poorly understood correlation." (Clancey, 1985)
3. Refinement
Having made the leap from the data space to the solution space, the solution must be 
further refined. This process is dependant on specialising the current solution via 
hierarchies representing more specific solutions. For example, the class of PABX 
software can be specialised to a parameter in some software table.
There has been some criticism of the scheme. Heuristic classification suggests a data driven 
approach. Classic expert systems such as MYCIN perform diagnosis, but are certainly not data 
driven. Another criticism that the method is separated from the real representation formalisms 
and inference strategies that comprise expert system solutions, giving an unrealistic simplicity 
to heuristic classification (Torasso et al, 1989). Finally, heuristic classification is not suitable 
for tasks of construction - therefore it lacks the generality that was claimed.
However, the important contribution of the work is that if a problem can be explained in terms 
of heuristic classification, then there is a good chance that the problem may be solved by expert 
system application.
3.6 Automating BHP's expertise.
When isolating a fault to an area of the network, an engineer applies expertise and experience. 
This knowledge defines the engineers skill in relation to their task, and translates into an 
efficient and effective treatment of problems.
In order to automate the process we must faithfully encapsulate the experts behaviour and 
thinking. Obviously the system must,
• Include a symbolic representation of the engineers knowledge.
• Deal with uncertainty in an intelligent fashion.
• Simulate the reasoning or problem solving ability of the engineer.
• Be able to explain its actions.
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These attributes are typical of expert systems (Jackson, 1990), and if successful, the system 
should provide the benefits outlined in table 3.1.
Human Expertise Artificial Expertise
Perishable Permanent
Difficult to transfer Easy to transfer




Human v Artificial Expertise 
(Waterman, 1986)
It can be argued that expert systems are not "affordable" or "consistent". These arguments 
generally focus on the fact that knowledge engineering is a labour intensive process - and 
therefore is expensive. Also that expert systems often contain inconsistent knowledge. While 
both arguments are perfectly valid, they address issues other than those outlined in the table. 
Consistency, in table 3.1, is an adjective describing the difference between emotional 
biological beings and computation.
In what way can the application of AI help BHP in terms of cost-benefit? The successful 
implementation of AI, in the management of faults , can provide lower costs by introducing 
manning changes. In some circumstances this may mean redundant staff, but in our case the 
manning change is the application of less skilled, cheaper labour to the task. Of course, this 
facilitates productivity improvements because the expert is able to concentrate on more pro­
active tasks. Also, the process of fixing faults may improve due to the elimination of waste. A 
diagnosis which addresses the true cause of a fault will prevent the fault from occuring again 
(because of that same fault). Time is not wasted "fixing" components that are OK. Goyal goes 
on to suggest a more subliminal reason for quality improvement,
" (AI) Improves work performance by having the presence of an expert review. When 
the expert system is used to make recommendations related to a workers task, the worker 
subconciously may be more careful in his work, so as not to be caught doing a bad job." 
(Goyal et al, 1987).
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Hmm ... one can guess that there is an element of truth in this observation. However, saying 
that expert systems can add weight or authority to the technicians work, is perhaps a more 
positive view of the so-called "expert" review.
Unfortunately engineers can very rarely apply simple classification to the problems that are 
reported4. Because the knowledge in the domain that we are interested in is not specification 
based, it certainly appears that model based techniques of reasoning are not applicable. 
However, it is worth noting the relevance of heuristic classification to WAN fault isolation at 
BHP, as illustrated in figure 3.6. By abstracting data in relation to network behaviour and 
structure, the engineers are able to make the heuristic leap to the solution abstraction, and say 
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Figure 3.6
Fault Isolation Inference
We already know that we can represent the data in some abstract form (after all, it is difficult to 
imagine an environment in which some abstraction wasn't possible). For instance, we can 
describe the symptom of a particular fault for voice communication as "noisy". Noisy calls can 
be generalised in terms of transmission problems. The heuristic inference is that for 
transmission faults, the cause is unlikely to be the routing tables in the PABX. Rather, the fault 
is likely to be the physical route, or common hardware or software components.
4Indeed, human nature is such that too often we attempt to "jump to conclusions" without sufficient empirical 
analysis. This can be shown to be dangerous and is discussed in more detail in the section generalising the 
results of our experiments.
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It appears that fault isolation is a process matching the model of heuristic classification, and so 
may be an application suitable for expert system development.
3.7 Preliminary Design
We have identified the problem characteristics and proposed that expert systems are applicable. 
However, there seems some reason for caution when one considers the following passages,
" In German speaking countries, however, there are at most 20 systems, more or less 
successfully in operation. These rather sobering facts are certainly a striking contrast to 
the exaggerated reports of the popular press and the rather unserious marketing of certain 
suppliers of expert systems." (Roedler,1988)
"Expert systems have been called amateurishly written and , for the most part, very 
poorly supported programs." (Goyal et al, 1987).
Before moving on it may be a good idea to review the possible pitfalls of development.
Jackson summarises some of the more common ones. .Preventative actions in relation to the 
WANFI development are listed.
• Experts knowledge is inextricably entwined with the program.
These days, examples of successful systems are available throughout the literature. These 
examples rarely show the knowledge base as an integral part of the system. Rather the 
architectures explicitly show the knowledge base as a separate component. By designing in this 
fashion the pitfall should be avoided.
• After spending a long time developing a large knowledge base, it is found to be unsatisfactory 
in some sense.
The monolithic construction of the knowledge base does not provide the opportunity to monitor 
the direction of the development. By developing incrementally, we may be able to more 
consistently manage the direction of the project. Of course, this in itself cannot guarantee 
success. Extensive evaluation at the end will still be required.
• Knowledge bases appear at least as difficult to maintain as conventional programs.
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I'm not sure how to approach a preventative action against this pitfall. It appears a case of 
"let's wait and see!". However, choosing a familiar and simple implementation platform for 
hardware and software would be a start.
The above concepts are a foundation for many design and implementation decisions further 
down the track. By having an appreciation of such things, it is obviously going to improve the 
chances of successful development.
3.8 Summary
Standard architectures for network management, include fault management. Fault diagnosis is 
a subtask of fault management, dealing with the isolation and treatment of network faults.
BHP invest significant sums in the provision and maintenance of a private network. Their 
obvious goal is to make the services available as much of the time as is possible. That is, they 
wish to avoid "down time". Unfortunately many failures cannot be anticipated and treated in a 
preventative fashion. When faults do occur, and contingent actions of maintenance are set in 
motion, the personnel involved in performing the diagnostic task are presented with a difficult 
job. The network is complex and geographically diverse, and even trivial faults require a 
degree of expertise to solve efficiently. No management system is available at the network level 
to support the process. Such systems are still some way off.
Other telecommunications organisations have attempted to provide fault management support 
through automation. Most of these systems are advertised as being integrated real time 
systems. They are able to achieve integration by focusing on an area of the telecommunications 
network over which there already is a network management system. An equivalent study at 
BHP would focus on say, the dataLINK network. Although these systems provide us with an 
indication of the form of fault management systems, they cannot be used more extensively 
because they do not act over heterogeneous networks.
A common thread in the further treatment of faults5 is the application of expert systems. Such 
systems are differentiated from traditional systems largely through the representation and use of 
knowledge. Problems of analysis and synthesis, previously thought too awkward to attempt 
through programs , are now considered approachable. Heuristic classification is a method 
generalised from several diagnostic expert systems. Through data abstraction, heuristic 
inference and refinement, a system is able to produce solutions in a expert-like way.
5Most systems provide alerts, alarms and algorithmic treatment for faults.
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The preliminary work supports the idea that fault management at BHP can be further automated 
through the application of expert systems. In order to help ensure a successful implementation 
the following guideline's should be respected,
• Use a single, separate knowledge representation scheme
• Prototype
• Plan for verification
• Maintain a realistic expectation of the benefits.
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Chapter
4. Knowledge Acquisition and Prototyping
4.1 Introduction
The normal software engineering paradigm for business systems may include a functional 
model represented as a data flow diagram. Each process bubble would eventually decompose 
into a module of the system. The design of functional and data models in traditional systems is 
the critical engineering task.
We have already discussed the observation that the difference between expert systems and 
traditional systems is that expert systems utilise knowledge. By encapsulating knowledge and 
applying interpretive procedures, systems have been able to exhibit expert levels of 
performance. The emphasis in the design stage for expert systems is on "knowledge 
acquisition".
In this chapter we explore the concept of knowledge acquisition in relation to BHP's wide area 
network fault isolation system. An important aspect of knowledge acquisition is the interaction 
that takes place between the involved parties. In addition to this our discussion explores 
questions like, what alternatives exist for knowledge acquisition? Also, in what way can the 
process be formalised, and in so doing, cause it to be more like an engineering task?
The preceding discussion illustrates the need to provide automated support in the design phase. 
A particular expert system shell, NEXPERT OBJECT, is explained as the tool chosen for 
providing this support. Because shells are general expert system building tools, they embody 
many of the concepts and characteristics of expert system design. Using the shell enables an 
explanation of these characteristics to be given in a less abstract, more directed way.
Another advantage of having executability in design is that results are available at early stages to 
provide some feedback to the designers and clients of the system. These preliminary results are 
discussed, with an analysis, providing a guide for implementation.
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4.2 Knowledge Acquisition
The ability to solve complex problems by computer depends on what Lenat calls the 
"knowledge principle". That is, a system exhibits high levels of performance because of the 
specific knowledge that it can apply to the problem, where the knowledge may be represented 
as data, concepts, methods, models and the like. The process by which the knowledge is 
captured is called knowledge acquisition. Buchanan describes this as,
"... the transfer and transformation of problem-solving expertise from some knowledge 
source to a program." (Buchanan et al, 1983)
The temptation is to take for granted the fact that some representation is easily formalised. 
However, this process of capturing knowledge is, by definition, problematic. The fact that 
expertise or experience is required to do a job with a degree of skill, means that the job is 
exceptional in some sense. Not every person, (in fact very few persons) are capable of 
performing the task at the required level. It is only natural to assume that this implies a degree 
of difficulty which will make knowledge capture difficult.
Knowledge is available in many forms. Basically three mediums exist as candidates for the 
development of the Wide Area Fault Isolation System (WANFI). These include the expert 
himself1, documented procedures and a data base of fault history (INFOMAN).
4.2.1 Induction
Because knowledge acquisition is the bottle-neck in expert systems engineering (Buchanan et 
al, 1984), developers should choose automated support where possible. The most painless 
technique available is that of inductive learning. In this process, the system learns automatically 
those rules that discriminate between records in a training set. Generally the records represent 
positive and negative instances of entities to be classified by the system. By looking at the 
attributes of records of a particular class, induction will try to uncover the concept that explains 
the positive instances and eliminates the counter examples.
The existence of a fault history database led to early research speculation that machine learning 
experiments may be possible. The idea was to generate an initial rule set. Unfortunately the 
first analysis revealed the data set unsuitable for input to an inductive program. Figure 4.1 
illustrates a typical problem and the fault recording.
1 There is no attempt to exclude women with this choice of pronoun. Rather the particular expert is being 













Relationship between fault and INFOMAN description
The example shows a fault of no progress via a particular extension. The case is definitively 
classified as being "LCR problems in a certain PABX". So far so good. Unfortunately the 
fault history is lacking a couple of vital parts. We have no data abstraction which describes the 
case! Therefore there are no discriminatory attributes for the induction process to use for 
partitioning the data set. Also, this particular case is exceptional in that the classification is 
clear . Many others are recorded in such a way that significant manipulation of the data set 
would be required before the induction process could be applied.
4.2.2 W ritten  P rocedures
Having mled out machine learning at a very early stage, BHP's documented procedures 
provide us with a second avenue for knowledge acquisition. These isolation procedures only 
exist for data communication faults and not for voice communications. Because the expert was 
responsible for documenting the general fault finding methods, his introspection was unlikely 
to provide the depth of detail required. One reason for this is that his ability at the task makes 
the inclusion of detail irrelevant - after all are not such ideas self evident? This sarcasm is not 
intended as criticism. It has been recognised that experts, without some elicitation aid, will find 
it difficult to express the nature of their expertise. Buchanan says,
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"It is almost always difficult for the human expert to describe knowledge in terms that are 
precise, complete, and consistent enough for use in a computer program. This difficulty 
stems from the inherent nature of the knowledge that constitutes human expertise: it is 
often subconscious and may be approximate, incomplete and inconsistent." (Buchanan et 
al, 1984)
An example of the language in which the written procedures are couched follows,
"... it is possible that the routing algorithm has re-routed circuits and there is not enough 
bandwidth available on any one trunk in the path ( this will be indicated by a warning 
message stating not enough bandwidth for the originator). In this case, it is possible to 
identify circuits which can be re-routed by disconnecting and re-connecting, however this 
is tedious and time consuming and you will need to exercise judgement on the priority of 
the circuit in hand and the circuits which will be interrupted." (BHP, 1991)
Although sensible in natural language format, it is apparent that a lot of knowledge remains 
hidden when trying to convert this into a machine executable format. Those missing pieces 
remain the target of the elicitation process involving the developer and the expert.
Such elicitation is usually facilitated through an interview process. The developer acts as the 
analyst, probing the expert with subtle questions which lay bare the fabric of the skills that 
underpin his expert-like behaviour. Well, at least that is what one would hope happens in this 
knowledge acquisition phase! If this phase is conducted as part of a methodical approach, then 
it qualifies as "knowledge engineering".
4.3 Knowledge Engineering
Models of expert system construction imply a systematic approach. The use of development 
paradigms has prompted the use of the term, "Knowledge Engineering". This implies greater 
rigour and structure than the more general task of acquiring knowledge.
The successful development of several early expert systems, led researchers to examine the best 
methodologies for constructing such systems. Models such as that illustrated in figure 4.2, 
parallel the development of traditional systems. For example, by top-down, step-wise 
refinement. They offer a standard approach to the exercise, breaking down the whole into 
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Stages of Knowledge Acquisition 
(Buchanan et al, 1983)
The stages in figure 4.2 represent the tasks of knowledge engineering. To identifying the 
problem domain and finding the concepts that represent the knowledge has been the focus of 
the early chapters. Having done the high level analysis, it is important to represent the 
knowledge in such a way as to eventually permit executability. If you like, the formalism is a 
half way house for developers and experts. Lastly, low level issues of control and structure 
must be addressed in order to finalise the computerisation. Of course, the testing of the system 
is an essential vehicle for establishing an answer to the inevitable question, "Have the stated 
objectives been achieved?".
The above is a "macro" view of knowledge engineering. The real bottle-neck in the process is 
the conceptualisation and formalisation stages, where the interaction between expert and 
engineer is critical to the design.
4.3.1 Knowledge E licitation C onstra in ts.
Expert system developers typically achieve a productivity rate of between one and five 
production rule equivalents (whatever they may be) per day (Jackson, 1990). No doubt this 
surprisingly poor performance can be attributed to the fact that it is a hard job. The personal 
nature of knowledge elicitation must place some constraints on productivity. Some of these are 








Such difficulties as the unenthusiastic, inaccessible, inarticulate and rude expert place a strain 
on development productivity. For example, the expert can develop some hostility, or 
subconscious fear of the knowledge engineer. One can imagine a lower than expected 
productivity given this situation. However, rudeness is unlikely if the other constraints are 
addressed openly and honestly. (Doukidis et al, 1988) explain them in the following way.
They say that in many situations experts will be sceptical about the possible success of the 
project. This belief may be a case of wishful thinking! Perhaps the expert harbours doubts 
about his/her job security if the system proves successful. Luckily at BHP, the expert's 
commitment to the system was driven by the fact that he is quite happy to delegate the task of 
fault diagnosis. The prime motivation in developing the system is to rid him of this job!
Ironically, the fact that he must continue to work on faults during the development means that 
we suffer from the second constraint: the inaccessible expert. The demands on the expert 
prevent him investing time in the expert system. Of course, it is difficult to imagine any expert 
having time on their hands to develop what is, after all, somewhat of an unknown return to 
investment. This problem is somewhat intractable.
We have already discussed the fact that many experts find it difficult to express their 
knowledge.
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"Psychological experiments have shown that people are in general, not very aware of 
their own reasoning. Furthermore, the more expert they are, the less aware they are of it. 
The expert may not be able to say anything about how he reasons, or what he says is 
incomplete or even wrong." (Doukidis et a l , 1988)
The WANFI experience is that the so-called "inarticulate expert", although somewhat of a 
misnomer, is an impediment to productivity. However, addressing this is somewhat 
problematic, for the reasons already discussed. Incremental development, mentioned in the 
previous chapter, is a sensible approach to minimising the effect of the problem.
4.3.2 P ro to typ ing  knowledge
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Knowledge engineering through prototyping
The methodology is "prototypical" in that intermediate responses to the elicitation sessions 
embody prototypes, which are designed without the intention of being "right first time". The 
prototype is a straw man for the expert to beat.
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The prototyping of knowledge is represented in figure 4.4. After an elicitation session, the 
engineer should represent a parcel of knowledge. This representation should be executed (if 
possible) and the results validated by the expert. Although described in more detail later, a 
suitable representation for prototyping is production rules. Brownston says,
"Rapidly recording and testing information as it is discovered is also made feasible by the 
production-system model. The knowledge engineer can ferret out important pieces of 
information about a problem and then immediately express the new object or rule 
information in an executable form." (Brownston et al, 1988)
The outcome of the validation is an expanded or adjusted representation.
4.4. Concepts of Knowledge Representation.
As Winston says, "All representations must provide some way to denote objects and to 
describe relations among them." (Winston, 1984).
Rather than become involved with issues such as what is the difference between a semantic net 
and a frame based system, and how these differ with the object oriented paradigms of 
programming languages, I have chosen rather to describe the general concepts of semantic 
nets^, and perhaps the most common representation, production rules.
4.4.1 Semantic Nets
Nodes within a semantic net can be related in a number of ways. Its clear that primitives of 
most models include generalisation, classification, aggregation, procedural semantics and 
inheritance.
The concept of generalisation in knowledge representation is is closely related to that of 
classification. The relationship between a specialisation and its generalisation is characterised 
by "A-Kind-Of" or AKO links (Winston, 1984), although the use of "IS-A" seems just as 
widely used (Levesque et al, 1979). Inheritance of properties and property values is typically 
down from the more general node. The hierarchies created by introducing more than one level 
of specialisation or generalisation are called class hierarchies. Classification, can be viewed as a 
special case of generalisation. Instantiation fills the "slots" of object types. 2
2 Brachman (1979) states "Given this rich and interesting history (of semantic nets), what can we conclude is a 
"semantic net"? About the only thing in common among all of the above-discussed formalisms is their 
connectivity - the fact that they all claim to be made of links and nodes."
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Objects described in the network can be composed of other objects. The sub objects are 
considered "part-of' the composite object (Levesque et al, 1979). For example, the properties 
of the object are part of the overall object (properties are equivalent to attributes in the data 
model). The properties are sometimes referred to as slots in the object. To facilitate "meta­
knowledge" the slots are permitted facets which can contain the value of the slot, defaults or 
demons.
Demons are procedures which are initiated "if needed" (Winston, 1984). They occupy a facet 
of the slot. In a sense, semantic nets that incorporate demons can be considered "Object 
oriented" in that they encapsulate some behavioural (procedural) as well as structural (data) 
abstractions (King, 1988). Defaults occupy a facet of the slot and depict a value that is 
probably true for the slot in the absence of any information to the contrary.
Inheritance can be specified in a number of different ways. For example, the control strategy 
can be to either climb the IS-A, AKO hierarchy searching for a value before looking at defaults 
and demons. Alternatively, look at all facets of a slot before climbing the hierarchy (Winston, 
1984).
4.4.2 Production Rules
A natural way to represent an environment is via rules. Rules usually have the form, "if some 
conditions are known to be true then some actions can be asserted". An alternative naming for 
the rule components is premise (for condition) and conclusion (for action). When the left hand 
side (LHS) of a rule is true then we know that conclusion of the rule will also be true. This 
property is sometimes referred to syllogism (Srihari,1988). In the example,
(A ->B),
if A is true then we can assert that B is true.
Humans establish the truth or falsity of a condition through some judgemental process. Given 
what we know, we are able to apply rules in a subjective, biological fashion. Expert systems, 
however, apply symbolic reasoning. This means that the conditions need to be presented in a 
way that allows the system to make a symbolic match of the rule against what it "knows".
Obviously, any set of symbols could be included in the LHS of rules, and our matching could 
be a simple lexicographic comparison. However, this scheme would not provide a semantic
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richness. More desirable is to structure the data. MYCIN uses object attribute value (OAV) 
triplets for this purpose. An interesting observation is that,
"The object attribute value method is actually a special form of semantic network. The 
relationship between an object and an attribute is a has-a link, and the relation between an 
attribute and a value is an is-a link." (Leung et al, 1988)
In figure 4.5, an example is given of the control mechanisms for rule based systems. Working 
memory is the data structure for storing known facts. These facts fire those rules which can be 
matched on the LHS, producing new facts in working memory. Using the example, if H and I 
are known (ie. exist in working memory) then the rule H,I->J can be applied. The rule is 




A - > B  
D, E - > F  
H , I - > J
Figure 4.5
Example of Rule Execution 
(Luger et al, 1989)
The beauty of production rules is that they fit the model of heuristic classification so well.
Rules take data abstractions on the left hand side and produce transformations on the right hand 
side.
4.4.3 E xpert System Shells
Executability is a key aspect of prototyping. By executing the current representation, the 
expert is provided with tangible results against which their own impressions can be refined or 
changed. At the same time, it is desirable to have automated support for the representation of
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the knowledge. Handwriting rules and other schemas is not a productive method and does not 
facilitate computerised execution.
Expert system shells have developed from pre-existing expert systems. They are called shells 
because the knowledge base has no domain specific representation. Therefore, shells can be 
used for different systems as long as the domain has characteristics that match the control and 
representation facilities of the shell.
This versatility make shells an ideal prototyping platform, where the knowledge engineer can 
immediately take advantage of the inference engine and user interface provided. One can then 
concentrate on the knowledge and not be concerned with the system level detail.
4.5 Representing the Model
NEXPERT-OBJECT is an "expert system shell". It provides development and runtime support 
for knowledge based applications. Three components make up NEXPERT. The Development 
system, the Runtime system and the Callable interface.
The development system allows the knowledge base to be maintained. The Runtime system 
provides a ready made, executable interface for the system, and the Callable interface is a C 
library which permits external programs to call into NEXPERT. The callable interface provides 
the "openness" which allows the system to be interfaced with other systems - for example 
relational data base managers.
A sophisticated interface based heavily on visual programming allows the user to build the 
knowledge base for her/his application. Figure 4.6 illustrates the graphical nature of the user 
interface.
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é  File Edit Expert Encyclopedia Inspector Report Windows
Figure 4.6
The Graphical Nature of NEXPERT
The representation of the knowledge base is two dimensional. The reasoning dimension is 
represented by production rules. The subject domain, in terms of the objects that are 
manipulated and their relationships, are represented as semantic nets. This orthogonal 
dimension is named the "object world". The advantage of having this two dimensional 
representation is that it incorporates a rich syntax for describing data while retaining the natural 
representation of heuristics through rules.
4.5.1 Data A bstraction in NEXPERT
In figure 4.7, the icons graphically represent the "things" that can exist3. A triangle represents 
an object. A square represents a property slot. All property slots are part of a class or object. 
Aggregation is also assumed in any object-to-object relationship. An important result of this
3 One has to be careful with the description of the "things". NEXPERT considers objects as a type of thing. It 
can get confusing. Entities are best defined according to the relationships in which they participate.
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type of relationship, is the inheritance of properties. A super-object may inherit properties from 










Semantic Abstraction in NEXPERT
The concept of inheritance is also important for relationships of generalisation and 
specialisation. In figure 4.7, circles are used to represent classes. Relationships between two 
classes are defined as generalisation/specialisation. In these relationships, properties may be 
inherited down the tree, to the subclasses. In the example, the class "BERT" inherits the 
properties name, date and result from the super-class "test". The same inheritance mechanism 
is possible for class to object relationships. By defining an object underneath a class, the 
knowledge engineer is representing instantiation. In the figure these objects are listed as RL, 
LL, RLP, LLP. All of these tests are instances of the Bit Error Rate Test (BERT).
The properties of NEXPERT can be defined with many facets. The facets in NEXPERT are 
called meta-slots. These are important for two reasons.
1. Sourcing the value.
2. Specifying demons.
The fact that figure 4.7 was somewhat contrived in order to demonstrate the facilities available 
in NEXPERT, deserves some explanation.
NEXPERT is a sophisticated software tool. The two dimensions of the representation schema 
provide a rich syntax for modelling the environment of interest. The opportunity exists to 
develop the application in a data driven or procedural fashion. Emphasising the data
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corresponds to modelling the objects and their relationships. Detailing the ruleswill facilitate the 
symbolic reasoning (and in that sense the rules are procedural). Cross compilation gives an 
automatic translation of the objects mentioned in the rules into the object network. Experience 
with the prototyping of WANFI shows that an extensive treatment of the data beyond the 
specification of object-attribute-value triplets is difficult. Semantic data abstractions were not 
obvious or necessary in many cases.
4.5.2 Rules in NEXPERT
The second dimension for representing knowledge in NEXPERT is the "rules world". Rules 
provide the structures necessary for the underlying inference engine to reason. The format of 
each mle in NEXPERT is illustrated by the example.
The mle is represented in what NEXPERT calls "Augmented Rule Format". Each mle has 
three main structural components: conditions, hypothesis and actions. The conditions must be 
expressions that are able to be evaluated as true or false. The left hand side of the rule has a 
truth value determined by considering all conditions connected by conjuncts.
R u le  S 9
I f  t he re i 3 e vi de nee of B E RT_bac k_t h r u_net 
d/a/there is no evidence of BERT. LLP-successful
/4/a/there is evidence of BERT.RI_successful




Augmented mle format of NEXPERT
An important and typical feature of expert problem solving is the quantification of object 
values. For example, asking "... does any object X have the value Y ...", or alternatively,"... 
do all objects X have value Y ...", enable the expert to quantify object values existentially or 
universally. NEXPERT provides pattern matching symbols "< ...>" and "{•••}" which 
correspond to existential and universal quantification respectively.
The right hand side (RHS) must contain a hypothesis, which is confirmed or not depending on 
the truth or falsity of the left hand side of the rule. In figure 4.8 the hypothesis is
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"LLP_fails_RL_OK". Hypothesis are always boolean data types. As well as the hypothesis, 
the right hand side of the rule may contain actions. These actions can be considered as special 
procedures which are attached to the rule, and which will be invoked if the corresponding 
hypothesis is confirmed.
Using the augmented rule format, NEXPERT employs forward and backward chaining as its 
inference methods. Forward chaining can be thought of as being data driven. Once the 
hypothesis of a particular rule is established, other rules are fired if that hypothesis appears in 
their conditions (and the other data in the rule is matched against what is known). In the figure 
4.9, we can establish that the fault lies in the transit switch if the symptom is "busy tone" and 
the route is not blocked because of testing or traffic congestion.
Backward chaining is hypothesis driven. The system will attempt to verify the hypothesis, by 
searching for rules with that hypothesis in the RHS. If one or more rules are found then the 
system will try to establish the conditions that prove the rule. If any condition is the hypothesis 
of another rule, then that new rule will be put on the systems agenda for investigation.
Yes busy_tone_in_transit_P ABX 
Route.status IsNot "make busy" 
Route .blocked_status IsNot "traffic" 
oShow "transitSwP ABX" @KEEP=F ALSE ;(§>
Yes Transmission_route_JOK 
Transit_switch_jcalls.Fault_display IsNot "s 




The backward and forward chains can be thought of as "strong links". That is, there is an 
obvious connection between the rules. The set of rules connected by strong links are known 
collectively as a "knowledge island". It can be argued that sometimes it is important to consider 
some other aspect of a problem, even though there is no strong connection. Such "weak links"
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connect knowledge islands in a forward fashion only. Graphically a weak link is illustrated 
by a dotted line.
Generally, the connectivity observed in the execution of expert systems is equivalent to the 
traversal of an inference network. Inference networks are also termed "and/or" trees (Winston, 
1984). The network represents the search space of the problem.
4.5.3 A R untim e Exam ple
An important benefit of using NEXPERT is that it provides executability. This means that the 
results of prototyping can be verified and modified incrementally. It also provides a look at the 
form of the system at an early stage. The cooperation of the expert is a critical success factor in 
expert system development. By providing feedback as early as possible the expert is more 
likely to become enthusiastic about the project. The following example is typical of the fault 
finding of the model developed in NEXPERT.
NEXPERT USER
F a u l t _ r e p o r t . t r a n s m i s s i o n ?  d a t a
Figure 4.10
Data Circuit Model
Note : The fault is classified at an early stage as dataLINK. Figure 4.10 illustrate the 
general model of the data circuit for fault finding.
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SHow_PAth?
N M S _ S H o w _ c i r c u i t _ d e s t i n a t i o n ?  
N M S _ _ S H o w _ c i rc u i t_ o r ig in ?  
f a u l t  i s  no  comms?
n o _ k n o w n _ f a u l t
c o n n e c t e d
c o n n e c t e d
T r u e
Note : One can see that NEXPERT employs a standard question /answer interface for 
interactively deriving values for property slots. Because both ends of the dataLINK 
circuit (ie. the A end and the B end) are connected, and the type of fault reported is 










Bit Error Rate Testing
BERT. RLP o r i g i n  s u c c e s s ? T r u e
BERT. RLP a n s w e r  s u c c e s s ? F a l s e
BERT. RL s u c c e s s ? T r u e
BERT. LLP s u c c e s s ? F a l s e
Note : When the tester indicates success for the RL, and failure for the LLP, we know the 
fault lies in the part of the circuit bounded by these two loops. Since the test is up to the
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furthest interface at the device at which the loop is set then we can see from the illustration 
that the fault must lie with either,
i. The cable
ii. The local modem
iii. The SP55 port at the multiplexor.
local_modeni_s t a t  us  . SPEED? on
lo c a l_ m o d e m _ s ta tu s . DSR? o n
lo c a l_ m o d e m _ s ta tu s . POWER? o f f
r e c o n f i g u r e d _ S P 5 5 . f a u l t _ o b s e r v e d ?  T r u e
w o r k in g  c a b l e . f a u l t  o b s e r v e d ?  T r u e
Note : In this case there is no heuristic to limit the search. Each of the three possibilities 
must be tested. It is found that the "power" indicator on the local modem was showing an 
irregular setting. This is the isolated component. The fault is reported to the responsible 
party, and fault rectification takes place.
It is interesting to consider the way in which the diagnosis is presented. In our example, 
NEXPERT quietly ends without providing some final indication of the faulty component. It is 
not easy to tell which is the faulty component. This is a little annoying, but is typical of expert 
system inference engines. Because they are only interested in the symbolic matching of 
premises against working memory, and not the semantics of when we have reached a terminal 
condition. This observation is the type of development concern which is best addressed in the 
early stages of development. The results of prototyping helped the design of WANFI in several 
ways.
4.6 Preliminary Results
The thing to determine as quickly as possible was the performance of the system (the meaning 
of performance is more fully explained later). At this stage our interest was to determine 
whether, given particular faults the system was able to isolate the fault in a manner similar to the 
expert. Seventeen test cases from the fault history database INFOMAN, were selected and 
trialed on the system, with the expert providing the measure of accuracy. Figure 4.12 
illustrates the results.
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For over half the cases (approximately 60 percent) the expert and the system agree on the 
isolated component. In about 30 percent of cases, the isolation process produces a solution 
which is a generalisation of what was the faulty component. That is, the subnet component 
contains the faulty component, but is considered too high a level compared with the analysis of 
human experts. For example, the system specifies a route related fault, when the diagnosis is 
that the route software (ARID table) is the true cause of the problem.
Figure 4.12
System Performance after 2 Months
This is by no means a disappointing figure when you consider that we are deliberately leaving 
out detail. The intention with prototyping is to progressively refine the granularity of the 
knowledge. Indeed many of the cases would have originally been considered to the correct 
level. It is only with the expert's realisation of the system's capabilities that the possibility of 
increased diagnostic detail is apparent.
In the cases that provided incorrect results (approximately 10 percent), the system performed in 
two different ways. Firstly, the system functioned according to specification but provided an 
incorrect diagnosis. For example, in case sixteen, the expert diagnosed the fault as being one or 
more of a number of trunks, but not the whole route. The system indicated a route fault.
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Secondly the system behaved in an unspecified fashion. For example, in one particular case the 
system ended unexpectedly. These types of knowledge base faults were traced to syntax errors 
in the knowledge base. By incorrectly spelling a hypothesis or premise object, the intended 
connectivity can be lost. Saying "phase.netwok_body" is not the same symbolically as 
"phase.network_body"! Because of the highly visual interface, and the cross compilation 
facilities of NEXPERT, these types of errors could be minimised.
In a more general sense the WANFI prototype highlighted several other important design 
concepts. Although we haven't discussed the direction of inference explicitly, it is clear that the 
system relies on data driven problem solving. Provided with some data relating to the problem, 
the expert transforms the data into solution abstractions, which in turn may be used to further 
the diagnosis (forward chaining). Enumerating the possible solutions in advance, and pursuing 
a backward, goal driven strategy is clearly impractical given the number of possible solutions.
However it is also clear that the search for a solution involves some partitioning of the search 








The Knowledge Space Partitioned
At each of the nodes in the "tree", several concepts can be grouped. The concepts relate to 
certain tests, heuristics, network objects and their relationships. The fact that there is this 
natural clustering of knowledge is an advantage in the implementation phase because we need to
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capture data interactively. The cluster, or concept that partitions the inference net provides a 
natural break point" at which time questions can be asked of the user. In other words, we do 
not need to gather all the test information at the start of a diagnostic session. In fact this is an 
undesirable waste of time. The exhaustive elimination of possibilities negates the benefit of 
intelligent problem solving.
Another design requirement clarified in the prototyping phase is the need to present the results 
to the technicians in a clear and concise way. NEXPERT is typical of expert systems in that 
there is no semantic understanding of when it has gone far enough. Sure, the rule base can be 
designed in a way which terminates execution when the relevant solutions have been obtained. 
However, this information is hidden in the system's working memory. We need a technique 
for highlighting the important information which corresponds to a faulty component. In the 
prototype this was achieved by imbedding graphics in the rules at points which represented 
terminal nodes in the diagnostic tree. When those rules were fired which isolated the faulty 
component, the graphic was displayed, indicating the fault and the required action. In this way 
the technician, was presented with the information in an explicit fashion.
Perhaps the most important aspect of the prototype was the recognition that the production 
system would need to incorporate some measure of certainty in its conclusions. This was not 
easily achieved in NEXPERT. The need for uncertain reasoning was brought about by the 
language used to describe fault finding.
EXPERT : In this case it is the tie line that would be faulty.
KNOWLEDGE ENGINEER : OK, we have observed the fault on a particular tie line. 
You've said that you think the fault is the PABX. How do you know that?
EXPERT : Well, I  didn't say it was definitely the tie line. I said that there was a good 
chance that the tie line was faulty rather than the PABX. You must realise that the tie line 
exists in a very insecure, uncontrolled environment, while the PABX is very secure. In 
addition to that the tie line is made up o f many components, like copper wires, 
amplifiers... and is subject to patching and uncontrolled change. PABXs on the other 
hand are usually on the one circuit board. So it's safe to reason that the fault is the tie 
line.
KNOWLEDGE ENGINEER : What is the chance?
EXPERT : I'd say about 85-90%.
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This sort of conversation is typical of the knowledge elicitation process. The expert cannot say 
with any certainty that a particular hypothesis is true, because he is applying heuristics to the 
problem. That is what makes an expert.
4.7 Summary
Knowledge must be applied to the problem of automating the isolation of wide area network 
faults. The sources of knowledge in this case were the fault history database, some written 
procedures and, of course the expert. The process of capturing and transforming that 
knowledge is called knowledge acquisition.
Formal methods of knowledge acquisition are often called techniques of knowledge 
engineering. A knowledge engineering methodology can include tasks of identification, 
conceptualisation, formalisation, implementation and testing. A bottle-neck in the knowledge 
engineering lifecycle has been identified as the knowledge elicitation phase. In this phase the 
interaction of the knowledge engineer and the expert is undoubtedly personal, and can lead to 
productivity constraints through personality differences. The difficulty associated with 
conceptualising and formalising the knowledge into some representation can be somewhat 
modified by two complementary approaches.
By prototyping the representation, results of the exercise are available at an earlier stage than 
when the system is compiled in a monolithic fashion. This has the advantages of convincing 
the knowledge engineer and the expert of the validity of the approach. The phases of 
prototyping include analysis, representation, execution and validation.
Executability can be achieved through the use of an expert system shell. These systems are 
general without any domain knowledge represented. NEXPERT is an example of an expert 
system shell, and was used for the prototype. It provides a graphical interface, and automated 
support for representation and analysis. The representation formalism is hybrid, based on 
semantic networks and production rules. The control strategy for reasoning is both forward 
and backward.
The WANFI system, developed on NEXPERT, provided some insight into the required 
features of the production system. Namely, graphical presentation of information, and the need 
to represent uncertain reasoning. Also, by partitioning the rule base into clusters of related 
concepts, the opportunity for greater modularity was realised. The data driven approach taken 
by the expert in his problem solving capacity, was able to be matched by the system.
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The preliminary results from the prototyping encouraged the clients, BHP, to continue their 
investment in the exercise. WANFI demonstrated enough potential to convince the expert and 
the knowledge engineer (and his supervisor) to progress to implementation.




Prototyping the system using an expert system shell was useful because it provided automated 
support. Some models of prototyping continue the development of the system, through to 
implementation, on the same platform. The system is not thrown away. Instead the system's 
makeup is formalised at a very early stage. In fact, as the system is developed, it only changes 
in terms of the detail of the subject matter. In this sense the system is not of the "quick and 
dirty variety" (Connell, 1988).
Our design so far fits this description. Encouraging early results indicate that the system is on 
the right track, and we hope that the representation of the knowledge is of good quality. 
However, a decision needs to be made on the best platform for the system. The first part of 
this chapter explains the use of direct programming as the vehicle for implementation. This 
implies the development of a low level interpreter, which operates over the knowledge base.
Having made the software and hardware platform choice, a software engineering methodology 
is explained. The use of an object based approach is explored, in terms of the "system level" 
entities that exist. These differ of course from the "knowledge level" objects that describe the 
domain. It is argued that the existing architecture of expert systems make them ideally suited to 
the object-oriented programming paradigm.
Integrated in the discussion of the system design entities, is an exposé of the functional 
requirements of our interpreter. Many of the features of the expert system shell were useful, 
and should be included in the interpreter. Similarly, those that were not present in the shell, but 
were required, should obviously be included.
Editors such as "jove" and "vi" do not provide enough error checking against the knowledge 
base. A more specific editor is required. So, to finish the chapter, a brief discussion of the 
knowledge base maintenance facilities is provided. Incorporated in this information is an 
overview of the system environment.
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5.2 Implementation Platform
The basic requirement for the development project is that it be useful for the industry client. 
Obviously, this implies that a few important issues, in relation to the choice of a hardware and 
software platform, need to be considered. Some possible combinations are listed in table 5.1.
Fully Fielded System
Personal computer with 
Shell
Reasonable Choice for 
small systems
Personal computer with 
direct programming
Reasonable Choice
Lisp machine with 
Shell
Infrequent Choice
Lisp machine with 
direct programming
Reasonable Choice
Work Station with 
Shell
Infrequent Choice









Reasonable choice for 
Special Systems
Table 5.1
Platform for Expert Systems 
(Wiig, 1988)
Although hardly definite, the table gives a vague indication of the type of hardware/software 
solutions available for fielded expert systems. Starting with the above ideas it should be 
possible to perform an informal decision analysis based on our requirements.
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Perhaps the most practical issue in relation to the choice is the cost (in monetary terms). A low 
cost solution is the goal of any development exercise. Our development is particularly sensitive 
to financial matters, given that there is no budget for capital expenditure. However, the 
Network Services section at BHP have both Macintosh and Unix workstations. According to 
table 5.1 the workstation is a reasonable choice for fielded systems.
The most powerful argument for the use of Unix is that it is the defacto standard operating 
system for telecommunications management and control. In order for the system to have any 
chance of being integrated then it should at least reside on the same operating system platform. 
Although no integrated system for management and control of the voice and data network 
exists, it is obviously better to locate the management components as close to one another as 
possible. These include the NMS from SCITEC, and the expert system WANEI. Looking to 
the future, this simple planning step should maximise the possibility of unification at a later 
stage. At the moment the network service engineers perform the unification or integration 
function.
So it appears that for reasons of consistency and cost the system should live on a Unix based 
workstation. For much the same reasons, the use of direct programming is advocated. 
Although the continued use of a shell would certainly minimise the software engineering effort, 
the cost of such shells is significant. Consider the table 5.2 of typical expert system shells and 
the cost (as in 1986),
Cost ($US)
ART 7 2 ,0 0 0
(Inference)




5 0 ,0 0 0






No doubt the costs of these particular products will have changed since they were published. 
Perhaps they are even cheaper now. However, the point is that even if they were, say fifty 
percent cheaper (an unlikely scenario), they are well and truly out of the range of the project's 
budget. NEXPERT OBJECT for Unix would be the ideal choice, since we already have a 
representation of the system in NEXPERT format. Unfortunately, NEXPERT does not 
support explicit representations of uncertainty. This fact, combined with the greater expense, 
means that NEXPERT cannot be justified against the relatively inexpensive programming 
effort.
It looks like some programming is required! We need to build an interpreter for our 
representation of the problem on a Unix based workstation. It seems sensible to use the same 
representation formalisms as the prototype. By using production rules, acting on structured 
data, we can continue the development of the system (from the prototype) using a consistent 
representation of knowledge.
5.3 An Object-Oriented Program
Having decided to program the interpreter, another decision needs to be made about the 
software engineering methodology. Until recently, a design and programming paradigm of 
functional decomposition has been evident. In this methodology, the program represents a 
model of some part of an environment. For example, a stock control system will typically have 
programs for receipt, return, transfer, and usage.
F igure 5.1
Functional Decomposition Structure Chart
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Each of these is a task that the system needs to perform, and each contains a representation of 
data, and the control structures useful to the task. Figure 5.1 represents the type of schematic 
used to show the organisation of programs within a system according to function. More 
recently, a different concept of organisation, called Object-Oriented Programming, has gained 
prominence. Some excitement is apparent among the research community,
"Bom in the ice-blue waters of the festooned Norwegian coast; amplified along the much 
grayer range of the Californian Pacific; viewed by some as a typhoon, by some as a 
tsunami, and by some as a storm in a teacup - a tidal wave is reaching the shores of the 
computing world. Object-oriented is the latest in term ..." (Meyer, 1988)
"It's exciting to see religious fervour grip one’s subdiscipline. It improves attendance at 
conferences, attracts consulting jobs, and increases the flow of research dollars. Indeed, 
object-oriented databases are a big thing. (At least they were when this was written.) And 
it couldn't have come at a better time. Just when we thought we'd all have to become AI 
people, database folks hit the big time." (King, 1988)




(Edwards et al 1990)
Figure 5.2 illustrates the change in emphasis that characterizes object-orientation. The model is 
described in terms of the entities or objects that are interesting. Each object encapsulates
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behaviour (methods) and structure (data). Requests for the object to act are made through 
messages.
An initial impression, in relation to the ability to represent objects, is that it provides additional 
modelling power. Objects can be found without the need for rigourous analysis. After all, the 
"operational model" which is a representation of the outside world should contain descriptions 
of the elements of that environment. (Meyer, 1988)
5.3.1 About Object-Orientedness
A definition of the the object-oriented software engineering process is,
"... the construction of software systems as structured collections of abstract data type 
implementations." (Meyer, 1988)
An abstract data type describes a class of data structures according to its services and the 
properties that these services use. In this sense the construction of the system is bottom up.
The system is built by assembling existing abstract data types, which enjoy a degree of 
independence.
We have mentioned the intuitive notion that an Object-Oriented Program will represent a more 
natural view of the problem, simply because the named objects correspond to real-life entities.
A more quantitative appraisal of the effect of Object-Oriented Programming shows that the 
resulting systems enjoy several theoretical benefits1.
Meyer lists seven steps toward "object-oriented happiness". These include modularity, 
abstraction, memory management, classes, inheritance, polymorphism and multiple 
inheritance. No doubt any program exhibiting the above attributes will enjoy the classification 
of being object-oriented. Taking a more general approach, to expedite the explanation of the 
main concepts, an Object-Oriented Program will exhibit the following characteristics.
We have already talked about objects encapsulating data and methods, and that this is an 
abstract representation of the real world object. Because object-based programming facilitates 
abstraction and a modular approach to design, many object classes will be available across 
systems. These classes can be organised in libraries. An application in need of an object, can *
lrrheoretical in the sense that a poor program will be difficult to read and maintain, whether Object-oriented or 
not.
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borrow (or reuse) a class from the library. In addition to use across systems, classes in object- 
oriented systems can take advantage of inheritance. By establishing a relationship of 
generalisation between a class and its super class, the descendant inherits the properties of the 
parent. When the class has more than one super class, and therefore inherits properties from 
more than one parent, the class is said to be in a relationship of multiple inheritance.
Another aspect of the independence of objects in object-oriented systems is that different objects 
can behave differently when provided with the same message. This phenomena is called 
polymorphism. Implementation details are the concern of the object class only. Inheritance 
mechanisms mean that functions can be programmed in the superclass and act as a default for 
subordinate classes. For those classes in which a different behaviour for the function is 
desirable, the function can be re-specified. In this way functions can be overloaded or 
overwritten.
Object-oriented programs have been used for a number of years in simulation (Gray, 1991). 
Objects instantiated in such systems are rarely persistent. They exist only during the 
execution of the program. Of course, database applications rely on the persistence of data.
Such requirements have lead to the research into object-oriented databases - but that is another 
story! The heavy use of non persistent objects means that object-oriented programs need to 
have improved memory management features. When an object is created, space is dynamically 
allocated. When it is destroyed, memory is reclaimed.
While not part of the main game, the use of an object-oriented approach to the design of the 
interpreter has implications for the ability of the system to perform. No formal attempt to 
measure the effectiveness of object-oriented programming (against functional decomposition) 
will be made. Rather, the approach will be considered according to its suitability for expert 
system interpreters.
5.3.2 Applicability to Expert Systems
There is plenty of support for the use of object-oriented design as a paradigm for systems 
development (Meyer, 1988) (King, 1988) (Edwards, 1990). The reasons revolve around the 
claim that object-oriented systems facilitate gains in quality. This is achieved by building 
programs that are more robust, are able to be reused, are correct and are extensible (Meyer, 
1988). The benefits summarised in table 5.3 represent a formidable argument for adopting an 
object-oriented approach to the exercise of building the system.
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• Less code needs to be written for equivalent functionality.
• Reduced internal complexity in code.
• Greater stability in software.
• Easier maintenance.
• Greater opportunity for evolutionary change.
Table 5.3
Benefits of an OO Approach 
(Gray, 1991)
An important property of the architecture of first generation expert systems is that the 
knowledge base is separated from the inference engine. This independence prevents changes to 
the knowledge base from being entangled in system detail, and vica verca.
F igure 5.3
Expert System Architecture 
(Tzafetsas,1988).
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Figure 5.3 illustrates a typical architecture. The system has three main components : the 
knowledge base, the inference engine and working memory. The sophistication of the user 
interface can be more or less emphasised, depending on the research aims. Efforts to present 
information from the system in natural language or by using images, are not a high priority for 
the development of WANFI. The extra effort required to provide a more human like interface 
was considered outside the scope of the initial development.
An interesting observation from figure 5.3, is that the main design objects are available. In a 
sense, the illustration supports the claim of Meyer , that the objects are "... there for the 
picking." He says,
"In object-oriented design, the primary design issue is not what the system does, but 
what objects it does it to. The design process defers to the last steps the decision as to 
what is the topmost function of the system if any."
He goes on to suggest that an informal design step is to analyse a natural language description 
of the model, and underline the nouns. Looking at a passage describing expert system 
architectures (example 5.1), this technique yields several prototype classes and their 
relationships.
"In a rule based system, condition-action pairs are represented as rules, with the 
premises of the rules (the if portion) corresponding to the condition and the 
conclusion (the then portion) corresponding to the action. Case specific data are kept in 
the working memory. Finally, the inference engine is the recognize-act cycle of the 
production system ... Many problem domains seem to lend themselves more naturally to 
forward search ... in which the facts are placed in working memory and the system 
searches for an interpretation in a forward fashion."
Example 5.1
Description of Expert System Architectures 
(Luger et al, 1988)
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Our rule-base is composed of rules. The rules themselves are an aggregate of premises and 
conclusions, which correspond to the situation-action pairs mentioned previously. Working 
memory is a data structure for storing facts. The final design class is the inference-engine. An 
aspect of this class is that it will contain methods which control the symbolic reasoning. These 
main design classes are described in more detail in the following sections.
It should be pointed out that the use of object-oriented programming does not have any 
particular features that make expert systems "better", (other than the general software 
engineering benefits already mentioned). Using conventional programming techniques would 
yield the same functional components. The claim is that the use of object-oriented 
programming is particularly applicable because of the established architecture of expert systems 
and the heavy use of non-persistent memory. These characteristics mean that the object- 
oriented design of the interpreter will be easier, facilitating the advantages mentioned.
5.4 Working Memory
The working memory of an expert system acts as a fact base. As information is made available 
to the system, via direct input or inference, it is stored in the working memory.
In this sense, the working memory should be organised for efficient data storage and retrieval 
in core. To facilitate this, the objects described in the system act as keys to a binary tree. The 
attribute-value (AV) pairs are organised in a list attached to each tree node. The effect in 
LISPish notation is,
(object 1 (attribute 1 value 1) (attribute 2 value 2) (... ))
(object 2 (attribute n value n) (attribute n-t-1 value n+1)... )
Because the list of AV pairs contains other information, a choice was made to arbitrarily name 
the classes "wmElement" and "wmeList". These class names stand for the information kept in 
the list (working memory elements), and the specialisation of the list (a list of working memory 
elements) respectively. The wmeList is an extension of the association list class.
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Figure 5.4
Prototype Design Class for Working Memory
5.4.1 C++ Im plem entation
An object-oriented language commonly used for telecommunication systems on UNIX 
workstations is C++. For this reason, and the fact that given a background in C, C++ is 
arguably the easiest object-oriented language to learn, it was chosen as the implementation 
language. Object-oriented programming languages, have an associated set of claims in relation 
to their "object-orientedness". In our case, perhaps more important than a comparison among 
languages, is an understanding of the equivalence of concepts. A guide to the terminology 
difference between C++ and the object-oriented model is given in table 5.4.
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Naming Conventions for C++ 
(Edwards et a l , 1990)
The terminology translation in table 5.4 provides a guide to example 5.2. C++ classes allow 
the declaration of private and public members. In fundamental terms, the private members are 
only available for use by the object. Those that are public are accessible by other objects. For 
example, "clock" and "inspectO" are private members. On the other hand, "print()" and 
"memorizeO" are public members - functions that can be can be called from within client 
objects.
The composition of the tree as illustrated, highlights an important aspect of the implementation. 
The abstraction of object classes effectively hides the implementation detail of any abstract data 
types in the rule. For example, the root of the tree, is of type "treeNode". The name of the 
class is a bit of a giveaway, but nevertheless, the detail in relation to the root is hidden from us. 
It is important to know what the function calls are that permit the root object to behave in the 
desired fashion, but not how they do what ever they do. The resulting modularity of the 
system is illustrated by considering the methods for printing facts (object properties and 
values).
We know that at a conceptual level, printing a fact corresponds to printing an object-attribute- 
value triple. At the implementation level a number of factors need to be considered. For 
example, the binary tree must be navigated, and the association list traversed in search of the 
desired object, its attributes and their values.
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#ifndef T R E E _H  




I ********************************- ! , ********************
* tree




in t clock; //  for
treeN ode* root;
long comp;
void fo o (treeN o d e*,o fs tre am & );
treeNode* s e e k (c h a r * ) ;
void c le an u p (tree N o d e *);
w m eList* ac cess(ch ar*, w m eList*);
w m eList* in s p e c t(c h a r* );
treeN ode* re m o v e (c h a r*, tre e N o d e *);
treeN ode* fin d le a f(tre e N o d e *);
public: 
tree() : 





/ /  construct





w m E lem en t*
w m E le m en t*
w m E lem en t*
void
void
o b jp r n t (c h a r * )  ; 
p r i n t ( ) ;
p r in t(o fs tre a m & );  
r e f r e s h ( )  ;
r e c a l l (c h a r \  c h a r*);  
re c a ll(c h a r*, ch ar*, ch ar*); 
m em orize(char*, char*, char*, float, boolean); 
sto re (ch ar*, ch ar*, ch ar*); 
fo rg e t(ch ar*, w m E lem en t*);
# e n d if
Example 5.2
Tree Class Representing Working Memory in C++
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However it is clear that by designing the association list as a separate class, it is possible to 
hand much of the problem detail over to it. Although you still have to deal with the detail 
eventually, the ideas that characterise the association list (for example) can be transparently 
represented. In example 5.3 the function "objpmtO", a public member function of tree, can be 
called from some other object. In turn, "objpmtO" utilises a private function, "inspectO", and 
then simply hands over the job of printing the working memory element list to the object 
"alistp". What is hidden is the implementation of the print function of the WME list.
void
tree ::o b jp rn t(c h ar* ob ject)
{
w m e L is t*  a lis tp ;
c o u t« o b je c t« '\n " ;
alistp = inspect(object); 
if (a lis tp )
a l is tp -> p r in t ( )  ;
}
w m e L is t*
tree::inspect(char* key)
{
if (Iro o t)
return 0;






Public and Private Functions
5.5 The Rule Base
A rule base contains the set of production rules. The format of the rules is an important 
consideration in expert systems design. The left hand side of the rule represents the conditions 
under which the rule is said to be applicable. The right hand side indicates those things that 
have to be done if the rule is executed. Figure 5.5 graphically illustrates a prototype class for a 
rule.
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5.5.1 Rule S truc tu re
To provide data structure, the conditions of WANFI are modelled after those of MYCIN. Each 
condition references an object-attibute-value for two reasons. Firstly, OAVs provides a syntax 
which allows the engineer to express a fairly natural representation of data. Secondly, they 
help to provide a consistent format for symbolic matching. OAV triplets describe data in the 
same way that records are described by fields that have values.
This schema differs somewhat from that adopted by OPS5, arguably the most well known 
production system language. Figure 5.6 is an example of the syntax of OPS5 rules. Perhaps 
the most marked difference is that in OPS5, the data is not represented in triples. Rather, a 





In WANFI, each premise contains only one OAV. Reference to attributes of the one object 
require separate premises. The premises themselves represent conjuncts. Although there is no 
support for disjuncts, this type of test can be simulated by constructing one rule for each 
condition. Each rule simulating the disjunct will have the same RHS. An example of the rule 
syntax of WANFI is illustrated in Example 5.4.
5.5.2 The Left Hand Side
In order to be able to represent knowledge using as few rules as possible, it is necessary for the 
rules to be general. A general rule will not mention instances of objects. Instead, a variable 
representing the class will be used. In this way, rules that apply to all instances of the class 
need not be repeated for all of those instances. Variables also help to facilitate generality by 
acting as place holders. In a rule like those in example 5.4, an object or variable that matches 
the pattern, will be available for use in later premises or actions.
Another feature that will help improve the compactness of the rulebase is the ability to express 
different types of tests. We don't always want to test the positive nature of conditions. 
Sometimes it is useful to negate premises. An example would be, "If there is not a successful 
call across a route then ... ".
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Time Used : 0
Attenuation : 95%  
if :
phase analyse_m inim um _scenario is true 
route nam e is ?idroute 
?idroute VLDN_test is ok 
?idroute alternate_satellite_test is ok 
previous_node PABX_nam e is ?idorigin
then :
assert phase test_LCR_tables ?idorigin 
Narrative :
if the voicelink directory number test (ie.transit op) is OK
and the test call to another satellite is ok
then check AFRS, AOPR and AADC commands on the MAT
R T S ­
Time Used : 0
Attenuation : 100%  
if :
phase analyse_m inim um _scenario is true 
previous_node PABX_nam e is ?idorigin 
?idorigin L C R J a b le s  is normal 
current_node PABX_nam e is ?iddest 
?iddest MAT_access is true
then :
assert phase test_RRC_table ?iddest 
N arrative :
if we are analysing the minimum scenario
and the LCR tables for the origin transit are normal
then check the route restriction tables
RTe-
Time Used : 0
Attenuation : 100%  
if :
phase analyse_m inim um _scenario is true 
previous_node PABX_nam e is ?idorigin 
?idorigin L C R J a b le s  is normal 
current_node PABX_nam e is ?iddest 
?iddest MAT_access is false
then :
assert fault component routing_dest_pabx 
show routing dum dum 
N arrative :
if we are analysing the minimum scenario
and the LCR tables for the origin transit are normal
and we cannot check the route restriction tables for the destination then generalise - 
probably routing problem in the destination PABX
Exam ple 5.4
WANFI Rules
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The LHS of rules in WANFI can also contain premises in which relational operators are 
imbedded. The range of operators available include <,>,<=,>=. These relational operators are 
meant for comparison with numeric constants.
5.5.3 The Right Hand Side
The second major component of rules is the Right Hand Side (RHS). As previously mentioned 
the RHS contains the actions or consequences of the rule being executed. In example 5.4, the 
actions include assert and show . Primarily, it is necessary to be able to assert facts, where a 
fact corresponds to an OAV triple. This is analogous to the system learning new data about the 
domain environment.
Having "memorised" certain things, it is often convenient to forget or modify them! The 
retract action removes facts from working memory. If a fact is to be modified then the old fact 
must first be retracted and the new fact asserted. A useful side effect of being able to retract and 
modify data is that it becomes possible to iterate over rules. This aspect is discussed further in 
the section describing the inference engine.
An important part of making the system interesting to use, is the ability to display images. By 
embedding the show action in the RHS, bitmap images are able to be displayed. These 
graphics can contain information about the current goal or the eventual diagnosis.
While many forward chaining production systems act on data that exists at the start of the 
inference cycle, our expert system cannot work in this way. In a previous chapter we 
discussed the fact that performing the diagnosis in an intelligent fashion means that not all the 
possible tests are performed (otherwise you would be testing all the components). Rather 
certain tests become applicable, depending on the current situation. In this sense the system has 
to be interactive, consulting the user for information regarding the latest tests and observations.
This iteration is achieved in WANFI by using the ask action. When rules are fired with an ask 
in the RHS, the object attribute required is displayed in a sentence constructed from a template,
"What is the <attribute> of <object>?"
The value that instantiates the object-attribute is entered by the user. For several object attribute 
pairs, the set of expected answers is known. The answer provided by the user is checked
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against this set, and if no match is found then the user is prompted for confirmation of his 
answer.
In WANFI the set of expected values is kept in the narrative that describes the rule. The design 
goal behind the narrative was to associate with the rule a natural language description of the 
rules purpose, to help facilitate explanations. The fact that the list of possible answers to a 
question is kept in the narrative is somewhat of an after thought, and perhaps, is not the best 
arrangement. However, the use of these possible answers has been invaluable to the users in 
their interaction with the system.
5.6 Design of Engine
Inference Engines provide the reasoning capability of expert systems. They generally 
implement a number of alternative strategies for providing expert like behaviour. That is, 
reasoning forward from data, or backward from goals, dealing with explanation etc.
In this sense the inference engine is a very active object in the system, and contrasts with the 
largely declarative nature of working memory and the knowledge base.
5.6.1 Class Definition
Figure 5.7 illustrates a prototype class "engine". An interesting property of this class is that 
there will be a one to one correspondence with its instance in the program (we only need one 
inference engine, obviously). The main components are apparent in the diagram.
Structurally, the engine contains a conflict set, a set of used rules and a clock. Clients request 
actions from this object be sending messages like, "select a rule from the conflict set" and 
"explain how you did that".
Many of the objects in the system are based on the list class. In the figure, both the conflict set, 
and the set of used rules, are specialisations of a list. In fact, there are so many lists one can 
understand the popularity of LISP for expert system development. The list is implemented by 
linking a set of listNodes. Each of these listNodes, contains a pointer to the object type.
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Figure 5.7
Prototype Class - "Engine"
5.6.2 Recognize Act
The example 5.5 introduces the process that determines forward chaining in production system 
languages. By matching rules against known facts, selecting a rule to fire from those matched, 
and executing that rule, expert systems traverse the rule set searching for solutions (Brownston 
et al, 1985). This cycle has been named the recognize-act cycle. Within the recognise act cycle 
there are typically steps of
1. Match rules against known facts.
2. Select a rule from those that match
3. Execute that rule.
An algorithm for the recognize-act cycle typically matches every rule against working memory. 
The ordering of the rules is unimportant, with each rule treated individually.
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R:=first rule 
WHILE more rules 
DO
IF R's premises are in assertion list2 
THEN
IF R's conclusion not in assertion list 
THEN










Traditional Forward Chaining Algorithm 
(Neapolitin, 1986)
5.6.3 The RETE Algorithm
In the above algorithm every WME is compared to every rule. In the following example, a 
system with one hundred rules, each with five premises, and one hundred WME's would make 
fifty thousand comparisons in the match phase. In order to make expert systems more efficient 
it makes sense to address the part that consumes the most time. In the model of recognize-act, 
the matching phase is the most expensive,
"... the recognise act cycle comprises three phases: match, conflict resolution and act.
Of these three phases, the match phase is by far the most expensive, accounting for more 
than 90% of execution time in some programs." (Cooper et al, 1988)
By observing the behaviour of the inference engine more closely, it is possible to take 
advantage of a few time saving properties. Temporal redundancy, for example is the 
persistence of information in working memory across recognise act cycles (Brownston et al, 
1988). As a contrast, consider real time systems, where the information being held in working 
memory is constantly changing. Therefore in these systems there is little temporal redundancy.
2The assertion list corresponds to working memory
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The RETE algorithm matches only changed working memory against the conditions (rather than 
the working memory in its entirety). This essentially changes the makeup of recognise-act.
F igure 5.8
Storing WME Pointers Against Rules
The cost of temporal redundancy exploitation is that additional memory is consumed. This is 
due to the fact that previously matched WME's must be kept against the rule conditions. The 
effect of this is that a network is established, between working memory and the rule base held 
in core. A schematic representing the implementation of the network in WANFI is illustrated in 
figure 5.8.
The premises of any particular rule can contain a data structures ("matchLisf') which points to 
matching WME’s3. In the figure, the premise of a rule, PI, has pointers to two WMEs (two 
WMEs are made possible by the use of variables). Maintaining the network this way means 
that the engine needs to only match the most recently added working memory element against 
each rule in the knowledge base in order to know whether the rule is applicable.
We have discussed the fact that the rules can have variables included in their syntax . The use 
of variables unfortunately complicates the determination of a rule match. The reason for this is 
that the criteria for a match is no longer just the recognition that a working memory element is 
stored against each of the premises. The values bound to the variables in the matching process 
need to be consistent also. These two levels, intra-premise match and inter-premise match, are
3In OPS5 this is apparently called right-memory, in keeping with the belief that the left and right parts of the 
brain perform different tasks. The right brain is usually associated with arts and emotions.
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incorporated in the matching phase of the engine. The technique used is similar to that 
proposed by (Winston et a l , 1984).
The similarity is that in the matching phase of WANFI, the list of association lists containing 
the consistent bindings is represented as a stream, and the premises act as filters. More 
precisely, the new instantiations are created by "cascading” the stream through the "filters". 
The algorithm can be very briefly summarised by the following,
1. Take the binding (if there is one) from the newly matched premise and initialise the 
stream to this.
2. Feed the stream through the other premises generating new instantiations.
3. If the rule contains variables and there are no instantiations, (not one or more 
association lists), then the rule cannot be put on the conflict set. Otherwise, store each 
instantiation on the conflict set.
The RETE algorithm is more comprehensive than just the exploitation of temporal redundancy. 
For example, it also makes use of the fact that several rules may share premise patterns. If this 
is the case, these patterns need only be matched once, not once for each same pattern. This 
feature of the Rete algorithm is called structural similarity (Brownston et al, 1988). Structural 
similarities in the rules of WANFI are not exploited, and so this aspect of Rete is not explained 
further.
5.6.3 Conflict Resolution
In WANFI, like in other systems, it often the case that more than one rule can fire at any given 
cycle. After all, given the volume of information that the system accumulates, it is only natural 
that more than one rule is applicable. A strategy of random selection may result in intelligent 
performance, but it seems unlikely. Rather, with forward chaining systems that are not guided 
by some goal, a strategy is required that will result in human-like reasoning. Such strategies 
make up conflict resolution.
The problem can be addressed in a number of ways. It seems reasonable to prevent rules from 
firing on the same data twice. This principle is called refraction. By implementing 
refraction, unwanted looping can be prevented. Exploiting temporal redundancy can aid the use 
of refraction in that only rules that match recent WMEs will be the focus of attention. Rules that 
have previously fired are removed from the conflict set, which exists across recognise-act
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cycles, preventing their subsequent selection. Weaker methods of refraction are possible, such 
as preventing the same rule firing on successive cycles (Brownston et al, 1988). We know 
from our analysis of the problem that iteration over the rules is necessary. This affect can be 
achieved by refreshing a particular fact. A fired rule, with a newly retracted-asserted fact will 
be brought to the systems attention again.
So it is possible to drive the system forward, preventing unwanted loops. This doesn't really 
pay any respect to the sensitivity of the reasoning process. In an environment that changes 
rapidly, it would be good if the system reacted by investigating areas most recently highlighted. 
By paying attention to these newly created situations, the system is exhibiting a sensitive 
attitude to WME recency. It can be said that recency allows the system to follow the leading 
edge of the reasoning process.
In addition to the above mechanisms, inference engines can employ a conflict resolution 
strategy that takes into account the specificity of the rule. A reason for looking at the 
specificity of the rule is that specific rules bring the inference process to a solution more 
quickly. The specificity of a rule can be measured by looking at the number of tests in the LHS 
of the rule. The idea that lies behind this is that the more tests a rule has, the greater the 
heuristic leap it is able to make.
Of course, a combination of the above strategies is possible, and is often implemented. Once 
again using OPS5 as the example, two super-strategies are defined. Lexicographic resolution 
(LEX) and Means-ends analysis (MEA) help amalgamate the benefits of all the techniques 
described. MEA does, in fact, include the LEX strategy.
The MEA strategy relies on a rule organisation whereby the first premise in each rule represents 
some context, or phase. In this way, MEA can examine the recency of the WME that matches 
the first premise before considering any other conflict resolution strategy (refraction has already 
prevented previously fired rule instantiations from entering the conflict set). If the first premise 
is always used as an indication of the current task, then MEA will focus the systems attention 
on some subtask. If there are competing rules after examining the the recency of the first 
premise, then the LEX strategy is adopted.
LEX will apply a recency test to all the other conditions - or rather their matching WMEs - 
followed by a specificity test and finally, if competing rules still exist, an arbitrary choice will 
be made.
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WANFI has implemented the MEA conflict resolution strategy. Each WME has stored in it the 
time tag representing the cycle on which it was created. Only one WME can be created on each 
cycle, so each time tag is unique. At the start of conflict resolution, WANFI creates a matrix of 
these time tags, with each row representing a rule in the conflict set, and each column a time tag 
of the WME matching a premise in the rule. This is illustrated below,
Figure 5.9
WANFI Time Tag Matrix
One can see that by using the MEA strategy in the above case, the second rule would be 
selected. If for example the first time tag of the second rule was 3 and not 13, then the first 
three rules would survive the first round of MEA. In this case, the LEX strategy would be 
invoked, prompting the selection of the third rule (because it has the highest time tag, 40).
5.6.4 U ncerta in ty
In chapter 4, a design requirement was that the system be able to deal with uncertain reasoning. 
This requirement was evident because of the probabilistic nature of the task, indicated by the 
expert's language when describing the knowledge : "... more than likely ... it's a good chance 
th a t... there's a high possibility ...".
A number of techniques have been developed to deal with uncertainty. Formal probability, 
certainty factors and fuzzy logic have all been tried (Jackson, 1990). The MYCIN system has 
implemented a system of certainty factors. An example of the form in which certainty factors 
appear can be found in (Shortliffe et a l , 1975).
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IF: 1) The stain of the organism is gram positive, and
2) The morphology of the organism is coccus, and
3) The growth confirmation of the organism is chains
THEN: There is suggestive evidence (.7) that the identity of the organism is 
streptococcus.
In this example a figure, (.7) is associated with the rule to indicate the expert's degree of belief 
in the conclusion given the symptoms and conditions. This value can vary in the range [-1,1], 
with -1 being an indication that the conclusion is certainly false, (given the conditions are 
completely satisfied), and 1 being that the conclusion is certain to be true. The certainty factor 
for the rule's conclusion will be calculated by choosing the minimum certainty associated with 
each of the conditions, and multiplying this by the rule's attenuation. This approximate 
technique is equivalent to choosing the worst case probability (Winston, 1984).
Certainty factors were chosen in the WANFI system as the method for dealing with uncertainty. 
No in-depth comparison of certainty factors was made with other techniques. The reasons for 
this are fairly straight forward - that despite the criticism of certainty factors, there is certain 
casual feel about them that appeals. The formulas are easy to program, and the concepts are 
clear, even if the mathematical theory is not.
In WANFI the certainty factors range, as a percent between zero and one hundred. This choice 
was due to the propensity of the expert to express uncertain concepts in terms of percentage 
chance. An observation during the elicitation of the certainty factors was that the expert and the 
technicians were definitely not interested in precision in this number. Indeed the factors 
represented degrees of belief that had up to fifteen percent variance. This discouraged a more 
detailed look at methods of dealing with uncertainty. After all,
"The empirical success of MYCIN using the model of Shortliffe and Buchanan stands in 
spite of the theoretical objections of the types discussed ..." (Adams, 1976).
5.6.5 Explanation
In order for a system to simulate an experts behaviour it must be able to provide explanations of 
its actions. Two types of questions are generally answered by explanation systems: "How did 
you come to that conclusion" and "Why are you doing what you are doing now". An 
important consideration is the level of sophistication of the explanation capability. As 
Brownston points out, experts need explanations,
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"But interestingly enough, experience with rule based systems for technicians and other 
non-expert users shows that explanations are superfluous and ignored. The technician 
wants to be told what to do - not why it should be done." (Brownston et al, 1988)
An analogy would be the instructions or advice of a builder to his labourers. I doubt that they 
would regularly ask "why?" - not just for fear of retrenchment, but because they are not 
interested!
Obviously, deep models of the domain in second generation expert systems provide a wealth of 
material for constructing explanations. Because they reason from first principles, they should 
be able to provide detailed answers to questions of how and why based on the model.
Heuristic systems must rely in the information that is represented in them.
WANFI has three main components : the rule base, the inference engine and the fact base 
(working memory). In figure 5.10, the relationships between the different classes of 
information held in the knowledge base and the fact base are shown. Data is made up from 
information volunteered by the user, facts deduced by the system and general "factual 
knowledge of the problem domain" (Scott et al, 1977). In this model, the explanations are 
constructed from an amalgamation of both static and dynamic knowledge.
S t a t i c  K now ledge Dynam ic K now ledge
Figure 5.10
Rule Based System with Explanation Capability 
(Scott et al 1977)
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The explanation of how a conclusion was reached can be facilitated quite easily by the use of 
execution traces. By keeping track of the rules fired the system can replay the reasoning 
process. In WANFI this technique is implemented by designing a rule pointer list class, and 
instantiating it as a structural part of the inference engine. A surface function interprets a user's 
request for an explanation and passes a message to the inference engine - "explain". The engine 
prints the list, really a first in last out queue, in stylized English.
At time 25 , the facts -
phase test_LCR_tables is air nc 
air nc MAT_access is true 
air nc FRS_entry_valid is false
were known which allowed R79 to be applied. That is, 
if the M AT tables are being analysed 
and an valid FRS entry does not exist in the PABX MAT tables 
then the fault is likely to be the lack of an FRS table entry
At time 24, the facts -
phase test_LCR_tables is air nc
air nc M AT_access is true
were known which allowed R78 to be applied. That is,
if the M AT tables are being analysed
then find out if an FRS entry (part or whole)




At time 23 , the facts -
phase signalling_no_progress is true 
destination_transit name is air nc 
air nc route is block 
air nc repeat_tests_after_block is ok
were known which allowed R 167 to be applied. That is, 
if any repeat tests succeed after blocking the route 
then the fault is likely to be ether the LCR at destination 
or destination route data - try LCR first
Exam ple 5.6
WANFI Explanation of "HOW?"
Example 5.6 represents part of an explanation during a diagnostic session on voiceLINK. 
Unfortunately, forward chaining systems are not so easily programmed to include explanations
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of "why" something is happening. The reason for this is that subsequent cycles from any 
particular time are headed in an unknown direction. The system does not have the luxury of a 
"hunch". Backward chaining systems are goal directed, and so explanation can be phrased in 
terms of the current goal, or hypothesis to be proved.
To provide the technician with some help in relation to why a particular question is being asked, 
the system displays "canned text" which is associated with each rule. A rule that causes a 
question to be asked can also present a narrative description of why that question is asked.
This technique is limited in that there is no explanation beyond the context of the current rule.
5.7 General Purpose Functions
The chapter so far has concentrated on the "expert" aspects of system implementation, because 
these are perhaps more interesting from a research point of view. As a development exercise 
however, WANFI must contain several utilities for system administration and execution. 
Example 5.7 shows the main menu of WANFI.



















- a file into the knowledge base
- the knowledge base to a file
- the knowledge base
- a rule to the knowledge base
- a rule in the knowledge base
- a rule from the knowledge base
- a reasoning session
- the known facts
- facts to the memory
- the memory of the system
- the knowledge base of rules
- did that happen, explain system actions
- provide a rule trace of the session
- the session trace and memory to a file
- dictionary report
- display the system command summary
- the system
Example 5.7
Main Menu of WANFI
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A quick explanation of the functions follows. The knowledge base of the application is 
persistent across system invocations. In order to access the knowledge base, or multiple 
knowledge bases from disc, functions of load and save are required. Once loaded a knowledge 
base can be displayed. Each of the rules which comprise the knowledge base can be 
manipulated through the change function. Of course, when new knowledge is engineered rules 
may be added, and conversely deleted.
In several instances it is useful to be able to volunteer data. This has the effect of booting the 
recognise act cycle. An explanation of the results of the inference process can be obtained by 
entering how" at the WANFI prompt. It is often helpful to list the working memory.
Similarly, a data dictionary of unique OAVs in rules can be presented through the data 
command.
Because a session will often be comprised of more than one run, functions of refresh and clear 
are provided. Refresh removes any associations between working memory and the rules while 
clear removes everything.
Underlying some of these functions are general purpose utilities such as "less" and 
"xloadimage". Less is a program for displaying information, and provides features such as 
automatic screen sizing, scroll forward and backward, text search, file logging etc. This is a 
great time saving function to reuse because the features provided would be tedious to program. 
Information is piped to "less" from the expert system, "xloadimage" is a bitmap display 
program. By using the C system call, control is passed to the xloadimage program for 
graphical display.
5.8 Summary
Implementation platforms should ideally be chosen according to the application requirements.
In the case of WANFI, some cost constraints have meant that a compromise is necessary. The 
continued development on an expert system shell is impractical because of the prohibitive cost 
and because NEXPERT OBJECT, the shell described in chapter four, does not have an explicit 
way of representing uncertainty (a requirement from the analysis). So it appears that for 
reasons of consistency and cost the system should be programmed directly. The apparent 
acceptance of UNIX as the open systems standard, and for network management and control 
systems makes it a natural choice for the operating system platform.
Given that we need to build an interpreter for our representation of the problem on a Unix based 
workstation, it seems sensible to use the same representation formalisms as the prototype. So
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at the knowledge level, the representation should include production rules and structured data. 
The knowledge can then be more readily ported from the prototype.
An important new software engineering paradigm is that of object-oriented design. By 
focusing on the "natural" organisation of models, programs are said to enjoy quality 
improvements such as increased robustness, correctness, exstensibility and reusability. An 
object-oriented model encapsulates behavioural and structural properties. The claim is that the 
use of object-oriented programming is particularly applicable because of the established 
architecture of expert systems, meaning that potential design classes are more obvious, and the 
heavy use of non-persistent memory. These characteristics mean that the object-oriented 
design of the interpreter will be easier, facilitating the advantages mentioned.
Expert systems have three main organs. The working memory, inference engine, and the 
knowledge base. The working memory was designed around the abstract types of binary tree 
and association list. The structure of the data being object attribute values. Each object acts as 
the key at each node, with a list of attribute values attached. The combination of OAVs with 
other information makes up working memory elements. One important piece of information is 
the certainty associated with the WME. Certainty factors were chosen in the WANFI system as 
the method for dealing with uncertainty. They have been criticised for their lack of 
mathematical completeness, and for being based on probability. However, certainty factors are 
easy to program and seem to work very well as an intuitive or approximate measure of 
probability.
The rules which comprise the rule base are an aggregate of conditions and actions. To provide 
data structure, the conditions of WANFI are modelled after those of MYCIN. Each condition 
references an object-attibute-value which allows a fairly natural representation of data and helps 
to provide a consistent format for symbolic matching. Actions on the RHS can initiate 
assertion, retraction, ask a question or show a graphic.
While the working memory and the knowledge base can be thought of as the declarative 
objects, the inference engine is the primary actor. Several important behavioural methods are 
its concern. The recognise-act cycle of forward chaining systems is computationally expensive. 
For this reason a partial implementation of The RETE algorithm has been incorporated. By 
exploiting temporal redundancy the matching phase of the recognise-act cycle can be made more 
efficient.
The inference engine is also responsible for the searching strategy employed. The type of 
search will be determined by the conflict resolution strategy. Conflict resolution is the selection
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phase of the cycle, selecting a single rule to fire from several competing ones. WANFI 
employs the MEA conflict resolution strategy. MEA is particularly sensitive to the recency of 
the WME matching the first premise of each rule, but also makes use of refraction, specificity 
and arbitrary choice.
Supposing that the system is able to behave at expert levels. An important part of its function 
will be to explain its actions. The explanation of how a conclusion was reached can be 
facilitated quite easily by the use of execution traces. In WANFI this technique is implemented 
by designing a rule pointer list class, and instantiating it as a structural part of the inference 
engine. Unfortunately, forward chaining systems have no direction, and so explaining why 
you are doing something is difficult. To provide the technician with some help in relation to 
why a particular question is being asked, the system displays "canned text" which is associated 
with each rule.
As a fielded system WANFI has a range of functions for maintaining and presenting the objects 
of interest. In this sense the system is self-contained. Fantastic - something is done! But how 
do we know that what we've done is "good"? This is the subject of the next chapter.
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Chapter
6. Evaluating the Fault Isolation System
6.1 Introduction
All systems require some form of testing. However, one could be forgiven for thinking that 
this phase of the traditional software development life-cycle was of little importance, given the 
limited attention devoted to it. Testing is always something you do at the end of a project if you 
have enough time before implementation deadlines!
The importance of testing, particularly for projects with a research component, cannot be 
underestimated. We need to evaluate whether our stated objectives have been met. Buchanan 
calls this demonstrating the power of the program and thus of the method. But what does this 
mean in relation to fault isolation and the application of expert systems to it?
This rather difficult question is dealt with in this chapter. The approach is to try and be as 
comprehensive in the evaluation as possible, given the constrained testing period. This 
involves looking at the implementation of the system from a number of perspectives.
Firstly, the general qualities are looked for. After all expert systems are, quite obviously 
computer programs susceptible to the same maintenance problems experienced by other types 
of software. To this, additional characteristics specific to expert system "performance" are 
explained. Testing expert systems is not well defined
"AI is a new discipline, so it is unreasonable to expect all the same methodological 
characteristics found in the more mature disciplines. In looking at research in AI we see 
theoretical (often mathematical), engineering, and analytical concerns, as in other 
experimental disciplines. Each has its advantages, but the greatest advantage to AI comes 
from a coordinated effort in all three styles." (Buchanan, 1988).
It is possible to look at the experiments of previous projects, and determine the criteria and tests 
necessary to evaluate the system. This discussion is carried out in relation to the domain task -
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isolating network faults. It is put forward that the analysis of the system should contain an 
explanation of the output of the program and the structure of the system.
6.2 Software Quality
The term quality has been used extensively within this document in relation to 
telecommunications, networks, management, software engineering - in fact just about 
everything! Up until now, it has been convenient to defer any definitive explanation of what is 
meant by the term, and rely on the intuitive notion that quality in some way represents the 
"goodness" of a thing.
We have already discussed and adopted the paradigm of object-oriented programming as an 
alternative to that of functional decomposition. The reason for this was introduced under the 
headline of quality - specifically robustness, correctness, reusability and extensibility (Meyer, 
1988).
In colloquial terms one could consider quality as a measure of the number of problems a user 
perceives to be associated with the system. Put in another way, quality is reflected in the 
satisfaction that the use of a product or service provides. However the result of quality 
software is that productivity is improved, and/or costs are reduced over the life of the system.
6.2.1 Productivity
Reusability, and extensibility contribute to improved productivity in relation to making 
changes. Object-oriented programming offers the software engineer the opportunity to reuse 
objects. Because of the highly modular structure of object-oriented programs, base classes 
need only be programmed once and then stored in a library. This library can then be accessed, 
and the classes used as the foundation for the new application. When new classes are 
programmed they can be added to the library. This offers an interesting contrast with traditional 
techniques, as Edwards points out,
"When a conventional programmer might reuse code by copying and editing, an object- 
oriented programmer can accomplish this automatically by creating a subclass and 
overriding some of its methods." (Edwards et a l , 1988)
A significant amount of maintenance is due to changes in the user's requirements. Software 
costs will be high if these extensions cannot be made with relative ease. If there is little or no
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change to the structure of the program then the maintenance will be easier. The modules of the 
system can be replaced or added, as illustrated in figure 6.1.
F igure 6.1
OOP Structure Insulation 
(Edwards et a l , 1988)
It is difficult to specify an experiment that measures productivity improvements in the software 
engineering of the expert system interpreter. In fact, it would be wrong to devote too much 
time to any quantitative analysis, given that this issue (the use of an object-oriented approach) is 
a side-line in the overall development. Having said that, it is important to make some 
qualitative assessment of the use of an object oriented approach in the next chapter.
6.2.2 Cost R eduction
Meyer describes aspects of correctness in the following way,
"Correctness is the ability of software products to exactly perform their tasks, as defined 
by the requirements and specification." (Meyer, 1988)
Saying that the answer to whether something is correct or not i s , ... "it depends" ... , sounds 
a little evasive. However consider the case of a program written for a traditional data 
processing application. Such programs often must exist over many years, and be subjected to 
the attention of many different programmers. In such a case, it is easy to see that the 
requirement is for an easy to read program. It may not be optimised to mn fast, but if the 
requirements are such that speed is of no consequence, who cares! On the other hand such a 
program may be considered poor quality if considered in relation to real time applications.
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Correctness can contribute to quality by reducing the cost of maintenance. One can see from 
figure 6.2 the relative effort required for making corrections to software is greatest during the 
maintenance phase . There are fewer user requirements for our interpreter, than for normal 
application systems because the system is operating at a lower level of abstraction, relative to 
the user. As a computer program designed to support the knowledge representation, and 
conjured from established expert system architectures, we expect the system to be correct.
F igure 6.2
Relative Effort Required to Make Software Changes1 
(Connell, 1987)
However, programs need to be able to handle unspecified conditions. This ability is called 
robustness (Meyer, 1988). A robust program will be reliable in that it will behave gracefully 
when presented with unspecified situations. A program like this will generally require fewer 
maintenance changes. Therefore, the software will be less costly to maintain over its life.
6.3 Testing Expert Systems
As a whole, the system is supposed to perform at expert levels. Given that an expert is multi­
faceted, an expert system must replicate some of these abilities. As Buchanan states, 
that is all very well,
lrThis is the effort required to make a change, ie. It is not the cummulative effort over the life of the software.
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"But what do we measure? What are the relevant terms for describing programs and 
intelligent behaviour? We do not know the answers to these question, but we can look at 
some of the attributes researchers already are measuring and some of the generalisations 
they are making." (Buchanan, 1988)
From previous chapters we know that expert systems,
• Simulate human reasoning (not a faithful psychological model). The focus is on 
experts' problem solving strategy.
• Provide a representation of the knowledge that is separate from the reasoning 
mechanism.
• Uses private knowledge - heuristics to limit the search space. Unlike algorithms expert 
systems are not guarantied to succeed.
• Expert systems deal with complex problems.
• High level of speed and reliability "an expert system must propose solutions in a 
reasonable amount of time and be right most of the time - at least as often as a human 
expert." (Jackson, 1990).
• Explanation and justification of its actions.
Some of these common features are obviously present and need no evaluation. For example we 
have a representation of knowledge that is separate from the reasoning mechanism. The system 
also uses heuristics. I'm sure there are good and bad heuristics, but there seems litde chance 
of measuring things like this.
However, it certainly is possible to find out the congruence of the reasoning compared with the 
expert, some metrics for complexity, and the "human factors" in relation to the system.
6.3.1 Experimental Considerations
Obviously it would be nice to have some quantitative evidence of the ability of the program. 
What guide-lines should be set for the evaluation. (Gasching et a l , 1984) identifies four 
evaluation principles which are summarised below.
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Complex objects or processes cannot be evaluated by a single criterion or number.
This is apparent from our elaboration of the expert system features above. They are diverse 
enough in some cases to deserve treatment on their own. For example program speed and 
reliability are almost mutually exclusive of the domain problem solving strategy. Obviously 
different measures are required for these - and others.
• "The larger the number of distinct criteria evaluated or measurements taken, the more 
information will be available on which to base an overall evaluation."
This is true as long as the measurements are relevant to the requirements. Measuring the 
computational speed of the program and not considering its accuracy for isolating faults is 
obviously an incomplete evaluation.
• "People will disagree over the relative significance of various criteria according to their 
respective interests."
It is important to consider for who the evaluation is intended. The different responsibilities of 
the involved parties imply widely differing views on what the system should do. For example 
the technicians are concerned with the ease of use, while the expert is concerned with accuracy.
• "Anything can be measured experimentally as long as exactly how to take the 
measurements is defined." (Gasching et al 1984) I
I am not sure how helpful this principle is, in relation to our testing? Certainly, the evaluation 
needs to be comprehensive. Still, given that the life of the research is one year (the time 
allowed a full time master's thesis) issues in relation to the effect of the system on work 
practices, for instance, cannot be measured because of the long lead time in gathering data on 
its use in production. So while it is agreed that anything can be measured experimentally, this 
work only focuses on metrics that have a direct association with the program.
6.3.2 What to Measure
It is clear from the list of expert system attributes that the majority of the characteristics are 
concerned with how the program behaves. For instance, the system has a reasoning 
component that simulates the expert's problem solving. In a sense, these characteristics 
represent the output from the program. In basic terms, the "expertness" of the system will be
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determined by measuring the effectiveness of the systems behaviour. Buchanan calls these 
"outcome variables".
The most usual claim is an implicit one: that the method, as implemented in the program, 
is sufficient for solving a class of problems. Other claims may centre on efficiency 
because measures of efficiency are the coin of the realm of computing. This assumes that 
the quality of solutions is good enough that we even want to measure efficiency. For 
example, an extremely fast program with dubious performance for identifying shore birds 
is the one line program:
PRINT: 'It is a sandpiper'."
This passage (Buchanan, 1988) explicitly states two metrics for expert systems evaluation. 
Namely, that the system's performance can be considered separately from that of efficiency.
The use of the word "performance", in this context, is the ability of the system to meet the 
requirements. That is, how effective is it at diagnosing network faults. This may seem 
obvious, but from our earlier discussion it is necessary to differentiate performance from the 
other evaluation criteria. The sort of questions that should be answered by measuring 
performance are,
"Is the knowledge representation adequate or does it need to be extended or modified? Is 
the system coming up with right answers and for the right reasons?" (Gasching et al 
1984).
As mentioned earlier, the measurement of performance in an expert system evaluation 
corresponds to a functional test. In a complete evaluation, the functional measures should be 
augmented by a test of non-functional features. Obviously, computational speed is one of 
these. Two other areas include an analysis of the sociability of the system, and its effect on 
productivity. Measuring the non-functional components answers questions like,
"Is it easy for user's to interact with the system?" (Gasching et a l , 1984)
If these things are examined, then the systems behaviour will be relatively well understood. 
However, there is another aspect from which the expert system can be analysed. As an entity, 
it would be nice to provide a description of the system in terms of its makeup, as opposed to its 
behaviour. Things such as size, and structure are important characteristics when trying to gain 
some comparison of WANFI with other systems. There is no experiment to formulate in 
relation to describing the expert system. Rather, a picture can be readily painted of what makes 
up WANFI. This information is presented in the results chapter.
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6.4 Evaluating Expert System Output
The previous section included an explanation of the need to test the system's output. The 
outcome variables include performance, computational requirements, sociability and 
productivity (Buchanan, 1988). Each of these terms are more fully explained, and evaluation 
tests detailed in the following sections.
6.4.1 Performance Experiment.
The performance of the system in our case is the ability to isolate wide area network faults in a 
way similar to the expert. Because expert systems can invoke a number of biases in people, 
different types of tests have been attempted by developers of expert systems. The tests 
conducted by the MYCIN people were designed to help remove bias, as Jackson explains,
"Rather than asking the expert to rate a programs performance, it is better (as in the 
MYCIN study cited above) to run a blind experiment, so that the raters do not know 
which solutions are generated by computer and which by humans (removes bias). " 
(Jackson 1990)
These sorts of tests are an evaluation of whether the decisions that the system makes are the 
same as an expert would make. Although an experiment of this type (removing bias) might be 
nice, the difficulty is to find another expert who can rate the performance of the expert system 
against the original expert. In fact, it is impossible! Alternatively, it was decided that since the 
expert was highly motivated to see the system in practical use, and therefore suffered only 
minor bias, it was safe for him to evaluate the decisions of WANFI.
To test the system, a representative sample of problems were chosen from the fault history 
database INFOMAN. Although the cases were poorly recorded (for our purposes) the 
technicians remembered enough about the problems to answer any questions posed by the 
system. In order to be comprehensive, it was agreed that the equivalent of six weeks of 
problems would be tested. This corresponded to about fifty INFOMAN cases. The results of 
the WANFI sessions were logged and the results analysed by the expert.
As the "gold" standard, we are interested in his diagnosis, not those originally recorded by the 
technicians in INFOMAN. In this way, the decisions and advice of the system were faithfully 
compared to the expert and not against the true cause of the network failure.
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Although ignored by MYCIN and PROSPECTOR (Gasching et al, 1984), it may be interesting 
to find out if the reasoning of the system matches that of the expert. For this reason, the 
expert was asked to make a qualitative assessment, and record his judgement against question 
one of the evaluation sheet (see example 6.1).
Q l. The behaviour of the system in relation to the problem solving
a. Closely matched my own
b. Partially matched my own
c. Was largely different from my own
Q2. The problem was
a. Easier to solve with the system
b. Neither more difficult nor more easy
c. More difficult to solve using the expert system
Q3. The system
a. Introduced a novel way of solving the problem
b. Behaved in an expected fashion
Q4. The systems use
a. Deepened the isolation compared to the manual procedure
b. Gave the same degree of Depth
c. Was too shallow in its treatment of the problem
Q5. To use the expert system
a. Was inconvenient
b. Neither inconvenient nor convenient
c. Was convenient
Q6. The explanation of the systems logic when questioning
a. Transparent
b. Opaque
Q7. A sa  tutor, did the system
a. Cause you to change your approach to the problem
b. Cause no change
Exam ple 6.1
WANFI Evaluation Questionnaire
If the system's competence is approximately equivalent to the expert's, then its fault finding 
capability will be above that of the inexperienced technicians. It should follow then, that the 
use of the system by the technicians will imply a transfer of knowledge. That is, the system 
should act as a tutor. In a way, this will be implied by the results of the test of performance.
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However, some impression from the technicians would be interesting. This information can be 
obtained by having them answer questions three and seven for each case.
6.4.2 Sociability (Human issues) Experiment.
Perhaps the most appropriate experiment testing the reaction of the technicians to the system 
would be to measure blood pressure! This being outside the medical competence of the 
participants, a more impressionistic approach needs to be applied. Once again the use of the 
questionnaire allows the technicians the opportunity to express themselves in relation to the ease 
of use of the system (question seven and two) and its ergonomics (question six).
6.4.3 Computational Requirements Experiment.
From the viewpoint of the users, the execution speed of the system is very important. It must 
operate in a conversational time frame, to prevent the frustration of waiting for a response.
This can quite easily be measured by simply observing the interaction that takes place, and 
making a subjective judgement. From the software engineer's viewpoint, it is informative to be 
a little more quantitative in evaluating things like execution speed2.
Specifically it is important to know how changes to the knowledge base effect the speed. If the 
knowledge base grows by a factor of 'n', how does the execution time vary? As Buchanan 
points out,
"We prefer methods that run in time linearly proportional to the number of elements being 
reasoned about to methods that run in exponential time. We also prefer methods that use 
less memory in the computer." (Buchanan, 1988)
The experiment to measure execution time can be formulated in the following way. Choose a 
particular problem, for which the data can be remembered, and apply this problem against a rule 
base which changes in size. Obviously the rules used in the problem solution are consistent.
2The system administrator at BHP had a consistent complaint that went something like "... your expert system 
is very slow!". Although only casually interested in how many microseconds the process takes (if response is 
less than a second then I'm happy), I have often wondered what does he meant? (He's an ex-electrical engineer!) 
By providing some analysis on computational efficiency, a more objective realisation might be achieved.
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y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* startReasoning*
* Pass control to the inference engine
* /
void
s ta rtR ea so n in g ()
{
assocList* a = new assocList(); 
float cf = 100.0;
trip le  s ta r tu p fa s s e r t" ,
"seed",
"star t " ,
" t r u e " ) ;
s ta rtu p .fire (a ,c f,F A L S E ,N U L L );
b o o le a n  co n d  = T R U E ;  
int w h o = R U S A G E _ S E L F ;  
s t r u c t  r u s a g e  A;  
i f ( g e t r u s a g e ( w h o , & A ) ! = 0 )  { 
c o n d  = FAL SE;
c o u t « " g e t r u s a g e  fa i led "  « e n d l ;
do {
in fe ren c eC y c le .se le c t();
in fe ren ceC yc le .execu te ();
} w hile (in fe ren ceC ycle .m o reO );
in fe re n c e C y c le .re s e t();
s t r u c t  r u s a g e  B;
i f ( ( g e t r u s a g e ( w h o , & B ) = = 0 )  & &  c o n d )  {
in t  r e s  = ( B . r u _ u t i m e . t v _ s e c * 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 + B . r u _ u t i m e . t v _ u s e c )  
- ( A . r u _ u t i m e . t v _ s e c * 1  0 0 0 0 0 0  + A . r u _ u t i m e . t v _ u s e c ) ;  
c o u t  «  ” *** a d ju s te d  prog,  c o m p u ta t io n  t im e"  «  endl;  
co ut  «  res < < " u s e c s " « e n d l ;
}
e l s e
c o u t « " g e t r u s a g e  fa i led "  « e n d l ;
cout nl «  " ** END O F R E A SO N IN G  **" nl;
Example 6.2
Measuring time with getrusage()
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By imbedding the function "getrusageO" in the expert system before and after the recognise-act 
cycle, and recording the user time3 associated with running the same case through knowledge 
bases of different sizes, we should be able to formulate the function of speed against 
knowledge base size.
Of course, with the implementation of Rete, our expectation is that the scaling up of the 
knowledge base will result in a linear increase in execution time (Cooper et al, 1988). Example
6.2 illustrates the incorporation of getrusage.
6.4.4 Productivity of People.
The greatest disappointment is that no opportunity exists to measure the impact of the system on 
the work place at BHP Network Services. In some respects, with the surprisingly few expert 
systems that are commissioned, it would have been a valuable exercise to look at WANFIs 
effect on the productivity of Network Services. The fact that a major change to work practices 
is intended, by having workers with less expertise solve problems, makes this very interesting. 
As mentioned earlier the terms of reference prevent such a study.
However, it is worth mentioning the way in which productivity data can be gathered. BHP 
operates at all levels within a Total Quality Management (TQM) framework. A necessary 
concept behind TQM is that of process improvement. By understanding a process, and 
describing the variables that make it up, the process can be monitored, controlled and 
improved. Improvements are achieved incrementally via the ”plan-do-check-act" (PDCA) 
cycle.
Although no process improvement model exists for fault management, the opportunity is 
apparent to build one that includes WANFI. Quite simply, if the introduction of WANFI 
results in fewer repetitious problems, and WANFI is the only variable altered, then the system 
has contributed to process improvement. Similarly, a time and motion study of the expert will 
reveal an improvement in his work practices.
6.5 Summary
In all systems development, the hope is that a quality product will result. Quality, in a 
commercial sense translates into a material gain through cost reduction or productivity 
improvement. The choice of object-oriented programming was made over functional
3That time used by the application system, and not UNIX.
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decomposition because it is claimed that object-oriented programs are more robust, lead to 
greater correctness, are more easy to extend, and can be more easily reused. While no attempt 
will be made to formally test these claims, it is valid to provide some qualitative judgements on 
the results of using object-oriented programming.
An expert system will be largely judged on its output. Perhaps the most telling evaluation 
criteria relates to the system's performance. To evaluate the systems performance, its decisions 
and actions must be measured against those of the expert - our gold standard.
A system that performs well but is difficult to use will not enjoy the success that might 
otherwise have been the case. To provide some analysis of the acceptability of the system to 
the users, their impressions are gathered through the compilation of a questionnaire.
Computer programs are normally required to run efficiently. Although our application is 
conversational, and therefore has a requirement for interacting at a conversational speed, it is 
worthwhile testing the claim that execution time will increase linearly with increases in the size 
of the knowledge base.
A motivating factor in the development of WANFI was that the system offered the opportunity 
to change the work practices of the people responsible for network services. The time it would 
take to measure the positive and negative effect of the system prevents a study of this aspect. 






In chapter 6 we discussed the sorts of things that need to be done in order to test the system.
From a development point of view, the reason for testing the program is that we want to say 
whether the objective has been achieved. If it has, or has not, then what can be leamt from the 
development.
The results of the experiments explained previously are presented in this chapter. Firstly, the 
performance of the system is rated against that of the expert. Two sets of experiments are 
compared to the preliminary results resented in chapter 4. Choices made during the development 
of the knowledge base and the interpreter are presented as reasons for the relatively disappointing 
results initially obtained.
Performance results can be seen as functional. They determine the degree to to which success at 
the given task can be claimed. The overall success of the system will be determined by other 
factors as well. Things such as computational efficiency, ease of use, and the effect on people 
productivity are important test measures. These factors can be thought of as the non-functional 
characteristics.
If the system is able to present an understandable syntax then its chances of success will be 
greater because the users of the system will feel more comfortable. As Dodson explains,
"It is becoming clear that cognitive communication requires that at least one party 
'understands' the other, in the sense of having a good model of the communicative ability of 
the other. ... Yet for some decades to come we will not be able to rely on computer 
systems to understand us reliably and efficiently. Users must therefore reliably and
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efficiently understand the computerized cognitive systems with which they wish to 
communicate." (Dodson, 1988).
Although largely qualitative, some results which measure the ease of use are presented. Finally a 
set of descriptive attributes are included to provide a comprehensive characterisation of the expert 
system.
7.2 Performance Results
If the initial performance tests from chapter four are reviewed, we can see that in approximately 




Performance After Two Months (chapter 4)
In approximately thirty percent of cases, the system was on the right track but did not go to the 
depth required. The remaining advice from the system did not match the expert.
Figure 7.2 shows the results of the performance experiment explained in chapter six. The fifty 
problems addressed by the system were analysed by the expert, and his opinion checked against 
WANFI.
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1 Correct




One can see a marginal improvement in the number of cases that were diagnosed correctly. The 
increase however, is more than offset by the increase in the number of times the system provided 
an incorrect diagnosis. Also down are the number of cases that received too shallow a treatment 
from the system.
The results are an obvious disappointment, although we haven’t decided whether the figures 
represent a realistic performance threshold. It is unusual not to see a marked improvement in a 
system's performance with more than twice the amount of effort expended on it (from June to 
October). In this time the knowledge engineering was continuing, so what has happened?
7.2.1 Performance Analysis
From the time of the preliminary tests to the time of the final tests the number of rules in the 
knowledge base grew from approximately one hundred, to over two hundred and fifty. This two 
hundred and fifty percent increase was due to a couple of factors.
The knowledge engineering emphasis after the preliminary tests was directed toward reducing 
the number of diagnosis that were too shallow. Of course as the system developed both parties
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(the engineer and the expert) realised the potential to go further down than was at first thought 
possible. In a number of cases this equated to opening pandora’s box. By delving into paths of 
quite low level tests, we certainly decreased the number of cases that were treated too 
superficially, but proportionally increased the propensity for errors in the knowledge base.
Why weren't these errors detected? Several reasons can be proposed. At the stage that it was 
realised that we would not be proceeding to implementation on the NEXPERT platform, it 
seemed a waste of time to continue the prototyping effort. This was mainly due to the fact that 
the interpreter was incomplete, making the prototyping difficult. It was thought that the time 
spent prototyping, could better be spent translating the NEXPERT representation to WANFI. 
Knowledge engineering sessions were concluded on paper, the resulting model lacking 
executability.
This choice was a poor one because the resulting build up of untested knowledge would 
eventually need to be translated into a machine readable format, and executed. Instead of having 
an incremental change from the NEXPERT representation to WANFI, the conversion took place 
as a one off, concerted exercise, just before the test phase. The evaluation was inconvenienced 
by the absence of any verification of the representation beforehand. A flow on from this was that 
changes needed to be made to the knowledge base as the evaluation progressed.
Lacking stability, the evaluation failed to show any real improvement in the performance of the 
system, since the preliminary tests. For this reason it was decided to invest some time stabilizing 
the knowledge base and then repeat the fifty test cases. The second set of results are shown in 
figure 7.3.
Not surprisingly the system system has done somewhat better. In seventy percent of cases the 
expert agreed with the advice of the system. This increase was largely at the expense of the 








2 Not Deep Enough
3 Incorrect
7.2.2 Performance Discussion
The important prediction at this stage is whether the potential exists for major improvements in 
performance above that already shown. Other systems such as MYCIN show performance levels 
slightly higher than WANFI,
"MYCIN's performance was approved by experts in approximately 75 percent of cases, a 
figure that seemed disappointing low to the system developers. They felt that the system 
should be approved in at least 90 percent of cases before it was made available for actual 
clinical use." (Gasching et al ,1983)
Although the WANFI performance tests were slightly different in that the expert could not be 
blinded from the source of the diagnosis, WANFI is almost achieving levels of performance 
equal to those sited above. In the case of MYCIN the results were justified as being reasonable 
because significant disagreement was demonstrable among clinical experts. I don't think that can 
be said of WANFI. Only one expert was used for both the knowledge engineering and the
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testing. For this reason it is possible to expect better results from the system. After all, the test is 
relative to the expert and not the reality of the fault.
It is difficult to say how far the system can go in relation to providing a service that replaces the 
expert. The areas of incorrect and shallow advice can be further targeted for exploration. 
However the domain knowledge is dynamic, creating a situation of on-going development and 
change. For this reason, one can assume that the performance will be asymptotic to the perfect 
score. Realistically, an eighty percent match would be easily sufficient given that a great number 
of cases that occur on a day to day basis are relatively trivial. Complex problems are fewer in 
frequency, but were included in the test cases at a disproportionately high rate.1
Of course, the system should be able to present correct advice based on a reasoning strategy that 
is similar to that of the expert. Our expectation that this would be the case was bom out by the 
response to the first question of the evaluation sheet. The expert thought that the reasoning was 
largely different from his own in only seven percent of cases (thirty percent of the time, the 
system was reasoning in a fashion which partially matched the expert, sixty three percent 
matched closely). Test problems that involved iteration over rules were the most common source 
of difference.
What is hidden in the figures is the fact that the system, while being too shallow in its treatment 
of problems against the expert, still performs at a level far deeper than the technicians, 
particularly on the voiceLINK side where the reasoning is deep and intuitive. This is illustrated 
by the questionnaire, where on voiceLINK problems, the system deepened the isolation in about 
forty percent of cases (against the technician). This is more impressive when one considers that 
in most cases, the technicians would have sought the advice of the expert.
So at this stage where does the system stand. Before answering that question, it is necessary to 
review the paradigm that underlies expert systems. Lenat describes the "knowledge principle" 
this way,
"A system exhibits intelligent understanding and action at a high level of competence 
primarily because of the specific knowledge that it can bring to bear." (Lenat, 1987) *
lrThe motivating factor was to provide a worst case performance figure.
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Figure 7.4 illustrates the knowledge principle and provides a context for our appraisal. There is 
no doubt that the system falls below expert ability for a number of reasons. However, the system 
is certainly beyond competent. After all, we've already established that the system encapsulates 





As previously mentioned, it is doubtful that the system will ever reach parity with the expert. Far 
more sophisticated techniques of knowledge acquisition and machine learning would be required 
before parity was possible. The fact that the system's performance lies between the expert's and 
the technicians' means that as long as the system is not difficult to use, some transfer of 
knowledge must be implicit in the technician's use of the system.
The staff in network services are often rotated, for reasons of staff development and 
diversification of skills. Technicians who gain a degree of competence are moved to another 
area, and novice technicians are required to perform fault management. Having the expert system 
means that Network Services is able to cover fault management for a greater daily period, and 
without the expert devoting as much time in day-to-day problem solving.
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If the expert is used as the tutor, then two problems exist. Firstly, that the expert's time is in 
great demand, so is only available sporadically. Also, that the expert would often consider it 
more time effective to go ahead and solve the problem, rather than spend time teaching the 
technician. In the expert system, the novice technicians have a knowledge source that is readily 
available. They should therefore be able to "ramp up" more quickly and efficiently into fault 
management for the voice and data network.
Surprisingly, the technician's response to the questionnaire indicated that the system was only 
able to provide tutoring in eighteen percent of cases. This seems a little low, although some 
adjustment must be made when considering that the expert system was perceived as a competitor, 
despite repeated assurances that it was acting in a decision support role.
7.3 Computational Efficiency Testing
The implementation of Rete should ensure that the system responds with linear increases in 
computation time when acting over increases in knowledge base size. This expected result is 
bom out by figure 7.5. The plotted points were each derived by taking the average of a set of 
times, for the same test case against the same number of mles.
Figure 7.5
Execution Time Changes Due to Changes in KB Size.
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That is, the system was presented with a consistent problem, with knowledge base size changes 
varying by fifty rules each time. An extrapolation of four hundred rules was used to explore the 
computational efficiency beyond the current bounds.
7.4 Human Factors
Systems rely on a degree of good will from their users in order to enjoy a successful life. Ease of 
use is a term which could apply to many aspects of the system's interaction with the technicians. 
However I am using the term rather to explain the degree to which the users think the system 
simplifies the problem solving. Obviously if the system saves the user time, then its benefits will 
be obvious2.
The analysis of the questionnaire unfortunately does not shed a lot of light on this issue. This is 
due to the fact that in seventy three percent of cases the users found the system neither more easy 
nor more difficult to use than by solving the problem manually (with eleven percent of cases 
being more easy, sixteen percent more difficult). These figures provide no evidence to add 
weight to the positive results of the evaluation.
Only four percent of responses indicated that the system was inconvenient to use. Sixty percent 
of responses indicated that the system was convenient to use. Unfortunately the special 
conditions that applied to the evaluation are bound to change when the system is in production. 
This is because generally, problems need to be solved using other network management 
components. The current heterogeneity of the network management systems at BHP means that 
some inconvenience is inevitable. The network management systems for the MAXIMA 
multiplexors, and for the PABXs are on terminals physically separated from the workstation on 
which WANFI resides. Worse still, the plant room, from which most of the data testing takes 
place, is geographically removed from the network services office! An awkward situation, which 
the expert system exacerbates somewhat.
The final human factor in relation to the system's interaction, is the perceived clarity of the 
explanations. On this score WANFI performed exceptionally well. According to the 
questionnaire, in only six percent of cases the system provided opaque reasoning. This tends to
2However, the opposite does not invalidate the systems use. For example, the system might result in a significant 
reduction in the number o f problems, providing a saving greater than the cost of using the system.
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support the argument proposed in the previous chapter - that technicians do not want to know 
how or why things are done, rather they want to know what to do.
7.5 Describing the System
It is interesting to classify the system in terms of its descriptive attributes. Unfortunately this is 
difficult to do in more than just a superficial way. Perhaps the most common metric is the 
number of knowledge chunks. In our case a chunk corresponds to a rule. WANFI's two hundred 
and seventy plus rules place it in the small to medium system range, as illustrated by table 7.1.
SMALL MEDIUM LARGE FUTURE?
SIZE
(rules)
10-500 200 - 2000 1000-20000 LARGE++
Table 7.1
Classifying Expert System Size 
(Wiig, 1988)
A problem with the system is the lack of integration. Types of integration can be summarized 
generally by the following (Wigg, 1988).
• Technical - The system interfaces with other information systems. WANFI is only 
integrated at the hardware and operating system levels.
• Work flow - The system is part of the process for performing some task. This 
corresponds with the process improvement models described in the previous chapter. 
WANFI has no work flow integration. •
• Business - This aspect involves the development of the system with a particular business 
objective, say to create a competitive advantage, in mind. I would argue that WANFI is 
integrated in this way.
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Because the system stands alone, little use can be made of existing models of the data network. 
No model of the voice network exists. The implications of this are that more information needs 
to be input by the user than would otherwise have been the case.
The number of objects and attributes can be used as a measure of the knowledge base size. 
WANFI contains about sixty objects, and over six hundred attributes. As a total this gives 
WANFI a sum of object-attribute-value's greater than or equal to six hundred and sixty. This 
compares with MYCIN, seven hundred and fifteen (plus), and INTERNIST, four thousand six 
hundred and seventy four (plus) (Buchanan, 1988). The problem is that,
"This measure is problematic when it comes to continuous ranges of values and object- 
types that can be instantiated in arbitrarily many ways." (Buchanan, 1988).
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For instance the system has fifty three fault classes, each of which could be instantiated to 
numerous components in the network. So although the vocabulary size is included, it is perhaps 
less descriptive as a measure of complexity than the number of rules.
More definite is the description of the interface. WANFI is based on a question-answer interface, 
typical of expert systems in general. An example of the interface is given in figure 7.6. In this 
particular example, the user has started a session. The context of the fault has been identified as 
"dataLINK" and the appropriate graphic displayed.
7.7 Summary
The results presented characterise the functional and non-functional measures that are easily 
obtainable. It can be seen from the results that the choice to discontinue prototyping and 
monolithically develop the knowledge, from the time of the preliminary tests, was a poor one.
The performance of the system did not significantly increase.
These results were accounted for by considering the volume of change that occurred to the 
knowledge base during testing, so a second test was performed. The results from this test show a 
significant improvement in the system's decisions and advice.
Non-functionally, the claim that the interpreter would respond with linear changes in execution 
time with changes in the rule base size was validated. Similarly, factors that measure ease of use 
support the claim from chapter six, that systems of this type do not require sophisticated 
explanation facilities since the technicians are not as concerned with "why" advice was given. 
Rather they are concerned with "what" that advice is.
A description of WANFI shows it to be in the small to medium size bracket. The system uses 
many of the standard techniques of expert systems. The user inputs data in response to 





Because this project has a research component, it is important to think beyond the practical 
bounds of development. The results provide a foundation for generalising about a number of 
things.
WANFI is the system developed for BHP. The tests have been presented and can be 
interpreted according to the readers inclination. However, a qualitative judgement needs to be 
made about the implementation. This chapter contains the author's opinion in relation to the 
usefulness of the system, considered against the objective of providing automated fault 
diagnosis.
Expert systems development is a major topic of this thesis. It is important, therefore to analyse 
what was learnt from the exercise. Areas of particular interest include, the use of prototyping, 
the use of object-oriented programming for the interpreter, and the difficulties associated with 
getting an expert system into production. This leads to speculation about whether expert 
systems are likely to become the important application systems that has been predicted by many 
for a number of years.
Finally, an assessment is made in relation to the suitability of expert systems to the field of 
network management. Looking to the future, will the success of open network management 
architectures invalidate the use of expert systems?
8.2 Wide Area Network Fault Isolation System
The implementation of WANFI at BHP network services was characterised by many of the 
typical problems of expert system development. These included the tedious nature of the 
knowledge engineering process and the scepticism of the technicians. For instance, in a rather 
frank admission, they said that the first thing to go, when they came under pressure, would be
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the expert system! Unfortunately this problem is intractable from a computer science 
perspective.1
A pitfall that could have been avoided was encountered during the latter stages of knowledge 
engineering. By failing to make incremental changes to the knowledge base, many errors in the 
rule base remained undetected until the evaluation phase. The continued use of prototyping 
would have ensured that fewer translation errors would have been apparent.
However, despite these problems, it is clear that WANFI can solve fault isolation problems 
with a high degree of expertise. The performance data indicates that although performing 
slightly lower than was at first thought possible, the system is certainly competent enough to 
be incorporated in the department's fault finding process. The potential for a ten percent 
improvement in performance is apparent. Subjectively, the elimination of premature 
termination of inference due to syntax errors would probably contribute this improvement 
alone.
A benefit that was not originally perceived, is that fault case histories can be documented more 
thoroughly. Information about faults is poorly recorded in the fault history database. Very little 
information is conveyed about the data and tests that led to any particular diagnosis. This is a 
great problem when information needs to be shared among several responsible parties.
WANFI can provide complete records of problems by logging the inferences, and entered facts. 
The availability of comprehensive data sets must help improve the communication of fault 
symptoms between these parties - and hence the quality of diagnosis must improve. An 
additional spin-off from the use of an expert system is that it would add authority to the 
decisions and advice that the technicians collate for the repair teams.
One of the main reasons for developing expert systems is that knowledge is a resource, which 
should be captured and maintained. This knowledge is used as a substitute for the expert. 
Because the system can perform at levels superior to the technicians, their use of the system 
should result in some knowledge transfer. Instead of asking the expert, "what do I do now?", 
the technician has integrated in his fault resolution strategy, the use of the expert system. The 
technicians' skill should eventually reach parity and surpass the system's because of the human 
ability to learn.
An obvious improvement to the system would be to increase the level of integration with the 
network information. Technically, this will correspond to the coupling of the expert system
1This problem should be addressed from an operational perspective.
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with a model which describes the telecommunications network. At the moment no model 
exists.
Overall, the system stands at precarious point. Everyone agrees (see Appendix C) that, in 
terms of the objective, the system can perform to expectation, and deliver important process 
improvements. However, the potential for it to become an integral part of the fault management 
process depends largely on the continued knowledge maintenance/engineering effort and the 
incorporation of it in the process improvement model. These of course are main reasons why 
expert systems rarely are commissioned - and are dealt with in the next section.
Shifting attention away from our generalisations of the system as a tool for the clients, it is clear 
(in the absence of empirical data) that the use of object-oriented programming was a good 
software engineering platform for the expert system. Of particular use was the fact that high 
level base classes could be built and reused on specialised classes. This saved an enormous 
amount of time, and provided a high degree of uniformity, particularly in the programming of 
lists.
Because expert systems have an established architecture there was very little analysis required. 
Objects in the system became objects in the implementation resulting in a fairly natural 
implementation of the model. The only disappointing aspect of the use of OOP was that very 
few classes were available from established class libraries. Classes were borrowed and edited, 
thus duplicating the base class. This appears to be an undesirable practice and would need to be 
controlled in a larger software engineering exercise.
8.3 Expert Systems
Expert systems are often criticised for their lack of intuition. Typical of this criticism is the 
following passage,
"A limitation of first era expert systems is their brittleness. They operate on a high 
plateau of knowledge and competence until they reach the extremity of their knowledge; 
then they fall off precipitously to levels of ultimate incompetence. People suffer the same 
difficulty, too, but their plateau is much broader and their fall more graceful. Part of what 
cushions the fall are layer upon layer of weaker more general models that underlie their 
specific knowledge." (Lenat, 1987).
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This is certainly valid criticism in relation to the performance of expert systems within a 
domain. It is the reason why expert systems often perform less than expertly. However, 
(Lenat, 1987) goes on to say,
"Intelligent performance often requires the problem solver to fall back on increasingly 
general knowledge, and/or to analogize to specific knowledge from far-flung domains."
The specific inference is that expert systems should be developing with more breadth in the 
knowledge representation. No doubt in the context of pursuing "intelligent" computers this is 
true. Computer programs, at the moment at least, cannot apply analogical biological reasoning. 
Neither can they fall back on general knowledge, or past experience. However, the danger is 
that expert systems as decision support tools will be devalued. The application that we have 
developed was built with a special purpose in mind. The users don't want help sorting out their 
failed loves or their choice of a new home. Perhaps it is time for expert systems to be classified 
as something less demanding than artificial intelligence.
In some ways the fact that expert systems do not use human thinking is an advantage! It is a 
common problem among people that when confronted with a problem, they jump to 
conclusions This often blinds them to a rational analysis of the data. Rather they pursue their 
hypothesis only to find in many cases that an amount of time had been wasted.
" (The manager) had better be absolutely positive about the cause, for the most inefficient 
thing he could do would be to proceed to make a decision about a problem on the basis of 
a wrong cause. ... Asking "why?" is an invitation to speculate loosely about causes. If 
such speculation is allowed to enter into a specification , the tendency will be to develop 
facts that prove a cause which the manager suspects or has a hunch about." (Kepner et al, 
1976).
Of course it is often convenient to jump to conclusions, even though it may result in poor 
quality problem resolution. An example from network services includes a technician replacing 
a modem on a data circuit, not because he knew that it was faulty, but because he didn't know 
the fault finding strategy. The outcome of the technician's actions is unknown, but the fact 
remains that this is a costly fault management procedure.
Are expert systems gaining popularity as a tool? It is difficult to imagine that they are. Given 
that the techniques for expert system development have been around for more than ten years, it 
seems incredible that in 1987 there were only twenty expert systems in production in Germany 
(Roedler, 1988). The factors that lie behind this statistic and others like it are obviously
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complex. Our development has highlighted one important reason, at least. Gathering and 
maintaining the knowledge is hard! (Waterman, 1986) As Jackson says,
"The process of building an expert system is inherently experimental. People who believe 
that expert systems can be built by unskilled personnel following some simple recipe are 
headed for disappointment. One can always tell persons who have suffered from this 
experience, because they complain loud and long that AI has failed to deliver the goods. 
Building a successful application requires the persistence and patience of a skilled 
programmer, as well as a genuine expert, and a certain level of commitment from 
management." (Jackson, 1990).
It is clear from the WANFI experience that the elicitation and representation of knowledge for 
expert systems is not a once off exercise. Rather this prototyping should continue throughout 
the life of the system. If this effort is made then the system will continue to enjoy high rates of 
performance. Unfortunately it appears that very few expert systems are afforded the expense of 
maintaining the knowledge base. This can be illustrated by considering the most famous of all 
expert systems, MYCIN.
"One of the most damming indications of the problems of knowledge base maintenance is 
given by the MYCIN example. ... this 400 rule medical diagnosis program, which was 
developed by a group of doctors who also made themselves into programmers, took 100 
person years to develop and was subsequently abandoned since the knowledge was so 
deeply imbedded in the system software that the program was essentially 
unmaintainable." (Doukidis etal, 1988).
(Doukidis et al, 1988) go on to explain that the most commonly sited example of a successful 
expert system, Rl/XCON, has a thirty person team maintaining the knowledge. Far from 
being a reason to stay clear of expert systems, these figures indicate that, like traditional 
systems, expert systems have a maintenance cost. Until management perceive a benefit greater 
than the cost of employing a knowledge engineer to keep the knowledge up to date, expert 
systems will continue to disappoint.
A second problem which is constraining the implementation of expert systems is their current 
lack of integration. Most expert system shells have the functionality which enables them to be 
loosely coupled with relational database managers. This permits the expert system to interact 
with data intensive applications, and minimises the involvement of the user. However, the 
difficulty of structuring the knowledge in such a way as to take advantage of this, prevents 
loose-coupling from being of any practical advantage. Rather, a more integrated way of
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maintaining data and knowledge (on disc) is required. Expert systems technology, and the 
current paradigms for maintaining knowledge, should become more like database technology, 
supporting recovery, integrity etc.
Similarly, expert systems that reason over dynamic environments, such as in 
telecommunications management, need to interact with such systems in order to improve their 
effectiveness. It is argued in the next section that the success of open management systems will 
facilitate greater "intelligence" through the application and integration of expert systems.
8.4 Intelligence in Network Management.
Companies like BHP build enterprise networks because they want to reduce the cost of 
telecommunications between geographically isolated places. The complexity of 
telecommunications, and the trend toward greater sophistication means that the people 
responsible for managing such networks are coming under increasing pressure. Reliable 
services in a competitive market place are essential, not desirable. Because the systems are 
complicated, and require expertise and experience to maintain, throwing additional people at the 
problem will not help. It seems opportune to turn to automated management support systems.
Integrated open network management systems are an example of the application of traditional 
systems to telecommunications. The implementation of such systems corresponds to 
standardised production control systems in manufacturing. Unfortunately, because network 
management is being driven bottom up, at the moment different systems are unlikely to be able 
to communicate among themselves. Enterprise network management tasks are complicated by 
this lack of openess, and the fact that they cannot control parts of the network over which their 
information is flowing. Artificial intelligence, on the other hand, attempts to automate tasks that 
would normally be considered beyond the ability of computers. Particularly, expert systems 
apply knowledge to problem solving.
Using these brief descriptions it can firstly be seen that the advent of open network management 
systems will not invalidate the use of expert systems, since the two address different types of 
tasks. Rather it is easy to envisage that intelligent network management systems will become 
much more powerful and effective. This will be possible because of the availability of a wealth 
of information about the network components. Through the agent - manager model, outlined in 
chapter two, objects are made visible network wide. The expert system, interfaced with the 





Intelligent Systems Integrate Expert Systems 
(Waterman, 1986)
Figure 8.1 gives an impression of the intelligent management system. Unfortunately, open 
systems are still some way off. In the meantime it seems sensible to try and provide as much 
automated support as possible through systems that are not interfaced in a seamless fashion.
Of course, the difficulties discussed in the previous chapters in relation to expert system 
development are largely intractable. It is difficult to imagine rapid progress in the areas of 
machine learning, for example (but who knows!). However, the incredible savings made 
possible through the application of AI to telecommunications should justify the costs of 
implementation. Consider the following passage,
"Telecom spends about 6 billion dollars a year on infrastructure replacement, such as cut 
cables which cause service disruptions over a period of time, and 400 million dollars on 
maintaining its customer access network. It hopes to save about 10 percent of those costs 
through its fault diagnosis packages over the next few years." (Zampetakis, 1991)
It is not an overstatement to say that these sums are non-trivial. An application of expert 
systems that has the potential savings outlined above is likely to receive the commitment 
necessary to make the system successful, not just in terms of its experimental value - but as a 
cost effective production system. Using these figures in a rough analysis, the estimated 
savings would be 40 million dollars. Applying 10 percent of this as a maintenance cost, would 
translate into about 40 persons to maintain the knowledge. Remembering that XCON has a 
staff of about 30, and that this system is considered successful (Waterman, 1986), the 40 
person team appears to be in the correct order of magnitude, and financially supportable.
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Many people predict that expert systems will bring about job loss. (Bachmann, 1988) talks 
about expert systems "annihilating jobs". The probability of this seems quite remote. In fault 
management particularly, expert systems augment the work practices of the technicians. Rather 
than replace the workers, the systems should provide support, which allows the task to be 
carried out more productively. It is a gross oversimplification to suggest that the current state 
of expert systems is advanced enough to replace human qualities of creativity, compassion ... 
perhaps even intuition.
Looking at the redundancy of repair workers (due to a decreased number of problems), a 10 
percent savings would correspond to about 10 percent less work. Once again, it is difficult to 
imagine the massive job losses that one would normally equate with "annihilation".
8.5 Summary
The fundamentals of network structure and architecture have been introduced in reference to 
the area of interest - namely Wide Area Networks. Important points from the discussion are 
that we expect a number of vendors to compete for the provision of telecommunication 
products and services. In the past, the resulting heterogeneous networks were limited in the 
benefits that they could facilitate because of their lack of openness.
Standards are not only being applied to the lower levels of telecommunications. Issues of 
interconnectivity apply at the management and control levels as well. Open network 
management systems should make visible their managed objects (or resources) to other systems 
by using the same communication protocol. Such systems are termed Conformant Management 
Entities (CMEs) and permit a seamless execution of the network management functions. These 
functions include Fault Management, Performance Management, Configuration Management, 
Account Management and Security.
BHP's corporate Network provides us with an example of an enterprise that is actively 
participating in the communications field. For business and historical reasons, BHP have 
developed and currently maintain Australia's largest corporate integrated voice and data 
network. It can be argued that their network management opportunities and concerns 
provide the most comprehensive test case for the evaluation of the application of Artificial 
Intelligence.
BHP invest significant sums in the provision and maintenance of their private network. The 
obvious goal is to avoid network unavailability. That is, to provide a quality service. 
Unfortunately many failures cannot be anticipated and treated in a preventative fashion. When
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faults do occur, the personnel involved in performing the diagnostic task are presented with a 
difficult job. The network is complex and geographically diverse, and even trivial faults require 
a degree of expertise to solve efficiently. Network services enjoy very little support from their 
computer systems, because the tasks that they need help with require skill. Traditional systems 
have no mechanism for incorporating knowledge.
Other telecommunications organisations have attempted to provide fault management support 
through automation. Most of these systems are advertised as being integrated real time 
systems. They are able to achieve integration by focusing on an area of the 
telecommunications network over which there already is a network management system 
operating. Although these systems provide us with an indication of the form of fault 
management systems, the development of WANFI is different because it must act over a 
heterogeneous network.
However, all the current fault management systems advertise some "expertise". Knowledge 
must be applied to the problem of automating the isolation of wide area network faults. The 
process of capturing and transforming that knowledge is called knowledge acquisition. Formal 
methods of knowledge acquisition are often called techniques of knowledge engineering. A 
knowledge engineering methodology can include tasks of identification, conceptualisation, 
formalisation, implementation and testing.
A bottle-neck in the knowledge engineering lifecycle has been identified as the knowledge 
elicitation phase. In this phase the interaction of the knowledge engineer and the expert is 
undoubtedly personal, and can lead to productivity constraints through personality differences. 
The difficulty associated with conceptualising and formalising the knowledge into some 
representation can be somewhat overcome by prototyping.
By prototyping the representation, results of the exercise are available at an earlier stage than 
when the system is compiled in a monolithic fashion. This has the advantage of convincing the 
knowledge engineer and the expert of the validity of the approach. The phases of prototyping 
include analysis, representation, execution and validation. Executability can be achieved 
through the use of an expert system shell. Shells are systems without any domain knowledge 
represented.
In the case of WANFI, the continued development on an expert system shell was impractical.
It appears that for reasons of consistency and cost the system should be programmed directly. . 
Given that we need to build an interpreter for our representation of the problem, it seems
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sensible to use the same representation formalisms as the prototype. The knowledge can then 
be more readily ported from the prototype.
An important new software engineering paradigm is that of object-oriented design. By 
focusing on the "natural" organisation of models, programs are said to enjoy quality 
improvements. An object-oriented model encapsulates behavioural and structural properties. 
The claim is that the use of object-oriented programming is particularly applicable because of 
the established architecture of expert systems, (meaning that potential design classes are more 
obvious), and the heavy use of non-persistent memory.
An initial representation of the system revolved around the three obvious design entities : 
working memory, inference engine, and knowledge base. The working memory was designed 
as a specialisation of the abstract types of binary tree and association list. The structure of the 
data being object attribute value triples.
The inference engine is the primary actor in the expert system. Several important behavioural 
methods are its concern. The recognise-act cycle of forward chaining systems is 
computationally expensive. For this reason a partial implementation of the RETE algorithm has 
been incorporated in WANFI. By exploiting temporal redundancy the matching phase of the 
recognise-act cycle can be made more efficient.
The inference engine is also responsible for the searching strategy employed. The type of 
search will be determined by the conflict resolution strategy. Conflict resolution is the selection 
phase of the cycle, selecting a single rule to fire from several competing ones. WANFI 
employs the means ends analyis (MEA) conflict resolution strategy. MEA is particularly 
sensitive to the recency of the WME matching the first premise of each rule, but also makes use 
of refraction, specificity and arbitrary choice.
An expert system will be largely judged on its output. To evaluate the system's performance, 
it's decisions and actions must be measured against those of the expert. The performance of the 
system is directly related to its function. However, the success of systems often depends on 
other non-functional criteria. Computer programs are normally required to run efficiently. 
Although our application is conversational, and therefore has a requirement for interacting at a 
conversational speed, it is worthwhile testing the claim that execution time will increase linearly 
with increases in the size of the knowledge base. Another motivating factor in the development 
of WANFI was that the system offered the opportunity to change the work practices of the 
people responsible for network services. The time it would take to measure the positive and 
negative effect of the system prevented a study of this aspect.
- 138-
While a little disappointing early, the results of the evaluation exercise show that highly 
competent ability can be attributed to the expert system WANFI. Our findings reveal that the 
expert system behaves in a relatively friendly fashion, responding with speed within the 
expected conversational range. The lack of any data on the effectiveness of the system in 
improving the fault management process is an unavoidable handicap. However, it is reasonable 
to assume that because the system can help diagnose faults to a depth greater than the 
technicians, can tutor new staff and can record case histories with a great deal of detail, the 
system is bound to result in "better" fault diagnosis.
Looking ahead to the future, a number of issues are apparent. Firstly, that expert systems can 
play an important role in the network management architectures developed over the next few 
years. This potential is realised by companies like BHP and Telecom Australia. The savings 
that can be made through reduced costs and improved quality make expert system maintenance 
a viable proposition.
While we wait for open network management systems, expert systems can help relieve the 
difficulties associated with heterogeneity. When they arrive, architectures for "intelligent" 
network systems will be possible.
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Appendix A - Glossary
Analog Transmission. A transmission method by which the signal varies continuously in 
sympathy with the information. Most commonly used to transmit electrical voltages 
representing variations in sound.
Asynchronous. Form of data communications where individual data elements, eg characters, 
are separated by indeterminate time intervals.eg VAX terminal or Telex terminal.
Bandwidth. The data carrying capacity of a medium expressed as the difference between the 
highest and the lowest frequencies which may be transmitted.
BRA ."Basic Rate Access". That ISDN Access offering 2B+D (2 x 64Kbps + 16Kbps) and 
conforming to the ISO Basic Rate Interface specifications. See Microlink
Channel. A path for the transmission of information which may be physical or logical.
Codec . "Coder/Decoder". Acronym for the IC which performs the A to D and D to A 
conversion process associated with PCM - Typically 64Kbps digital voice.
DataLINK. The service provided by network services at BHP for the communication of data.
DDN. “Dedicated Digital Network”, supplied by Telecom as a separate network from the 
conventional analogue telephone network used by the public.
Digital Transmission. A communications procedure in which information is encoded as 
either discrete binary 1 or binary 0, as opposed to a continuous analogue representation.
Full Duplex. Mode of communications where the correspondents exchange data mutually.
Eg IBM host cross domain links, DECnet, X25 etc.
Gateway. A communications link between two heterogeneous computers or networks with 
the ability to convert from one protocol set to another.
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Half Duplex. Mode of communications where the correspondents take turns at exchanging 
data. EG Telephone, fax, some IBM3270 applications and Ethernet.
HDLC. "Highlevel Data Link Control". Link layer communications protocol for point to point 
links and operates at the layer2 level in the O SI7 layer model. Defines access procedures ( eg 
LAPB for X25, LAPD for ISDN) and provides link flow control and error detection.
ISDN. “Integrated Services Digital Network”. A standardised set of interface and protocol 
specifications for digital telecommunications networks and equipment designed to allow 
simultaneous, phone/fax/computer transmissions. Basic bandwidth is a 64Kbps full duplex 
channel.
IT. “BHP Information Technology Ltd.” IT Regional Offices are located respectively at IT-M 
(Melbourne), IT-N (Newcastle), IT-C (Canberra), IT-S (Sydney) and IT-W (Wollongong)
LED."light emitting diodes", display lights found on various equipment
Loopback. A diagnostic technique whereby transmitted data is returned to source in order to 
compare with the transmitted data.
Macrolink. That ISDN Access offering 2B+D (2 x 64Kbps + 16Kbps) and conforming to the 
ISO Basic Rate Interface specifications. See PRA
Maxima. Time Division Multipexor Equipment from Scitec Communications on which the 
Corporate Network has been based
Megalink. Telecom Wideband digital bearer providing a point to point 2Mbps serial link.
Microlink. That ISDN Access offering 30B+D (30 x 64Kbps + 64Kbps) and conforming to 
the ISO Primary Rate Interface specifications. See PRA
Modem. “Modulator-demodulator”. A device for connection of digital devices using an 
analogue signalling format. Typically used to connect to the conventional Telecom network that 
is supplied for leased computer lines.
Multiplexer. A device which combines several signals to share a common physical 
transmission. Multiplexed signals are demultiplexed at the other end (separated) at the other end 
of the link.
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NTU. “Network Termination Unit”. A device for connection of digital devices using a digital 
signalling format. Part of the DDN supplied by Telecom.
Node. That component within a network which terminates a trunk and is capable of 
interconnecting and switching/passing traffic between trunks. It can include STP, SSCP and 
applications functions depending on what layer in the protocol stack the device operates at. EG 
PABX, Maxima, X25 switch or PAD, EDI host ,Sync mux, Bridge etc.
Pre-emptive action. A procedure provided by the Supplier to the Agent to cover certain 
circumstances that allow the technician to resolve faults without prior consultation with the 
Supplier An example of these actions is the hitting of a momentary Reset button to clear a fault 
condition.
PABX. “Private Automatic Branch Exchange”. Purchased by the customer, the PABX is the 
basic device unit that connects and switches customer internal voice telephones, and connects to 
the Telecom network of exchanges
PCM. "Pulse code modulation". A technique for transmitting analogue data over a digital 
channel by sampling the analog data at regular intervals and encoding the sampled values into 
binary codes for transmission using a digital link (commonly in a time division multiplexed 
frame).The analogue signal is sampled 8000 times per second to derive an absolute positive or 
negative Pulse Amplitude Modulated (PAM) signal. These instantaneous amplitudes are then 
assigned a weighted 8bit signed binary number according to the companding law A-Law (non 
linear quantifying of amplitudes). The resultant is 8bits x 8000/sec = 64Kbps. Primarily used 
for digital voice transmission systems and digital PABXs.
POTS. "Plain Old Telephone Service". Basic telephone network and facilities offered by 
Telecom Australia utilising digital and analogue transmission and switching facilities. See 
PSTN
PRA. "Primary Rate Access". That ISDN Access offering 30B+D (30 x 64Kbps + 64Kbps) 
and conforming to the ISO Primary Rate Interface specifications. See Macrolink
PSTN . "Public Switched Telephone Network". The network, operated by Telecom Australia 
delivering telephone services throughout the country.
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Region, is as defined for the encompassed area already supported by the Agent/Supplier for 
its other non-Network related services
RLSD. “Received Line Signal Detect”. A signal indication light located on modems and NTU 
equipment
Route. 1 or more trunks with common attributes group together for the purposes of switching 
control and ease of administration and management.
Symplex. Mode of communications where the information flow is in one direction only. Eg 
Commercial broadcast TV and Radio, Telemetry etc.
Synchronous. Form of data communications where individual data elements are separated by 
constant time intervals. Eg IBM 3270 terminal
Supplier, refers to BHP Information Technology, National Operations Division,
Wollongong, and its successor.
TDM. "Time-division Multiplexing". A technique for interleaving data from several users onto 
one channel by transmitting each user's data in series, each in its own time slot.
Telecom, refers to Telecom Australia, the Statutory Authority that serves as carrier of most of 
the private BHP network
Tieline, a link between two PABX's, typically remote, analogue and capable of carrying only 
one conversation.
Trunk, a high-capacity communications circuit conveying many channels between two 
switching centres or concentrators.
VoiceLINK. The service relating to the communication of voice messages.
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Appendix B - Expert System Class Headers
#ifndef ASSO C _H  
#define ASSOC_H




* Describes an association list. That is (attribute value) pairs.
* /
struct assocList : public list
{
float m in C erta in ty ;
void in s e rt(p a ir* a) { list::insert(a); }
void append(pair* a) { list::append(a); }
pa ir* g e t ( )  { return (p a ir*) list: :g e t();}
void p r i n t ( ) ;  
void p r in t(o fs tre a m & );  
assocList& operator=(assocList& );
asso cL is t() { m inCertainty = 100.0;}
assocList(pair* a) : list(a) { m inCertainty = 100.0;} 
~ a s s o c L is t();
};










* Describes an stream of association lists.
* /
struct aStream  : list
{
void insert(assocList* a) { lis t::insert(a ); } 
void append(assocList* a) { list::append(a); } 
assocList* get() { return (asso cL is t*)tis t::g e t();}
void prin t();
aS tream &  operato r=(aS tream & );
a S tre a m () {}
aStream (assocList* a) : list(a) {}
~ a S tre a m ();






# in c lud e  "ru leP trL is t.h"
# include "ruleList.h"
j  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
★
* engine




r u le P t r L is t * conflictSet; //  competing rules
r u le * cu rre n tR u le ; / /  selected rule
boolean in te r ru p t; / /  stop the engine
in t clock; //  for tim estam ping
assocList* bindings; / /  currentRule instance
r u le P t r * sell nst; / /  instantion of rule
r u le P t r L is t * usedRules; //  used rules
void co n flic tR eso lu tio n Q ;
void L E X (in t[][2 0 ], int[], int);
void s e tu p R u le (in t);
int g e tT a g s (ru le P trL is t* , in t[][2 0 ]);
void s o r t ( i n t [ ) ) ;
public:
e n g in e ();





void s e le c tQ ;
void e x e c u te ();
boolean m o r e ( ) ;
void e x p la n a tio n ();
void t r a c e ( ) ;
void p r in t(o fs tre a m & );
void re fresh () {
clock = 1; 
delete usedRules; 
usedRules = new rulePtrList;
}
void reset() { interrupt = FALSE; }
};
# e n d if
# in clud e "list.h"





7  Describes a list of text lines.
struct lineList : list
{
l in e L is t ( )  { }
- l i n e  L is t ( );
void in s ert(c h ar* a) { lis t::in sert(a ); }
void append(char* a) { list::append(a); }
c h a r *  g e t ( )  { return (c h a r*) lis t::g e t();}
void a d d ();
lineList* ch an g e ();
void p r i n t ( ) ;
void p r in t(o fs tre a m & );
friend ostream & op era to r« (o s tream & , lineList&);
friend istream& o p e ra to r» (is tream & , lineList&);
};
# e n d if
#include "wanfi.h"
#include "listNode.h"




* A class describing the list concept. Nodes which reference another
* node forming a list. Note that the list is circular (last->next




friend class listlterator; 
listNode* last; 
public:
list() { last = 0 ; } 
list(void* a) {
last = new listNode(a,0); 
last->next = last;
}
~list() { clear(); }
int insert(void*);
int append(void*);
boolean rem ove(void*); 
void* get(); 
void clear();
virtual boolean em pty() {
return (last == 0) ? TR U E  : FALSE;
}
};
/ /  in the head 
/ /  to the tail 
// delete a node 
/ /  return head  
/ /  remove all nodes









friend class list; 
friend class listlterator;
lis tN o d e* next; / /  ptr to the next node
v o id * e n tP tr ;  / /  ptr to entity stored in list
lis tN ode(vo id *, lis tN ode*);
~ lis tN o de() {}
};
# e n d if
# if  n d e f MATCHLIST_H
#define MATCHLIST H
#include "wanfi.h" 
in c lu d e  "matchNode.h"
# include "list.h"
J * * * * * * * *  + + * *  + * * * * 1 ' * * * * 1 r 1 r * 1 , 1 r * * 1 t - k 1 r * 1 r * * * * 1 c 1 ' * * * * - k 1 t i r 1 c * * 1 ' i'i'ir + -k1r
* m atchList*
* Describes a rule ptr list. The list is created by taking double
* pointers to rules (ie. a->rulePtr->rule) and inserting or appending
* the rule pointer into the list.
*  /
struct matchList : list
{
m a tc h L is t() { }
m atchList(m atchN ode* a) : list(a) {}
~ m a tc h L is t( ) ;
void insert(m atchNode* a) { list::insert(a); } 
void append(m atchNode* a) { list::append(a); } 
m atchNode* get() { return (m atchN ode*)lis t::g et();}
vo id p rin t(); 
void prin t(o fs tream & );
/ /  w m E le m en t* c o m p a re (c h a r*,c h a r* ,c h a r*);  
boolean re trac t(c h ar*,w m E lem en t*);
};
# e n d if
#include "wanfi.h"
#include "wm Elem ent.h"








c h a r *  object;
w m Elem ent* w m e P tr;
m atchN ode(char* ,w m E lem ent*);
~m atchN ode() { }
void p r i n t ()  ;
void p r in t(o fs tre a m & );
/ *
fr ie n d  int operator==(const matchNode&, const matchNode&); 
fr ie n d  int operator!=(const matchNode&, const matchNode&);
* /
};
# e n d if
#ifndef PAIR
#define PAIR




* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ★  ★
* pair
*




c h a r *  v a r ;  
c h a r *  bind; 
p a ir(c h a r*  ,c h a r*);
~ p a i r ( )  { }
void p r i n t ( ) ;
void p r in t(o fs tre a m & );
frie n d  int operator==(const pair&, const pair&);
fr ie n d  int operator!=(const pair&, const pair&);
};






# in c lud e  "lis tlterato r.h"





* Describes a literal pattern (object attribute relation value).




c h a r *  
c h a r *  
c h a r *  
c h a r *  




p re m is e (c h a r
prem ise(const
p re m is e ( ) ;
~ p re m is e ( ) ;
object;
a ttr ib u te ;
re la tio n ;
value;
rig h tM em o ry ;
a n y V a rs Q ;
v a lid R e la tio n (c h a r* );
,c h a r * ,c h a r * ,c h a r * ) ;  / /  construct internally
prem ises); / /  construct by copy
// construct user
void p r i n t ( ) ;
float g e tC e rta in ty ();
void p r in t(o fs tre a m & );
void r e f r e s h ( ) ;
void changeQ ;
boolean e s ta b lis h ();
void new M atch  (a S tre a m *);
boolean m atch  (c h a r*, wm E le m e n t*);
boolean in tra M atc h  (c h a r*, wm E le m e n ts );
boolean in te rM a tch (a S trea m *, aS tream *);
void com pB inds(aStream *, aS tream *);
void s u b s titu te (as so c L is t*);
assocList* new Bindings(m atchNode*, assocList*);
boolean re tra c t(c h a r* ,w m  E le m e n t* );
boolean u n re la te d ();
void getTags(assocL ist*, int*);
void in s ta n tia te (a s s o c L is t*);
void decom pose(treeS );
friend int operator==(const prem ises, const prem ises);
friend ostream S o p e ra to r« (o s tre a m S , prem ises);
friend ¡stream s o p e ra to r» (is tre a m S , p rem ises);
# e n d if
#include "wanfi.h" 






* Describes a list of premises.
* /
struct premList : list
{
prem ListQ  {}
prem List(prem ise* a) : list(a) {} 
-p r e m L is tQ ;
void in sert(p rem ise* a) { list::insert(a); }
void append(prem ise* a) { list::append(a); }
prem ise* get() { return (prem ise*)lis t::get(); }
void p r i n t ( ) ;
float c a lc M in C e rt(flo a t);
void p r in t(o fs tre a m & );
void r e f re s h Q ;
prem ise* in traM a tch (c h ar*, w m E lem en t*);
boolean in te rM a tc h (a S tre a m *& , p re m is e *);
boolean fu ll ln te rM a tc h (a S tre a m *& );
p re m is e *  re tra c t(c h a r*, w m E le m en t*);
prem List* ch an g e ();
void a d d ();
boolean re m o ve (p rem ise * p) {re tu rn (lis t::re m o v e(p ));}
boolean e s ta b lis h Q ;
boolean u n re la te d Q ;
prem List* c o p y Q ;
void g e tT a g s (a s s o c L is t*,in t[]);
void in s tan tia te (a sso c L is t*);
void decom pose(tree& );
prem List& o p e ra to r= (p re m L is t& );
friend ostream & o p e ra to r« (o s tre a m & , premList&);
friend istream & operato r>>(istream & , prem List&);


















in t  
float
prem List* 
trip leL is t*
I in e L is t * 
void 
public:
r u l e ( i n t ) ; 
r u le ( in t , c h a r * ) ; 
ru le (con st ru le& ); 










in R u le ( in t ) ;
//  construct empty rule 
/ /  construct rule stdio 
/ /  construct copy rule
}
void r e f r e s h ( ) ;
void p r i n t ( ) ;
void p r in t(o fs tre a m & );
void m a tc h (c h a r* ,w m E le m e n t* );
void re tra c t(c h a r* ,w m E le m e n t* ) ;




boolean k n o w n ();
void ge tTags(assocL ist*, int*);
void exp la in C o n d itio n s (o fs tream & ,asso cL is t*);
void e x p la in T e x t(o fs tre a m & );
void decom pose(tree& );
friend ostream & o p e ra to r« (o s tre a m & , rule&);
friend istream & o p e ra to r» (is tre a m & , rule&);
# e n d if





#include "wm Elem ent.h"
* ruleList
* Describes a rule list.
* /
class ruleList : public list
rule* f in d ( c h a r * ) ;
public:
in t ru leN u m ;
void s a v e K B (c h a r* );
void lo a d K B (c h a r* );
ru le L is t() {};
ru leL is t(ch ar* msg) { cout «  msg n l;}
ru leL ist(ru le* a) : list(a) {}
~ r u le L is t ( ) ;
void r e f r e s h ( ) ;
void c le a rU p () ;
void in s e rt(ru le * a) { list::insert(a); }
void append(ru le* a) { list::append(a); }
rule* g e t ( )  { return (ru le *)lis t::g e t();}
void p r i n t ( ) ;
void p r in t(o fs tre a m & );
void m atch (c h a r*,w m  E le m e n t*);
void re tra c t(c h a r* ,w m  E le m e n t* );
void c h a n g e (c h a r*);
boolean rem ove(char*);
void decom pose(tree& );
friend ostream & o p e ra to r« (o s tre a m & , ruleList&)
friend
} ;
¡stream s o p e ra to r» (is tre a m & , ruleListS);





^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
#ifndef RULEPTR H
#define RULEPTR_H
* ru leP tr
*
* Describes a m em ber of the rulePtrList. These entries represent
* instantiations of rules, ie. a rule (in this case a pointer, and
* a set of bindings that instantiate the rule (in this case a pointer




r u le *  r P t r ;
assocList* bindings;
ru le P tr(ru  le * , a s so c L is t*);
~ r u le P t r ( )  { delete bindings; } 
void p r i n t ()  ; 
void p r in t(o fs tre a m & );  
void e x p la in (o fs tre a m & );
};
# e n d if










in t clock; //  for
treeN ode* root;
long comp;
void fo o (treeN o d e*,o fs tre am & );
treeNode* s e e k (c h a r* ) ;
void c le a n u p (tree N o d e *);
w m eList* access(ch ar*, w m eList*);
w m eList* in s p e c t(c h a r* );
treeN ode* re m o v e (c h a r*, tre e N o d e *);
treeN ode* fin d le a f(tre e N o d e *);
public: 
tree() : 





/ /  construct






w m E lem en t*
w m E lem en t*
w m E lem en t*
void
void
o b jp r n t (c h a r * )  ; 
p r i n t ( ) ;
p r in t(o fs tre a m & );  
r e f r e s h ( )  ;
re c a ll(c h a r* , c h a r*);  
rec a ll(ch ar*, ch ar*, ch ar*); 
m em orize(char*, char*, char*, float, boolean); 
store(char*, char*, char*); 
fo rg e t(ch ar*, w m E lem en t*);








* A class to represent the tree nodes. Each node has an object






treeNode* r ig h t;
char* object;
w m eList* tobody;
tre e N o d e (c h a r*, w m eLis t*);




# e n d if
#include "wanfi.h" 





* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ A * *
* trip le★




c h a r *  action; 
c h a r *  object; 
c h a r *  a ttr ib u te ;  
c h a r *  va lue;
boolean validA ction(char*); 
public:
tr ip le (ch ar*, ch ar* ,c h a r \  
tr ip le (c o n s t tr ip le s );  
t r ip le ( )  ;
~ t r ip le ( )  ;
void fire(assocList*, float, boolean, lineList*);
void assert(assocL is t*,flo at,bo o lean );
void re tra c t(a s s o c L is t* );
void s h o w ();
void p r i n t ( ) ;
void a s k (a s s o c L is t* , line L is t*);
void p r in t(o fs tre a m S );
void ch an g e();
void decom pose(treeS );
friend int operator==(const trip les, const trip les);
friend ostream S o p e ra to r« (o s tre a m S , trip les);
friend ¡stream s o p e ra to r» (is tre a m S , trip les);
# e n d if
ch ar*); / /  construct internally  
/ /  construct by copy 
/ /  construct user
167 -
#include "wanfi.h" 
# in c lu d e  "triple.h" 








* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* trip le  List*
* Describes a list of triples (object attribute values).
struct tripleList : public list
{
tr ip le L is t() {}
trip leL is t(trip le* a) : list(a) {} 
- t r ip le  L is t ( ) ;
void in s e rt(tr ip le * a) { lis t::insert(a); }
void append(trip le* a) { list::append(a); }
trip le* g e t() {
return (tr ip le *)lis t::g e t();
}
void p r i n t ( ) ;
void p r in t(o fs tre a m & );
trip leL is t* ch an g e ();
void a d d ();
boolean re m o v e (trip le * p) {re tu rn (lis t::re m o v e (p ))
void f ire (a s s o c L is t* .f lo a t , line L is t*);
trip leL is t* c o p y ();
void decom pose(tree& );
trip leList&  o p e ra to r= (tr ip le L is t& );
friend ostream & o p e ra to r« (o s tre a m & , tripleList&);
friend istream & o p e ra to r» (is tre a m & , tripleList&);
# e n d if
168 -
#¡fndef W A N F L H  




typedef enum booleantype boolean;
//#define  D E B U G  
#define sp «  " "
#define ni «  "\n"
#define ht «  "\t"
#deflne M A X _N A M E 50  
#define M A X R O W S 20  
#define M AXCO LS 20  
#define L IN E _S IZE  250  
#define S IZ E _R E LS  6 
#define S IZE _A C TS  4 
#define N O _C O M M A N D S 17 
#define S E N T IN E L  -1 
#define M AXCYCLES 100 
#define BEEP ' \ 0 0 7 '
#define LOG "../log/"
#define B IT M A P L IB  "../bitm aps/" 
#define NL '\n '
extern char *possib leR els[S IZE _R E LS ]; 
extern char *possib leActs[S IZE_A CTS]; 
extern char *commands[NO_COMMANDS];




y * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * , (k* * # .|f ,(r*,|r<(,|.
#ifndef WME_H
#define WME_H
* w m Elem ent
*
* Describes a wm Element.
* /
struct w m Elem ent
{
c h a r *  a ttr ib u te ;  
c h a r *  va lue; 
in t tim estam p; 
float certFac to r; 
boolean deduced;
w m Elem ent(char* ,char*, int, float, boolean);




void p r i n t ( ) ;
void p r in t(o fs tre a m & );
boolean sam eKey(wm Elem ent&);
boolean ch ange(char*, w m Elem ent*);
fr ie n d  int operator==(const wm Elem ent&, const wm Elem ent&);
fr ie n d  int operator!=(const wm Elem ent&, const wm Elem ent&);
};
# e n d if
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* Describes a working memory list.
* /
struct wm eList : list
{
w m e L is t()  { }
w m eList(w m Elem ent* a) : list(a) { }  
~ w m e L is t ( ) ;
void insert(w m Elem ent* a) { lis t::insert(a ); } 
void append(wm Elem ent* a) { list::append(a); } 
wm E lem en t* learn (char*, wm E lem en ts ); 
w m E lem en t* store(w m Elem ent& ); 
w m E lem en t* recall(w m E lem ent& ); 
void p r in t() ; 
void prin t(o fs tream & ); 
w m E lem ent* get() {
return (w m E le m e n t*)lis t::g e t();
}
};
# e n d if
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